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Another First From Kelly.
If you have frequent, multiple or longterm requirements for data entry temporaries, our new Kelly® Customizer is ideal
for meeting your needs.
By encrypting samples of your data
entry screen and data entry forms on our
proprietary Kelly Customizer training

software, we can now assign you Kelly
temporaries pretrained to handle your
specific data entry formats.
Your Kelly data entry temporaries
arrive on the job ready to work, not just
ready to learn.
Call your local Kelly office for details.
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IMA SECURES SAVINGS WITH

LONGTERMCARE
PROTECTION
s individuals grow older,
they face a higher risk of
serious illness and injury.
Concern about the high costs of nursing
home care is a reality for many people
as they plan for the future.
Contrary to popular belief Medicare
only pays a tiny fraction of nursing
home care. Medicaid pays some of the
bills but only after life savings have
been exhausted.
The Facts Are...
— The National Center for Health
Services Research estimates that one out
of four people will require some form of
nursing care after age 65.
— A 1989 study conducted by the U.S.
House of Representatives Committee on
Aging found that most people run out of
money within one year of entering a
nursing home.
— According to 1989 statistics put out
by the Health Insurance Association of
America, the average cost of nursing
home care is $20,000 to $30,000 a year.

years, depending on the plan selected.
This plan even provides a post confinement benefit while recovering at
home.
In addition, A New Home Health Care
Rider ** is now available to expand

or additional information
about this plan and other
IMA Group Insurance
Plans,
IMA
Gro
u p (except
Li fe anfor
d Sthe
mal
l E mp l o %"
Plan) call 1800 424 -9883. In
the Washington D.C. area
(202) 457 -6820.
For information on the IMA
Group Term Life Insurance Plan
call 1800 225 -6758.
For information on the IMA
Small Employer Group Benefit
Plan call 1 800 666 -5303.

The American Nurse, April 1990

Financial Protection
The IMA sponsored Long Term
Care Plan* can help members keep
their savings secure while providing
high quality nursing care at an affordable cost.
A variety of benefit options are
available — $80, $100, or $150 a day,
and benefits are payable for life or four

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group Life
Disability Income
Excess Major Medical
In-Hospital
High -Limit Accident
Medicare Supplement
Small Employer
Group Benefits

member's long term care protection.
The Rider provides the additional
benefits of home health care and
services at an Adult Day Care Center.
As one of the leaders in long term
care nursing insurance, AMEX Life,
the underwriter * ** of the plan provides
the kind of protection needed, at
affordable rates.
With the IMA sponsored Long
Term Care Plan it's easy for members
to protect their families and savings...

Im
&YOU
GOINGTHEDISTANCE

* In Maine and Florida Long Term Care is
referred to as Nursing Home Care. The Long
Term Care Plan is not available in all states.
** The Home Health Care rider is not available in
all states. Please contact the Administrator for
more information.
* ** All applications are subject to the
underwriting rights of AMEX Life.
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BY JAMES ELLISTON,
CMA
Image processing using optical disks offers great possibilities for businesses to
increase efficiency, cut
costs, improve customer
service, and differentiate
themselves from their competitors. Exactly how does
image processing work, and
what can it do? Does it contain any pitfalls? The possibilities and perils of this developing technology are
described here.
Lybrand Gold Medal,
1990 -91.

27
TEACHINGQUALITY:
LESSONSFROMALCOA
BY ANTHONY R. TIERNO
ALCOA began initiating
quality techniques in its finance department in 1988.
A corporate quality department along with outside
consultants sat down with
15 top financial managers.
They explained why quality
was important, what quality
was, and how to apply it
This training was reinforced
through field visits to other
companies with a reputation
for quality and supplemented with specific problem solving assignments. Second tier managers were
exposed to the same training. It was an arduous learning process for both the
trainers and trainees but
ALCOA's lessons can be
useful to your company.
Certificate of Merit,
1990-91.

BY RICHARD F. BERK
The two methods of accounting for uncompensated overtime are "40 -hour"
accounting and "full -time"
accounting. Is one method
preferable to the other?
What are the true cost accounting issues? Readers
are invited to read and respond with their own
opinions.

36
MAKING
ACCOUNTINGA
VALUE-ADDED
ACTIVITY
BY GERMAIN B. BOER
Is your accounting staff actually detracting from profits? It may be if it's not a value- adding operation. Find
out how to evaluate your
company's accounting
activities.
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e as you need to get started.
As much as you want to keep growing.
Presenting The Platinum Series for expandable accounting.
rt
40*
t

Better Information
— Better Decisions.
However you define
it, success depends

on your ability to
gather accurate
information and evaluate results.
Better information means better
decisions. And Platinum' helps you
make better decisions.
Platinum is a unique modular
accounting and management information software package designed
to better your business.

Start Small— Branch Out.
Platinum was designed for uncompromised power and extraordinary
flexibility. From two to 22 fully inte-

grated modules can be used in any
combination, so Platinum can start
small, grow with you and be customized in the future. Its functions
range from basic bookkeeping to
sophisticated management account-

offers the service and support of
IBM's network of authorized
Platinum dealers and installers.
In a nutshell, nothing grows
with your business like Platinum.

ing (in DOS, OS/2' and LAN
versions).What's more, Platinum
expands easily from a single user
to a network of many users.
Power and Performance.
Platinum offers superior performance, speed and capacity. In fact,
no matter how many modules
you use and how large the network
becomes, the power of Platinum
remains uneompromised.
Most important, Platinum

IBM and OS /2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Platinum is a registered trademark of Advanced Business Microsystems, Inc. ©1991 IBM Corp
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50
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PROFIT

42
COSTINGFOR
WAREHOUSINGAND
DISTRIBUTION
BY HAROLD P. ROTH,
CMA, AND LINDAT. SIMS
ABC isn't just for manufacturing anymore! Service operations such as warehouses can benefit from its
implementation. ABC concepts as used by a public
warehouse are discussed.

46
CONTROLLING EDI
BY BENJAMIN WRIGHT
An attorney specializing in
electronic data interchange
offers legal guidelines for
companies to use when implementing new systems.

BY JAMES F. MOSBERG,
CMA
Individual financial incentives can boost profit just
take it from Borg - Warner
Chemicals. A profit center
management program increased profits 20% in the
year following implementation.

54
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SEC pays more attention to
balance sheets.

12
MANAGING YOUR
CAREER
"How can I turn my life
around ?"

BY KENNETH AURICHIO
As p art of a program spon-

sored by the United Nations, IMA member Ramon
de Reyna spent two weeks
in Moscow in April 1990
teaching Soviet students
western accounting principles. The goal of the course
de Rey na taught was to help

develop a young cadre of
Soviet accountants who
would be able to work with
foreign investors in joint
ventures.
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THESEDAYS,
WHENYOUR
COMPETITORS
TALKABC,
THEYIRENOT
TAUUNG
TELEVISION.

WHATISABC?
It'sactivity-basedcosting—andit'sahot topic lately.
Largelybecausetraditionalaccountingdoeslittletosupport
profitmanagement,andevenlessforoperatingefficiency.In
its simplest form, activity -based costing will help you
establishaccuratecostsforyourproductsandservices.Yet
thereal power of ABC is its ability tohelp you identify,
measure,andmanageyouroperation'sactivities.Buthow
doyoulearnaboutABC?Andwhocanhelpyouapplythe
benefitstoyourcompany?Wel, we'veputall theanswers
inoneconvenientpackage.

THEABCPRIMERPACKISN'T
ABOUTACCOUNTING.IT'SABOUT
COMMON-SENSEMANAGEMENT.
Thisistheperfect packagetolearntheABCbasics.
You qet fourinstructional video

TheABCTechnologies

tapes, twobest -selli
books by leading
academics, anda
subscriptiontoour
quarterlynewsletter,
AsEasyAsABC. Plus,thePrimerPack
0

includesaself -pacedsoftwaretutorial that allowsyouto
experiencetheeaseandflexibilityofourindustry-leading
software,EasyABC'.'Bestofal,it'saf ordable—theABCPrimer
Packsellsforjust $750.

ANDIFYOUWANT TOLEARNMORE,
WE'LLPROVIDETHECONTACTS.
They'reknownasABCAffiliates.Theyworkforconsultingfirmslargeandsmallthroughout theworld. All our
Affiliates haveimpressiveclient lists, theyhavedemonstratedtheirworkingknowledgeofABC,andtheywantto
teachothers.Plus,we'veputthem throughouradvanced
softwaretraining class. Sothey'reequippedtohelp you
buildyourABCprogram —whileyourcompetitorsarestil
just talking. (If you'd likeafreecopy of ourABCAffiliates
Directory, just call.)

ABC Technologies Inc.
800 783 -7897

4ftr

8926S.W.HallBlvd.Portland,OR97223
Tel-.503/626-4895Fax: 503/626-4003
fasyABC. ABC Pnmei Pack ano As Easy AsABC are tWemaMsof
ABC Technologies Inc S' 1981 ABC Technologies Inc
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It is indeed an honor for me to have been elected the
72nd President of the National Association of Accountants and the first President of the Institute of Management Accountants. In my first message to you, I want to
share with you how strongly I feel that each of us must
strive to maintain and enhance our individual professional stature. In my opinion, this is the single most important factor in the enhancement of the professional image
of the management accounting profession and this great
organization in which we are privileged to hold membership. I am convinced that as members of the management accounting profession, we have the opportunity to significantly increase our already influential role in the economic environment of this decade and in the 21st century.
But that will require innovative thinking and action on our part.
The first and possibly most important individual effort each of us can put
forth is to ensure that our own professional stature measures up to society's
expectations of a professional. We can begin doing that by displaying our competency through certification as a CMA. If you think about it I'm convinced
you can come to only one conclusion; that is, the CMA is the right thing and
now is the right time. Then we must maintain that competency through a career- spanning commitment to continuing education. It is equally important
that each of us invest a part of his or her time in increasing the visibility and
credibility of management accountants in our communities and in the academic and legislative arenas. Perhaps this effort is best viewed as an investment
in the future of management accounting.
As an organization we have recently taken two significant actions which
will enhance the professional image of the organization and position it to better serve its membership. We've done that by changing its name to the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and by restructuring the volunteer
organization. Most significantly, I believe that we have accomplished these
together. Fifty -nine percent of you took the time to express your wishes with
regard to changing NAA to IMA, and 8046 of you said, yes, it's the right thing
to do.
I believe the IMA is poised to significantly impact the global environment
of the 21st century. Won't you join me in taking BOLD STEPS this year?
BOLD STEPS which will ensure that we are prepared for the 21st century.
Once again, thank you very much for giving me and your other officers
the opportunity to lead this great organization during the coming year.
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Commander"' FDC:
The PC -based financial consolidation software that lets you

C onsoli d a t e w l*t h C
f you ' re looking for a software
solution to the complex task
of collecting , consolidating and
repo rtin g fi nan cial dat a fo r a
multidi visional , multi nati onal
corp orat ion , you should look at
Comshare.' s Co mmander F DC.
Unlike spreadsheets and general purpose software often used
for this task , Command er F DC
(Financial Data Consolidation)
is a PC / LAN -based software
package specifically designed to
handle the unique logistical and
accounting demands of consolidation and finan cial rep orting,
so you can be confident about
the information it provides. It
wo rk s t he way yo u do , wit h
fin an ci al s ch ed ul es ( in come
st at ement s , etc.) an d i nclud es
the accounting intelligence to
as s u re accu racy . It's a cost effective solution that puts you
in complete control both of the
co ns ol id at io n proces s an d of
this important financial data.
And it ' s from C omsh are, t he
mark et lead er in financial consolidation and execut ive infor-

I

m a t io n sy s t em s .

C o mm a nd e r F D C n o t o n ly s up p o r ts th e
financial data needs of corporate headquarters,
it c an meet the inf o rm atio n nee d s o f your
rep o rt in g u nits as we ll . Eas y to im p le me nt
and to use, it c an ad apt to diff erent organizatio nal s truc ture s , re p o rting re q uire m e nts ,
and accounting systems, even within the same

Currenc y translatio ns, intercomp any eliminatio ns , re- s tatements , ad jus t ments and jo urnal
entr ies are p erf o rme d s imp ly an d au to ma tically. Not only are your loo ks c los ed m ore
quickly, they are more accurate as well, with
built -in aud it trails and d ata inte g rity
requireme nts.

c o m p an y.

l

t

Designed for maximum user flexibility,
Commander FDC lets you respond to change
— in yo ur organization, in account struc tures,
in rep o rt f o rm ats and in b ud ge ts . It als o
hand le s the co mp lex tas k o f c om parative
rep orting af te r c hang es have b een m ad e.

Com mand er F DC inc lud es capabilities f or
budget p reparation and financial analysis as
well as s t atuto ry an d ma nagem ent r ep o rt ing.
In addition to printed reports, you can deliver
key financial inform ation to exec utives electr o n ic ally o n -s e re en . P o w erf ul to o ls f o r
mode ling and ad -ho c inve stigation are also
inc lud ed.

Commander FDC
PC -based Software for Financial Data ConwGdation
For an e ye o pening introduc tion to
Com mande r F DC , and info rmation ab out a
Com mand er FD C Sem inar in your are a,
call Chris Ke lly at Com share, toll free:

800922 -7979.
In I fchigan: 313 - 994 -4800,
In Canada: 800 - 541 -1780
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

KUDOSFORTHECMA
PROGRAM
thought I should take some time to
commend the efforts of your staff.
I am in the CMA program and I sat
for the CMA exam this past June. I
registered for the June exam in early
March 1991. As you are aware, the
deadline for applications for the June
exam is March 1. It was very comforting to know that your employees were
making "every possible effort" to enroll me for the June exam. I spoke
with a number of [IMA] employees
who were very willing to answer my
questions about the exam, rush copies
of previous CMA exams to me, etc.
I will not hesitate to encourage my
students to pursue the CMA certification. In order for the CMA certificate
to gain in popularity, there should be
more publicity, such as the July 9th
Wall Street Journal article [see page
69], a sustained grassroots effort on
the part of accounting educators, and
a helpful, knowledgeable staff willing
to assist potential candidates. I believe
the IMA is on the correct course to
success.

these mailings. Many mailings with
high quality color glossy photos are
being printed on paper that contains
part or all recycled paper. I would encourage you to be on the leading edge
of this trend and begin to include some
recycled paper in the magazine and
mailings that go out to the membership.

anymore. Professors need to strive for
active student participation in the
classroom. They should use case studies, simulations, role playing, and other interactive methods of instruction.
These techniques encourage strong
analytical development in students and
better enable them to apply their skills
in real -life situations.

Dawne Swanson
Seattle, Wash.

Kent L. Noe
Student
University of Idaho

Your concern about conservation ofour
natural resources is commendable. We
have been looking at the possibilityo
fusing recycled paper for the magazine but
at this stage the cost is prohibitive. 1 assume that as the technology improves the
cost of using recycled paper eventually
will become competitive with using new
paper stock and we will then look at a
possible changeover. Incidentally, we do
reuse paper when we proofgalleys of articles for the magazine.
Ed.

MOREARTICLESFOR
NONCOSTACCOUNTANTS
After reviewing the July 1991 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS, I

was very displeased to see so very little
space allocated for articles of interest
to noncost accountants.
I feel very strongly that more articles need to be published that would
lend themselves to the everyday business accountant.
James Dixon
Santa Rosa, Calif

John C. Purisky
Massachusetts North Shore Chapter

In planning each issue of the magazine,
the editors make every effort to publish
articles on a varietyoftopics. In case you
haven't noticed, we have been running
a number of articles dealing with career
issues. Moreover, we are always looking
forgood management articles.
Ed.

RECYCLINGPAPER

BREAKING TRADITION

Each month I receive the magazine

"The Revolution In Accounting Education" (Dec. 1990) symbolized a new beginning for the accounting profession.
By breaking the traditional rules of
past educators, new doors have been
opened to the students of the '90s.
More and more knowledge is needed for the accounting profession. Students can only hope to understand a
fraction of the material thrown at
them, and the old "cookbook approach" to teaching just won't cut it

M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTING®, in

addition to many different mailings
that are a direct result of my membership in IMA. One consistency that I
have noted with great discomfort is
that absolutely NOTHING is printed
on recycled paper.
I believe that we would make a very
important statement to the business
community and to ourselves if we
started to consider recycled paper for

Letters cannot be acknowledged
individually. Readers are encouraged to comment on any
accounting orinstitute topic even
ifit does not appear in the
magazine. The Editor reserves
the right to edit for space or for
other reasons. Address all letters
to The Editor, Management
Accounting, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self- contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALI. O R WRITE

Malibu Publishing Company
31332 Via Colinas, Suite 112
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 889 -1495 • Fax (818) 889 -5107
Circle No. 3
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$3,6 ' 'on.It'salotof
m
According tone Wall
Street]ournal, American business overspends on overnight
delivery by $3.6 billion annually.
This guide tells why, and how
your company can cut delivery
costs without cutting corners.
You'll learn why tutting
costs is not just a question of
who you ship with, but how
you ship with them. How
smart companies, by re -examining priorities and using all
their options, are saving and
still meeting deadlines.
For example, you'll discover how UPS Next Day Air'
provides guaranteed 1030 a.m.
delivery, complete with computerized tracking, at savings of up
to 40% over what other companies typically charge*
For your complimentary
copy, mail this coupon or call
1 -800- 232 -4877, Ext. 558.

r—----- - -

MA--8-1

Please send me "An accountant's guide to
cutting the cost of overnight delivery
Mail to: United Parcel Service,
PO. Box 10525, Rochester, NY 14610.
What is your weekly shipping volume:

I

Overnight letters?
Overnight packages?
Carrier usually used?

I
Name
Title
Firm
Address

I cit y
State

I
®

UPS

Zip
Phone

>Je shi tightest
'$ec the current UPS Air ServiceGuide for complete guarantee andtime- intramit details.Q 1991United Parcel service of America. Inc.

I
n
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WASHINGTON REPORT

ing the bill. Moreover, some corporations view the UBT as a kind of consumption tax, which makes consumer
product companies especially skittish.
Monica McGuire, director of taxation
at the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), says that group's tax
committee considered the UBT at a
meeting this spring. "Some members
like it, some don't," McGuire reports.

STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

GOLDBERG
DOWNPLAYS
CORPORATE
REPORTING

SEC PAYS MORE
ATTENTION TO
BALANCE SHEETS
he Securities & Exchange
Commission (SEC) is involved
in a higher number of investigations of corporate financial statements
than normally would be the case. Only
a few of them are publicized, such as
the one involving the now - bankrupt Financial News Network, in which alleged accounting misdeeds were
made public as part of a high - profile
lawsuit. Bill McLucas, director of enforcement at the SEC, said in an interview with MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® that recessions are occasions for
much closer SEC scrutiny of balance
sheets and associated statements. "We
have a significant volume of investigations," McLucas confirmed, though he
declined to specify how much more
numerous those investigations are
than usual. The enforcement division

Rep. Richard Schulze
10

initiates its own investigations and
takes on those referred to it by the
SEC corporate finance division. While
the recession has something to do
with the high number of investigations, that high level also can be attributed to the corporate finance division
tightening its policies on certain corporate accounting practices. The latest
evidence was an admission by Robert
Bayless, chief accountant in the corporate finance division, that the SEC is
reducing the amortization periods of
goodwill in acquisitions involving
high -tech as well as young and highly
volatile companies where product cycles are very short. Bayless contended, though, that policy was not brand
new.

CORPORATE TAX
REFORM BILL
INTRODUCED
No one is calling it the "Corporate Accountant Reduction Act," but the new
proposal to replace the 34% corporate
income tax with a "uniform business
tax" is being positioned by its sponsor,
Rep. Richard Schulze (R.-Pa.), as another step toward tax simplification.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D: Ill.), chairman of the House Ways & Means
Committee, has been holding hearings on what needs to be done to improve corporate competitiveness and
has said he is open to tax simplification
proposals. The SchultzeUBT would be
a 9% tax on net business receipts excluding export sales. It also would be
levied against U.S. subsidiaries of foreign companies, many of whom escape
U.S. taxes now. Schulze is the fifth
ranking Republican on Ways & Means
and, given that status, has some influence. The bill has about 20 co-sponsors evenly divided among Democrats
and Republicans, but there are no other Ways & Means heavy hitters back-

Internal Revenue Service Commissioner Fred Goldberg is discouraging
Congress from considering a corporate information reporting system.
Such a system might require banks,
rentors, bond issuers, and others to report to the IRS the amount of interest,
dividends, rents, royalties, and capital
gains they paid to a particular company. Individual taxpayers already are
subject to such a reporting system,
but, Goldberg told the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and
Monetary Affairs on June 10, corporations already report that income very
reliably. Based on a study recently
completed by the IRS, "We found that
compliance by corporate taxpayers in
reporting the types of income included
in the study was high compared to individual compliance levels," Commissioner Goldberg said. While a corporate information program would do
little to shrink the corporate tax
gap —taxes owed minus taxes paid —it
would cost the IRS about $77 million
annually to run such a program and
would force corporations to expand
computer systems, educate customers
and employees, and change documents and other things. Even if Congress decides to impose such a system
on corporations, Goldberg said, a business matching program could not be
established "in the near future" because the IRS needs to modernize its
computer system.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 13 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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`HOW CAN I TURN MP LIFE AROUND ?'
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
I've worked in the management accounting field in various capacities for a little over
ten years now. Two months ago, I lost my job. It was the third job I've lost in my career,
and, frankly, I not only am questioning whether I'm in the right profession, I'm beginning to wonder whetherl have what it takes to succeed at anything. I've been working hard at finding a position since my most recent dismissal, but it isn't easy considering how down on myself I've become, and trying to keep the news that I'm unemployed again from family and friends to spare yet another embarrassment. I've
recently starting seeing a psychotherapist but, aside from that, am at a loss as to what

I can do to turn my life around.
hile you've encountered ongoing problems in
the jobs you've
held and the career you wish to
build, you're also
to be commended for reaching out in
as many directions as possible for
some answers. But while you are taking what appears to be the right steps,
your letter offers interesting insight into things you might be doing wrong.
You indicate that you're keeping
this recent bout of bad news from as
many family members and friends as
possible. This is a mistake, and I urge
you to rectify it immediately. We all
feel somewhat embarrassed when we
fail, especially if it appears to be part of
a pattern. But if there's ever a time to
open up with family and friends, being
out of work is it Unemployed people
not only need the job opportunities
that often arise through those close to
them, but they also need the emotional
support that can come only from people who care. Yes, there will be those
friends, and perhaps even certain
members of the family, who will turn
their backs on you. But if that happens,
you should view it as their problem,
not yours.
A friend of mine recently told me of
a situation that occurred in his family.
His son -in -law, who lived a couple of
hours away, had lost some jobs in the
past. When he was fired from his most
recent job, he told no one except his
wife. He even tried to keep it from the
children. When his father -in -law, my
friend, eventually found out months
12

later, he was angry, not because he
hadn't been told, but because he'd
known of a job that would have been
perfect for his son -in -law. He could
have immediately put him in touch
with the company with which my
friend had a strong and long -term relationship.
Let people know you are looking for
a job. A sense of pride is always nice
to have, but don't let it dominate your
thinking in these difficult days.
You say you've become negative
about yourself. That can only stand in
the way of turning your career around.
Have you contributed to the situation
that caused you to lose three jobs in
the past ten years? You undoubtedly
have, and it's healthy to be hard -nosed
in evaluating your contributions to
those failures and to see how you can

correct your mistakes to avoid repeating them. But don't condemn yourself
as an individual. Any new potential employer is not looking for people who
view themselves as failures.
Someone who has been fired a
number of times will go to great
lengths to explain why he or she was
fired. The fact is there's no need to indicate on your resume that you were
fired from any job. You've left; it's that
simple. If asked why in an interview,
be truthful, but even then put as positive a spin as possible (within the
bounds of basic honesty) on the reasons for having been dismissed.
Don't be critical of those companies
and individuals who let you go. Some
of them might have been unfair, but so
what? You'll need their goodwill as you
seek new employment, particularly
where references are involved.
Finding employment should be a
full-time job, and to be successful at it
you'll have to summon up every managerial skill you possess. You're marketing a very important product—you.
People who successfully market anything are positive, enthusiastic, and energetic about the product they put forward. You must be, too. Enlist the help
of the best employees you know, your
family. Run this small and important
business together.
It's important that you adopt a positive frame of mind in order to deal
with the rejection that is almost certain
to come. When you're rejected for jobs
you've gone after, don't consider it a
personal rejection. You and the job
simply weren't right for each other. Remember, you aren't looking for just
any job. You're looking for the right
job in which you can use all of your
knowledge, skills, and potentials.
Make sure your short- and longterm professional goals are realistic
and that they match up with what you
have to offer. Don't underestimate or
overestimate your potentials. At the
same time, be good to yourself. Every
job involves an occasional day off and
vacation, even the job of finding a job.
But plan such occasional days as a reward for particularly hard work in the
job search. Again, run your quest for
new employment like your own small
business.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data pro-

"No, no ...nothing serious. I'm just having
a We trouble staying ahead of the curve
lately, that's alit"

cessing recruiting firm with 160 offices
on three continents. His latest book is
How To Get a Better Job in This Crazy
World (Crown Publishers).
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CMA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

Sheila M. Bu ska, CMA, Chief Financial Officer/Ttfteasurer
Cro wn Chemical Corporation, Chula Vista, CA.

The Sheila Buska success story...
After a highly successful and rewarding career as a wife and mother of four, she returned
to college to complete her degree and begin a new career in accounting. Way she's
CFO of a leading chemical company.

Wh y she h a s m a de th e CMA (Cert i fi ed Ma n a gem en t
Account a n t ) desi gn a t i on a par t of i t . . .
About her CMA, Sheila had this to say... "It was the appropriate certification to ena ble
me to reach my goal ... It gives me pride in my chosen field."

If you're a fter a mana gement title...
Make sure you have the CMA after your name. For more information call or write to
the address below...
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CMA: Three Letters Tha t Spell Success
1 -800- 638 -4427
In s t i t u t e o f M an agemen t Acco u n t an t s

formerly
National Association of Accountants
CMA Program 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759

NEWS
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

TOMIMPROVES
COMPANIES'
PERFORMANCE
ompanies that have instituted total quality
management (TQM)
programs have experienced
an overall improvement in
corporate performance, better employee relations,
higher productivity, greater
customer satisfaction, increased market share, and
improved profitability, the
General Accounting Office
found in a study of 20 of the
highest scorers in the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award competition.

500+
ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
POSITIONS
NATIONWIDE in the weekly
POSITION REPORT Graduate
accountants, CPA's, jobs both

public and private —fromentry
level to CFO—by geographic
region. $42 14 weekly issues.
$115/12 weekly issues, bymail
ORcomputer.
11

TOORDER
OR INQUIRE,
CALL:
(800) 962 -4947
David J. White & Assoc., Inc.
809 Ridge Road
Suite 200
Wilmette, IL 60091

When the GAO analyzed
data in four key areas of corporate operation, it found
that in employee relations,
employees experienced
more job satisfaction, there
was a higher rate of attendance, and there was less
turnover. In the cost area,
companies increased the reliability and on -time delivery of their product or service and reduced errors,
product lead time, and cost
of quality. In another area,
customers said they were
more satisfied, there were
fewer customer complaints,
and a greater number of
customers stayed with the
company. Each company also improved its market
share and increased profitability.
How did they achieve
these results? Companies
said senior management led
the way in building quality
values into operations; all
employees were trained,
empowered, and involved in
efforts to improve quality all
the time, not just part of the
time; and systems and processes were integrated
throughout the entire company, not in just part of the
company.
Anyone who wants a
copy of the report titled
Management Practices. U.S.
Companies Improve Performance nrough Quality Efforts,GAO /NSIAD -91 -190,
should contact the GAO,
P.O. Box 6015, Gaithersburg, MD 20877, (201) 2756241.

CHECKON
ACCOUNTANTS
he recent shakeout in
the accounting field,
the recession, the S&L
crisis, and Congressional
rumblings have caused
more companies to check
up on the accountants they
use before they hire them.
According to the National
Institute of Business Management, companies need
to find out if the accountants
they are dealing with are
facing any legal troubles,
find out if the firm is enrolled in a practice- monitoring program that has the approval of the AICPA, and
request a copy of the firm's
review to confirm technical
competence.

AVOIDBURNOUT:
TAKEVACATIONS
acations are good for
businesses, 500 executives responding to a
Hyatt Hotels and Resorts
study on the psychology of
vacations said. Seventyeight percent of the respondents said vacations were
"absolutely necessary to
prevent executive burnout,"
75% said vacations improved their personal job
performance, 68% said time
off improved their creativ
ity, and 48% said merely anticipating a vacation increased their productivity.
The executives also said
vacations make better employees: 81% said their employees' job performance
improves after a vacation,
67% believe it is the boss's
responsibility to make sure
individuals working for
them take time off, and 92%
said they urge employees to
take all their vacation days.
Do they leave work at
home when they hit the
beach or mountains? Not a
chance. Nearly half the
group take work on vaca

tion, and 42% say it takes
them two to four days to unwind after they leave the office. A few other findings:
women need vacations
more than men do, executives are taking the same
number but shorter vacations, the office always
knows where they will be,
and the tools they take with
them are computers, dictating machines or tape recorders, calculators, files,
papers, trade journals, or
magazines.
Hyatt commissioned the
survey as part of Hyatt Travel Futures' program to gain
insight into the vacation behavior and attitudes of business executives and leisure
travelers. The study was
conducted by Research &
Forecasts, Inc., a New Yorkbased public opinion research firm, between May
22 and June 6, 1991.

MOREFORENSIC
ACCOUNTANTS?
ore accountants nationwide are being
asked to investigate "real -life intrigue,"
such as money laundering
plots or suspicious insurance claims, Max Messmer,
chairman of Robert Half International, Inc., says. The
recruiting firm increasingly
is asked to find CPAs with
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) experience as
well as Certified Fraud Examiners, a new speciality
that has come on the scene
in the past few years. Investigative skills are a must
now, Mr. Messmer notes,
especially in situations involving complex business
failures. "Investigative accountants are being called
in to advise companies on
whether to declare bankruptcy or take the necessary steps to remain solvent."
■
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TAXES
ISRAELBLUMENFRUCHT,EDITOR

SECTION 179
DEDUCTION
he IRS recently issued new regulations
with respect to the
Section 179 expensing election deduction that will be effective for tax years
ending after April 29, 1991. Section
179, in essence, allows taxpayers to
elect to deduct as an expense up to
$10,000 of the cost of tangible property
used in a trade or business. The purpose of the election is to allow businesses and corporations an extra deduction in the year property is
acquired. It is a modified form of what
used to be the investment tax credit,
which was used to encourage taxpayers to acquire new machinery and
equipment in their businesses. The
Section 179 election allows the taxpayer to take an extra deduction in the
year in which he or she will have the
greatest actual cash outlay.
Section 179, however, primarily is
intended to benefit small to medium sized businesses and corporations.
Therefore, the law limits the election
in that the taxpayer must reduce the
$10,000 deduction on a dollar- for -dollar basis if more than $200,000 of property is acquired during the year. Thus,
the election is phased out totally for
any year in which the taxpayer acquired more than $210,000 of machinery and equipment.
With respect to partnerships and
corporations, the new regulations
state that the $200,000 limitation is determined at the entity level, which can
result in a significant advantage for
members of a partnership or shareholders in an S corporation. The partner or shareholders will be allowed to
deduct their individual allocable share
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

of the Section 179 election without it affecting their own $200,000 limitation.
For example, assume that during
1991 Heart Corporation, an S corporation, purchased and placed into service
$150,000 of machinery and equipment
and elects to expense $10,000 of the
cost of the property. Mr. Smart, who
owns 50% of Heart Corporation, is allocated 5096 of the expensing election, or
$5,000. In addition, he acquires
$175,000 of machinery and equipment
in his own business, which he operates
as a sole proprietorship. Mr. Smart
does not include any of the cost of
Heart Corporation's property in determining his own $200,000 limitation. He
can deduct the full $5,000 allocable to
him from Heart Corporation and take
a separate deduction for the machinery and equipment he purchased for
his sole proprietorship, but he cannot
deduct more than $10,000 in the aggregate in 1991. Thus, the maximum deduction he can claim for the machinery
and equipment purchased for his sole
proprietorship is limited to an additional $5,000, for a total combined deduction from the corporation and his business of $10,000.
The amount deductible under Section 179 also is limited in that it may
not exceed the taxpayer's aggregate
taxable income derived from the active
conduct of any trade or business. The
new regulations provide a significant
tax break for entrepreneurs with respect to determining taxable income.
First, the taxpayer can combine the income and loss of all his businesses.
Thus, for example, assume the taxpayer has two businesses. One generates
taxable income of $100,000 and the
other a taxable loss of $25,000. Even if
the business with the taxable loss purchases the equipment, the taxpayer
can claim the Section 179 deduction
because the aggregate income of both
businesses is $75,000.
Furthermore, the new regulations
provide a tax break for employees who
may conduct a business separate and
apart from their employment. The taxpayer may combine his wages and salary from his employer with his business income or loss in determining his
aggregate taxable income for purposes of the Section 179 election. For
example, assume a taxpayer earns
$80,000 as a CPA in a public accounting firm. He also maintains a separate
small practice on his own, which generated a $3,000 loss for the year. During 1991 he purchased a computer and
other equipment totaling $12,000. As
his combined salary of $80,000 and

business loss of $3,000 result in an aggregate taxable income of $77,000, the
taxpayer would be allowed to claim the
Section 179 deduction in 1991.
Allowing taxpayers to combine the
income from all businesses and even
include their wages and salary as business income for purposes of the Section 179 election is particularly significant in these challenging financial
times. Many taxpayers are starting
new business ventures, while others
find themselves faced with a business
loss for the first time. Purchasing new
machinery and equipment can only
add to the financial burden. Claiming
this $10,000 deduction surely can ease
the purchasing decision.
These technical items in the new
regulations further liberalize the definitions of "active conduct" of a trade or
business and what constitutes aggregate taxable income. As noted previously, the active conduct of a trade or
business is determined at the entity
level and not necessarily at the taxpayer level. Thus, if a taxpayer is a passive
investor in a partnership that is
deemed to be in the active conduct of
a real estate business, the taxpayer
may claim his allocable share of the
Section 179 expensing election deduction even though he is only a passive
investor.
With respect to the definition of
what constitutes aggregate taxable income, the taxpayer also can include
any Section 1231 gain but need not include the special self - employment deduction currently allowed to self -em ployed taxpayers who pay their own
social security tax on Schedule SE.
This should result in a higher taxable
income and thereby help the taxpayer
avoid being subject to the taxable income limitation. Moreover, any
amount not deductible at present because of the taxable income limitation
is not lost but can be carried over until
it is used in some future year.
Accordingly, the new regulations
attempt to liberalize the Section 179
expensing election to allow a qualified
taxpayer to claim the deduction. In this
one area, it appears the IRS is bending
over backwards to help the taxpayer in
these challenging financial times. ■
Israel Blumen/rucht is associate professor of accounting at Queens College.
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&ACCOUNTING
HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

DELTEKGOVERNMENT
CONTRACTOR
SOFTWARESERIES
hen I read a review of a product, be it hardware or software, I always want to know
some facts about the reviewer. Is he or
she V.P. of marketing for the subject
company, a disgruntled customer, or
someone in between? Therefore, I give
you a capsule report on thi s reviewer.
I have more than 20 years of experience in all phases of accounting and
many experiences in software installation /conversions, mostly custom -written packages but also several "canned"
ones. I have used the Deltek Government Contractor Software since 1985,
and I am co-organizer of the Boston Area Deltek Users Group. It is accurate
to characterize me as a satisfied user.
My current employer is in the environmental consulting business so billings
are basically for services. We have 175
employees now but had about 55 when
we purchased this package in 1986.
The basic Government Contractor
package was developed by CPAs specifically to handle their government
contractor clients. It is a totally integrated accounting package that a company can grow with. The package is
written in MivroFocus COBOL, but
you can download into Lotus 1 -2 -3,
dBase III, or ASCII. In addition, there
is a custom report writer called QueryWriter (an option I strongly recommend). Deltek operates on IBM and
compatibles either as a single -user
stand -alone system or on a multiuser
Novell local area network (LAN). For
larger clients Deltek supports the
DEC Vax platform. The Deltek client
base, per company president and cofounder Ken deLaski, runs the gamut
from companies with 10 employees to
16

companies with 10,000.
You can have different pay periods,
time periods, billing periods, and accounting periods at the same time but
only two accounting periods open at
any one time. The number of employees, contracts, vendors, and transactions is limited only by the size of your
hard disk. There is multilevel password security (down to screen level) if
desired. A remote or branch site may
enter time sheets, A/P data, purchasing, and inventory data. The master
menus are described below.
Time Sheet/LaborDistribution.This
module does a system validation
check on the correctness of the charge
number and several other validation
checks: nonexistent contract, inactive
contract, unauthorized contract, time
sheet date after contract ending date,
and employee exceeding budget. It allows several uncompensated overtime
methods and "total -time accounting."
Shift and overtime premium, labor category tracking by contract, labor utilization, and nonemployee labor hours
all are included.
Payroll /Personnel Management.
Payroll is generated automatically
from the time sheet module and can be
used to produce checks or a direct deposit batch file to send to the bank.
You can use manual checks and bonus
checks and vary withholding taxes. Simultaneously you may use weekly, biweekly, semimonthly, and monthly
payrolls. Vacation and sick time are
tracked automatically, as well as historical salary data, hire/termination
dates, division, department, salary by
pay period, hourly rate, annual rate,
and effective rate. There is provision
for tracking review dates, workman's
compensation codes, EEO classification, 401(k) plans, trade codes, and up
to three user - defined codes. The module is also compatible with payroll ser-

vices such as ADP, and it handles uncompensated overtime in a manner acceptable to the Defense Contract Audit
Agency (DCAA).
Accounts Payable /Disbursements.
This module is pretty much what any
accountant would expect to find, with
voucher input, payment selection, vendor history, on -line inquiry, department codes (optional), transaction
codes (optional), A/P vouchers directly from purchasing module if used,
A/P aging, manual checks, and discounts, all fully integrated. Accounts
payable is handled by the typical summary/control account in the general
ledger. The only practical way to book
a transaction between a receivable and
payable (say you want to offset a balance you owe a vendor against a receivable balance owed you) is to use a
clearing account.
General Ledger /Financial Report.
The Deltek account number is a ninedigit code divided into a 4-3-2 structure. The chart of accounts includes
account type as part of its setup requirement, i.e., asset, liability, contract
related, indirect, or unallowable. It also
includes a code for incorporation into
the financial statements, which gives
your statements a great deal of flexibility. One of the first things to strike me
was that there is no subsidiary ledger
for accounts receivable (billed or unbilled); each account is right in the
chart of accounts. There is no summary or control account such as those
typically found in manual and computerized packages. Consequently, the
chart of accounts can be huge. The
module has on -line inquiry, variable
accounting periods (up to 26), adjusting and recurring journal entries, detail G/L for one or more periods, cumulative G/L for either current month
or year -to -date, sorted either by account number or in financial statement
order. Financial statements are user
designed and allow budget versus actual, prior period and same period -prior year comparisons, and more.
Pools /Contract /Job Costing. Overhead pool structure can be as simple
or as complex as you would like. You
can have up to seven pools per division
and up to 99 divisions. Pool costs are
applied automatically to contracts using a variety of allocation bases. Indirect expenses are tracked and calculated by department, by division and
company -wide, current and year-todate, and budget versus actual (with
percent). The contract master file handles various types of contracts. You
can have up to 30,000 tasks per conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGAUGUST 1991

tract (who would want that!), and you
can set up the contract to invoice by
task or "rolled up" into one invoice.
There are many other features such as
work breakdown structure, extensive
project reporting, cost and revenue reporting by current month, YT D, and
I T D, including contract value and
backlog. Automatic revenue calculation and posting by contract based on
actual or target rates are a must for any
government accounting package.
Cash Receipts /Billing/Accounts Receivable. What's different about post-

ing cash? Nothing. Billing, however, is
a different ball game in our company.
We compute billings, generate billing
worksheets, and distribute to our project managers for their review /approval. Then an invoice is generated, and,
if final approval is received, it is posted,
copied, and mailed, usually within 12
to 15 working days after fiscal month
cutoff. It is possible to do billings much
faster than we do.
Budgeting/Forecasting. My firm
does not use this function much except for overhead budgets and company- wide /job - specific T &M rates,
which the system uses to generate
T &M invoices /revenue. But you can
do labor budgets for contracts by task,
by employee, or by labor category as
well as some other things.
Purchasing/Commitments. We
don't use this function at all so I won't
comment except to say it will give a user a pretty decent package.
Inventory /Assembly Manager. Ditto
above remark. This is not to be a material requirements planning (MRP)
system.
Decision Support/Interfaces. This

function offers a convenient way to
download selected files to Lotus 1 -2 -3,
dBase, QueryWriter, Delpro (an optional estimating package), and Allegro (a third -party project management
package).
Supervisor's Menu /Utilities. The supervisor can control access to all
screens via assigned passwords, tool kit utilities, remote processing, and
batching to run a program or series of
programs at a later time.
Since I first became acquainted
with this software, Deltek Systems has
maintained, broadened, and strengthened it. They have always been receptive to comments and criticisms from
their users and recently have helped
users organize in various parts of the
United States. The company provides
good phone support. Anyone who
needs to do business with the government (federal, state, or municipal)
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

should evaluate the Deltek Government Contractor Software Series.
The price for the basic software (no
purchasing, inventory, or assembly)
starts at $9,500. Optional add -ons include Material Management, Travel
and Reimbursement, QueryWriter,
and Pricing and Estimating. Ongoing
support is available. For more information contact the company directly at
(703) 734 -8606, or write to Rebecca
Spoto, Deltek Systems, Inc., 8280
Greensboro Drive, McLean, VA 22102.
George D. Carpenter, Jr.
Credit and Collections Manager
HMMAssociates, Inc.
Concord, Massachusetts

Circle No. 49

THETYPIST
he Typist is a hand -held personal
scanner from Caere Corporation
that lets you scan text into any application program. The text appears directly in the word processor, spreadsheet, or database program you are
using at the time. The product is designed primarily for text scanning, but
graphics can be scanned into PCX,
TIFF, and PICT output file formats.
The scanner is available in models
for either Macintosh or IBM PC compatibles. I reviewed the Macintosh version 1.0. This version requires a Mac
SE (or later), a hard disk, and a minimum of 4MB of RAM.
The software consists of a start-up
application (1NI1) and a Desk Accessory. The Desk Accessory must be installed under the Finder (not MultiFinder) and must be located in the
systems file. However, the Typist must
be operated under MultiFinder. Hardware installation was difficult because
the necessary cable was not included.
The SCSI interface must be the last
one in the chain as only one SCSI port
is provided. The Typist has several
compatibility problems. It cannot be
used with Suitcase, and according to
the manufacturer, conflicts will occur
if it is used with WingZ or Microsoft
Works. To turn the Typist off, you
must disconnect the SCSI port because unfortunately an on /off switch is
not included.
The sleek black shape makes the
Typist exceptionally comfortable to use
and easy to maneuver. The scan head is
five inches wide, an improvement over
the standard four inches for hand -held
scanners. The rubber rollers on the bottom help to avoid skidding.

Caere Corporation states that the
Typist can scan almost any document,
whatever the font, font size, or column
format, and recognize 11 Western European languages. The Typist will accept input of up to 500 words or numbers per minute with up to 300 dots per
inch resolution.
Text scanning capabilities were better than expected. On tests with newspaper, typewriter, typeset, and dot matrix print, accuracy was high. It was
difficult to scan text with embedded
graphics without careful maneuvering
or covering the graphics. Graphics
scanning was poor and preferably
should be done on full -page scanners.
Speed when scanning was slow.
An owner's manual and on -line help
are provided. The manual includes information on both Macintosh and PC
versions. It was difficult to know which
instructions were the correct ones as
the manual jumps back and forth between the two versions.
Product support was disappointing.
The product support line was busy every time I called. After leaving several
messages, I still had not received the
help I needed. I finally left a message
stating that I was reviewing this product for MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING& A product support specialist
called within two hours and provided
excellent assistance.
The price for the Macintosh version
is $695, and the PC version is $595. For
further information contact Caere Corporation,100 Cooper Court, Los Gatos
CA 95030; (800) 535 -7226.
Angela H. Bell, DBA, CMA, CIA

Associate Professor of Accounting
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville, Alabama
Circle No. 50
BUSINESSVALUATIONSOFTWARE
Menu - driven Lotus 1 -2 -3 template,
and "stand - alone" provides low, medium
and high values of eight common
valuation methods-41 graphs -51 ratios.
Only $195.00 4,000+ sold. Free info!

BUSINESSPLANNINGSOFTWARE
Eight financial models for business plans,
raising venture capital, leveraged buyouts,
and budget cash flow planning. Used with
Lotus 1 -2 -3, Excel, SuperCalcS, etc.
Great valuel 12,800+ sold. Free info

CALL:1-800-777-4920
or

(714) 759 -8987
ILARSystems, Inc., 334 Haywood Drive
Newport Beach, CA92660
Circle No. 15
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T. CARTER HAGAMAN, EDITOR

INVESTMENT VALUE
FORSHAREHOLDERS:A
BENCHMARK
ome 14 years ago, a colleague and I wrote an article titled "Investment
Value and Security Analysis." In it we set forth
some fundamental requirements for corporate
value. Those years were relatively reflective times for Wall Street. A cold
wind of reality was blowing— enough
to make some people reflect on the
question, "Where does value come
from ?" It was a propitious time to write
about fundamental things. So it is
again.
Imagine my surprise to find a recent column by a management consultant titled "Corporate Value Analysis, a
New Perspective," in which he refers
to this "nontraditional approach." Value analysis is hardly new or nontraditional; it just gets suppressed from
time to time in a market dominated by
ready liquidity and a casino mentality.
Value analysis is based on the proposition that nothing comes from nothing and, further, that returns to investors come only from the investment of
their capital by businesses in real productive assets such as receivables, inventory, and plant and equipment. The
use of these assets to produce goods
and services that are sold in the marketplace provides the revenues that
cover all costs of doing business. Unfortunately, only the cost of debt capital is recorded as an expense on the income statement. The cost of equity
capital is not
The cost of capital remains far too
elusive a concept despite the fact that
both theory and practice have been
dealing with the subject for at least 30
years. Nevertheless, it is real, it is substantial, and it is the standard against
which corporate value is judged. It
may seem odd that a standard understood so imperfectly is, in fact, so fundamental; perhaps this situation explains in part how market values can
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depart so far from real values from
time to time. I use the market/book
value ratio as a key indicator in assessing fundamental equity value. Why?
The imperfections are well known.
Market prices are volatile, depending
on supply, demand, and liquidity in the
market. Book values are creations of
accountants for which any tenuous
connection with liquidating value of
the firm is long lost.
So where is the utility in relating
one volatile value to another for which
the basis is widely challenged? The answer is simple. The cost of capital standard is a nominal rate reflecting both
a real return and an expectation of inflation. We compare that rate with another nominal rate —a rate of return on
equity (or on capital employed) —that
must provide that real return and compensate for expected inflation. The
rate of return on which we place so
much importance is computed by calculating earnings on an accounting basis and dividing those earnings by
book value using the same accounting
basis. This step alone attaches an importance to book value that frequently
is not appreciated. Thus, if we calculate that a company is earning a rate of
return higher than the cost of capital,
the base on which it is earning that
rate is the book value.
Because the value of an investment
is sustained by earning a rate of return
equal to the cost of capital, then —other things being equal— companies
earning their cost of capital ought to be
worth their book values, no more and
no lessl Companies that fail to earn
their cost of capital or that are expected to fail should sell at discounts from
book value. This description, in fact,
fitted the banking industry accurately
in recent years. In contrast, companies
that earn or are expected to earn substantially higher than the cost of capital sell at substantial premiums over
book value —even at multiples of book
value —as seen in the pharmaceutical
industry and such steady high earners
as Dun and Bradstreet. A point of reemphasis: What matters is not current
earnings but future earnings. The rate

of return required to cover the cost of
capital depends on the risk of the business and, if we are measuring the return on equity alone, on the firm's leverage.
Corporate value depends first and
foremost on rate of return. It also depends a) on the ability to earn a similar
return on increasing amounts of capital b) for a very long time. Both factors
contribute substantially to real value,
and both have no value whatsoever for
a firm that does not earn a rate of return higher than the cost of capital
goal rate.
As one can see, there's plenty of
room for judgment in this business.
It's not easy as a business manager to
achieve a high rate of return on more
and more capital over time. It's not
easy as an analyst to judge whether
such an outcome is in prospect. In
both cases, it's very important to try.
The more attention given this concept
by investors, the less market values
tend to stray from investment values.
Increasingly, individual investors in
the stock market are turning to
funds — mutual funds and closed end
funds —as investment vehicles. Thus,
they join insurance companies and
pension funds in the institutional market, which provides individual beneficial owners with the benefits of diversification and professional management. The responsibility of investors
to evaluate the use of their funds in
real terms is transferred to the professional investment manager.
This may turn out to be a good
thing. Why? There are fewer and larger institutional investors than individuals. They need to be substantially invested over time in order to meet the
needs of their constituents. Therefore,
they have less freedom to enter and exit the market quickly and on market
whims. Because, in effect, they have
less liquidity than the small individual
investor, they are forced to pay some
attention to the Ionger -term business
prospects of their investments. So far,
many institutional investors appear to
regard this necessity more as an annoyance than as a mandate for more
active participation in corporate oversight, but that attitude is changing
slowly. When it does, we may come
closer to the old days in which people
who owned companies also ran them
and thus had a very active concern for
their ongoing affairs.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is a consultant with
Oxford Information Technology, Ltd.,
New York, N.Y.
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CMA
HEWS
A MILESTONE:
THE I0,000th CMA

CATHERINEREILLY,EDITOR
he Certified Management Accountant program has reached
a new milestone, and no one is
more aware of the fact than
Todd D. Huffman. Todd, who is manager of planning and control for Lib bey -Owens -Ford Glass (LOF) in Lindsay, Ontario, Canada, recently became
the 10,000th CMA
Todd received his Certificate in
June at the Annual Conference in Chicago. Richard Altman, director of planning and control for Libbey -OwensFord Company's Flat Glass Products
Division in Toledo, Ohio, participated
in the presentation. Others present included President Stan Pylipow; IMA
President -elect Don Baker, CMA; Dr.
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, chairman of
the ICMA Board of Regents; and Dr.
James Bulloch, CMA, managing director of the Institute of Certified Management Accountants.
Asked why he chose to pursue the
CMA instead of a CPA, Todd's answer
was very clear: "I'm not a public accountant. I'm a management accountant, and, therefore, I chose to get the
professional certification for my field."
Todd has been employed with LOF,
a manufacturer of glass used in the
automotive and architectural industries, since 1985. He "advanced
through the ranks" over the years
from the position of financial analyst to
senior staff accountant in the Toledo,
Ohio, office. By February 1989 he was
supervisor of general accounting,
working in LOF's facility in Sterling
Heights, Mich., and he recently attained his current position in Lindsay,
Ontario, Canada, where he has the
overall responsibility for financial and
materials functions.
Todd's job is challenging, and his
active lifestyle extends to the home
front as well. He and his wife Lynne are
the proud parents of three - year -old
Kyle and two-year -old Chad, and they
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Todd Huffman, 10,000th CMA, I., with Chairman Keith Bryant, 10th CMA.

are expecting their third any day. The
combination of work and home life
keeps him extremely busy, but, as history has shown, Todd has never been
one to thrive on idleness.
He received his B.A. degree in economics/finance from Ohio's University of Findlay in 1985, graduating magna cum laude. In 1988 he completed
his MBA degree at the University of
Toledo. Todd showed leadership qualities while in school by participating in
many extracurricular activities during
his college years. He served as student
representative on the University of
Findlay Planning Committee as well as
on the Business Faculty Development
Committee. He also was the recipient
of the Ralph L. Kuss Scholarship and
served as senior class president.
Libbey -Owens -Ford is extremely interested in its employees' professional
development According to Steve
Kretz, manager of planning and control for LOF's Original Equipment Division in Toledo, Ohio, "LOF continues to strongly support the 1MA. This
support includes encouraging employees to join and become active members of IMA and to pursue the Certified Management Accountant
designation. Currently, LOF has six
employees who are CMAs and three
more employees who are actively pursuing the CMA designation."
Mr. Kretz continues, "LOF also supports its employees' pursuit of continuing education, to satisfy certification
requirements and to increase its employees' overall knowledge of current
financial issues. LOF"s continuing education support is evidenced by main-

taining a subscription to the Financial
Management Network, a video update
on accounting and financial management issues, which is produced by the
IMA. The Financial Management Network issues a four -hour video update
each month. Twice a month our employees are invited to watch /listen to
the video and complete a self -study
quiz."
This emphasis on continuing professional education is another reason
Todd wanted to earn a CMA. "'Ilse
CMA program offers a structure for
continuous self - improvement through
its continuing education requirement.
This requirement challenges me to attend seminars and classes, keeping upto -date on current accounting and financial issues." Todd also notes that
the CMA is recognized more and more
in recent years. "I see the CMA increasingly listed as a prerequisite in
job opportunities."
With enthusiastic CMAs such as
Todd D. Huffman, and employers such
as Libbey- Owens -Ford encouraging
the pursuit of the Certified Management Accountant designation, the
ICMA will be presenting the 15,000th
CMA before you know it, and number
80,000 is just around the corner.
For information on the Certified
Management Accountant program,
write to the Institute of Certified Management Accountants, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759, or call
1- 800.638 -4427.
■
Catherine Reilly is marketing manager,

IAWCMA programs.
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ETHICS
HOWARD LSIERS,EDITOR

ARE WE REAUYA
CORPORATE
CONSCIENCE?
any times over the last several
years, I have observed that
ethics is the cornerstone of
our profession. Let's review some of
the descriptions and attributes commonly associated with our profession
of management accounting.
■ Bookkeeper,
■ Accountant,
■ Auditor,
■ Team player,
■ Keeper of the keys to the castle,
■ Scorekeeper,
■ Referee,
■ Corporate conscience.
Unfortunately, for a very distinct
but highly visible minority of accountants, we've got to add — embezzler,
thief, chiseler, and some other unfavorable phrases.
What establishes the accountant's
unique position? There are many types
of accounting jobs to be found in every
fabric of our society. Depending upon
the nature of the job, experience
and /or educational requirements can
range from on- the -job training in entrylevel bookkeeping assignments to
multiyear educational and /or experience requirements to prepare for assignments as captains of industry or
leaders of public accounting firms.
Lets return to the "accountant" descriptive phrases.
■ Bookkeeper. Aperson who is involved in the process of establishing the records and accounts of an
entity — whether it be recording initial transaction entries, original entries in books of account, or the
like. This person is relied upon for
20

accuracy and consistency.
• Accountant. Defined as one who
keeps, audits, and inspects financial
records and prepares financial and
tax reports. In the real world, the accountant is the frontline soldier representing our profession and bringing to the table a diverse and
complex array of both technical and
commonsense knowledge.
• Auditor. The dictionary definition is
that an auditor is a listener. I would
describe this area of our activities
as the accountant who brings an independent and /or objective perspective to the operations of an entity with a view toward not only
avoiding or correcting errors but also to providing management or others with an expert opinion on the accuracy, adequacy, and
appropriateness of the business activities of an entity. (Some might argue that this overstates the audit
function and shows my bias after
many years in the internal audit area of activities.)
Other phrases also are used to describe the accepted attributes of a
management accountant.
• Team player.An active and respected individual who is recognized by
whatever entities that he or she is
involved with as contributing positively to accomplishment of the legitimate goals of the entity. It is not
good enough to be a "nay-sayer'!--a
good management accountant
seeks out and finds solutions that
will achieve "team" objectives.
• Keeper of the keys to the castle.The
person looked to by society in general, and management specifically,
to develop and administer appropriate safeguards to ensure that the
entity's resources are protected adequately and used appropriately.
• Scorekeeper.Whether the entity is
as small as one person or as large
as governmental or multinational
companies, there is an inherent
need for someone to keep
score objectively and efficient ly—to ensure that all of the basic activities are recorded and monitored
and to provide guidance on where
action needs to be taken.
• Referee. In any business activity,
whether its large or small —public
or private — business or government —there are a number of conflicting agendas that need to be resolved to ensure that the business
activity Iives up to its societal, busi-

ness, and individual obligations. Although some such dilemmas can be
resolved only at the board or CEO
level of an entity, the great bulk of
such matters is resolved routinely
by a properly functioning organization with the management accountant often serving as a reference
source and /or arbiter to interpret
corporate policy.
■ Corporate conscience.The key descriptor of an accomplished management accountant. Frequently, a
management accountant has to disengage himself or herself from the
frenzied activities necessary to accomplish entity goals and ask the
question: Are we good corporate
citizens? Is a potential course of action legally and morally correct?
How will the various stakeholders
of this entity view this matter if exposed to the light of day?
I have listed these descriptions of
the management accountant along
with some important attributes for a
reason. I am sure that our members of
the IMA will be able to relate to one of
the descriptors and all of the attributes
of the effective management accountant. All these attributes can be related
to our Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants because
ethical standards and values are the
single most important attribute that a
management accountant can contribute to our society. Take a moment to
examine our Standards— Competence— Confidentiality— Integrity— Objectivity you can relate all of
them to the descriptive attributes of
the management accountant.
Being a management accountant in
today's litigious and complex society is
analogous to being the quarterback of
the offensive football team, the linebacker and /or safety of the defensive
team, the head linesman, the league
commissioner, and the committed
sports editor — simultaneously. There
is no guarantee that a management accountant can avoid some of the pitfalls
and problems that engulf our society
today, but clearly, the most important
first step is the pursuit of and dedication to high ethical standards.
■
Howard L Siers is the former chairman
of the IMA Committee on Ethics.
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Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants
anagement accountants have an obligation to
the organizations they serve, their profession,
the public, and themselves to maintain the highest standards of ethical conduct. In recognition
of this obligation, the Institute of Management Accountants,
formerly the National Association of Accountants, has promulgated the following standards of ethical conduct for management accountants. Adherence to these standards is integral to achieving the Objectives of Management Accounting.'
Management accountants shall not commit acts contrary to
these standards nor shall they condone the commission of
such acts by others within their organizations.

COMPETENCE
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence
by ongoing development of their knowledge and skills.
• Perform their professional duties in accordance with relevant laws, regulations, and technical standards.
• Prepare complete and clear reports and recommends
lions after appropriate analyses of relevant and reliable information.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Refrain from disclosing confidential information acquired
in the course of their work except when authorized, unless legally obligated to do so.
• Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the confidentiality of information acquired in the course of their
work and monitor their activities to assure the maintenance of that confidentiality.
• Refrain from using or appearing to use confidential information acquired in the course of their work for unethical
or illegal advantage either personally or through third
parties.
INTEGRITY
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise
all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.
• Refrain from engaging in any activity that would prejudice
their ability to carry out their duties ethically.
• Refuse any gift, favor, or hospitality that would influence
or would appear to influence their actions.
• Refrain from either actively or passively subverting the
attainment of the organization's legitimate and ethical objectives.
• Recognize and communicate professional limitations or
other constraints that would preclude responsible judgment or successful performance of an activity.
• Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable information and professional judgments or opinions.
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■ Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity that
would discredit the profession.

OBJECTIVITY
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
■ Communicate information fairly and objectively.
■ Disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be expected to influence an intended user's understanding of the reports, comments, and recommendations presented.

RESOLUTION OF ETHICAL
CONFLICT
In applying the standards of ethical conduct, management
accountants may encounter problems in identifying unethical behavior or in resolving an ethical conflict. When faced
with significant ethical issues, management accountants
should follow the established policies of the organization
bearing on the resolution of such conflict. If these policies
do not resolve the ethical conflict, management accountants
should consider the following course of action:
• Discuss such problems with the immediate superior except when it appears that the superior is involved, in
which case the problem should be presented initially to
the next higher managerial level. If satisfactory resolution cannot be achieved when the problem is initially presented, submit the issues to the next higher managerial
level.
If the immediate superior is the chief executive officer,
or equivalent, the acceptable reviewing authority may be
a group such as the audit committee, executive committee, board of directors, board of trustees, or owners. Contact with levels above the immediate superior should be
initiated only with the superior's knowledge, assuming
the superior is not involved.
• Clarify relevant concepts by confidential discussion with
an objective advisor to obtain an understanding of possible courses of action.
• If the ethical conflict still exists after exhausting all levels
of internal review, the management accountant may have
no other recourse on significant matters than to resign
from the organization and to submit an informative memorandum to an appropriate representative of the organization.
Except where legally prescribed, communication of such
problems to authorities or individuals not employed or engaged by the organization is not considered appropriate.
' Institute of Management Accountants, formerly National Association of Accountants, Statements on ManagementAccounting:Objectives of Management Accounting,Statement No. 1B, New York, N.Y., June 17, 1982.
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SMALLBUSINESS

the report or on how to obtain a copy,
call the office of Brian Salisbury, manager /public relations at C &L, (212)
536 -2973.

ELECTRONIC
INFORMATION
Although access to on -line databases
usually is expensive, some services are
free. Two publications can help you locate these sources.

KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

ENVIRONMENTAL
OPPORTUNITIES

national Strategies, a consulting firm
specializing in this area (not free).

ow that the environment has
become a hot issue in government and business again, small
companies will be able to get some assistance for creativity in helping curb
and control pollution. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is going to offer small businesses grants of
up to $25,000 each for developing
workable ideas for reducing pollution
at the source. The projects must be
demonstrated at the company's location. For details on the program and to
get an application form, call the EPA at
(800) 368 -5888.

DEVELOP A
SURVIVAL PLAN

EUROPE 1992 IS
ALMOST HERE
As small companies join the jockeying
to line up business in the European
Economic Community for 1992, they
need to know the latest issues, product
standards and certification, rules on local origin and content, and other pertinent information. The National Association of Manufacturers has
published a report outlining such statistics so companies can get a handle
on Europe '92. It's called "EC '92: New
Issues and New Developments" and is
available for $50 a copy ($25 for NAM
members), prepaid, from Publications,
National Association of Manufacturers, 1331 Pennsylvania Ave., NW,
Suite 1500 N, Washington, DC 20004
1700. To order by credit card, call
(202) 637 -3086.
Regarding other areas of exporting,
you can get information about marketing overseas by calling the Small Business Foundation of America at (800)
243 -7232 (in Massachusetts, (800) 244
7232). In addition, you can call (800)
USA EXPORT, which is run by Inter22

Walk down the street in any major
metropolitan area, especially one
where you haven't been for a while,
and you may not recognize many business landmarks. The same holds true
for smaller cities and villages. What
happened to your favorite hardware
store or copy center or restaurant —or
the glass factory on the outskirts of
town?
Small businesses that don't want to
become a casualty of the current economic conditions must do a quick diagnostic check of their operations and
be prepared to redirect their policies
and procedures to survive —and they
even might prosper, Daniel J. O'Brien,
chairman of Coopers & Lybrand's
Emerging Business Services Group,
says. In these tough times, every company, no matter how successful, constantly must monitor every move and
every decision to get a clear view of the
direction in which it is headed. IMA.
members who are counseling smaller
businesses can help with preventive
tactics and with drawing up a plan of
action. For example, they need to help
owners figure out what management
actions to take if sales fall short, what
activities to terminate to maintain cash
flow, how to keep inventories at the
most beneficial level, how to cut costs,
and numerous other safeguards.
As a guide in this critical area, Coopers & Lybrand has published a special edition of its Growing Your Business newsletter. Titled "Managing in a
Period of Uncertainty," it offers more
than 100 profit-improvement and costsaving ideas for companies that are
prospering as well as balancing on a
tightrope. For more information about

■ The National Directory of Bulletin
Board Systems contains computer -

accessible phone numbers for thousands of electronic bulletin
boards —both domestic and foreign. The report costs $39.95 and is
available from Meckler, 11 Ferry
Lane West, Westport, CT 06880,
(203) 226.6967, fax (203) 4545840.

■ Dial -In: An Annual Guide to Library
On -Line Public Access Catalogs in
North America contains dial -in num-

bers for on -line public access catalogs of specialized and general -interest libraries. Library names,
addresses, descriptions of collections, loan policies, and access requirments are. included along with
the telephone numbers. The booklet costs $49.50 and is available
from the same address listed above.
Although the best way to stay
abreast of what's going on is to download information regularly from an
electronic bulletin board, you must be
extremely careful in allowing this procedure. Viruses are rampant now and
can cause havoc if they get into your
system. Not only can they destroy vital
data, but the cost to clean up your system can be prohibitive. The best prevention is to buy an antiviral program—but only before you enter any
disks in your computer. Although viruses have clever names such as
"Stoned," "Disk Killer," and "Jerusalem B," the diseases are deadly. A
book on computer bugs is available for
$2.50. Called Computer Viruses and Related Threats A Management Guide,
it may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402. The stock number is 003 -00302955-6.
■
Is this article of interest
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Bright Picture
for the Future
New technology saves costs, increases customersatisfaction.
BYNAMES ELLISTON,CMA
LybrandGoldModelWinner,199M.
ow can businesses gain an advantage over their competition? Information processing
using optical disks has become a critical aid in achieving this
edge.
Banks, insurance companies, and financial institutions are using such
technology to differentiate their products, increase their customer service,
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and reduce their costs. Because of
their nature, these industries must
process large volumes of information
and mounds of paper. The companies
that most effectively control the cost of
such processing and use this information will be ahead of their competition.
Image processing using optical
disks offers these industries an escape
from the reams of paper and will allow
businesses to process information efficiently. As major companies such as
Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and the United Services Automobile

Association are beginning to realize,
image processing can bring cost savings, improved data security, increased processing efficiency, increased customer satisfaction, and
product differentiation. However, because the technology is relatively new
and is growing rapidly, some problems
still need to be ironed out. They include legal issues, lack of industry
standards, immature vendors, management reservations, and costs. Despite these pitfalls and possible problems, the current benefits and
23

WHATISIMAGEPROCESSING?
mage processing, in a nutshell,
takes place when documents are
scanned by a machine similar in appearance to a photocopier. It produces
a digitized image that is stored in the
organization's computer system on
three types of disks: write once, read
many (WORM); compact disk —read
only memory (CD -ROM); and erasable optical disks.
"Me optical disks consist of two
platters of glass (typically 12 inches in
diameter) bonded together, with a vacuum in the space between them. A metallic substance coats the inner surface
of these platters, and both character
and image data are burned into this
surface by a high - powered laser beam.
Subsequently, the same laser beam at
a lower power is used to read the information."'

THEFUNCTIONS
mage processing technology can
perform the following functions: input, index, manage, store, process,
output, and communicate.
Input.When information is input,
the amount of storage and the length
of transmission time are reduced by
compression, a process that squeezes
out all the white space and represents
the remaining characters and graphics
in the minimum number of bits. Currently, documents to be input must be
typed, handwritten, or illustrated, but
soon, it is expected, it will be possible
to transmit data to the system by fax.
Index.Document images are held
temporarily on magnetic disks for inspection and rescanning as necessary.
Through the use of a formatted entry
screen that supports indexing, the
scanned image then is displayed at a
work station. Once the user fills in the
entry screen, the resulting index data
are stored in a database, and the image
is written to the optical disk. Multiple access methods require the use of a
flexible database to optimize the index
search times.2
Manage.A file server manages the
system. It routes all inputs, requests,
and responses to the proper place.
Store. Several storage techniques
are used, including direct optical disk
drives, library unit, and off -line optical
disks. The direct optical disk drive has
features similar to those in a manual
p,¢

file system but performs much more
quickly and efficiently. Once the files
are accessed, they may be read and /or
information may be added. This storage medium allows the most direct
and rapid access to the files. For example, "compressed images can be read
off a direct drive at up to 10 pages per
second. An image system can have
multiple direct drives; each one can
have one side with up to 40,000 image
pages instantly available. Images recorded on direct drives can be retrieved within two seconds." 3
The library unit storage commonly
is called the "jukebox" storage method, a nickname derived from its similarities to a record jukebox. The jukebox provides storage of between 20
and 150 optical disks in a library unit
with relatively few drives. As a result
of the limited number of drives, the
storage costs are reduced significantly, but retrieval time also is slowed. "A
file that would take under two seconds
to retrieve using direct optical disk
storage willtake between 15 and 20
seconds using the library unit storage ."°
Off -line optical disk storage is used
to store low- activity documents and information that is outside its "peak usage period" (i.e., more than 90 days
old). In order for the user to retrieve
this information efficiently, the indexes are stored on on -line magnetic
disks. Thus a user's request can be directed at a direct drive, a library unit,
or an off -line optical disk, whichever is
applicable.
All the above storage methods use
the same optical disk storage media.
Depending on the individual company's information needs, the three storage methods can be coordinated and
mixed to provide the most cost effective and efficient storage method.
Process.Image- processing work stations can integrate all the necessary
processing functions including:
• Data entry to a mainframe
computer,
• Letter writing,

Compressed
images can be read
offadirect drive at
up to 10 pages
per second.

• Data inquiry from a host computer,
• Access to external databases, and
• Office automation applications such
as electronic mail, decision support,
and graphics.
Images can be enlarged, reduced,
or rotated and routed to other work
stations for review. With the addition
of some straightforward process management software, users can be alerted to the arrival of documents, changes in application status, and
applications requiring immediate attention. This type of enhanced routing
can reduce processing time, eliminate
errors, and give managers increased
flexibility in reviewing and analyzing
information.
The image system used by United
Services Automobile Association
(USAA) automatically routes the mail
to claim processors based on an established set of criteria. The system reviews the employee's training, supervisor's assignments, date of claim
receipt, and the priorities of work the
employee can process. Then the system selects the best documents for
that employee to process and automatically routes these files to that person.
The data screen will show a buckslip
indicating the file's history (who has
worked on it and when). The buckslip
allows the employee to determine
what has been done and what needs to
be finished.
Output. Images from the image processing system outputs are of top quality. The compressed images are returned to their original size by printer
controls and then printed by a high resolution laser printer. These printouts are comparable in quality to printouts from a high -end office
photocopier.
Communicate. Records are moved
between scanners, file servers, work
stations, and printers by high -speed
communications networks such as
Ethernet.
,,

untapped potential of image processing cause some people to consider it
the technology of the future.

THEBENEFITS
usinesses using imaging technology can take advantage of
many benefits such as cost savings, improved security, processing efficiency, increased customer satisfaction, and product differentiation. The
cost savings come because image
management systems allow companies to reduce the clerical costs of filing, retrieving, and refiling information. Costs are reduced even more
because these records take up much
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less storage space. Optical disks can
store millions of documents in only a
fraction of the space required for conventional document storage.
Image technology greatly enhances
document security because management can assign various levels of access to documents. Employees can retrieve and read only those files and
documents for which they have a security clearance. Conventional paper
files allow access to the entire file.
The records themselves will be protected by standard backup procedures
common in a computer environment.
Unlike paper and other storage media,
an optical disk does not decline in quality, and it can be copied at any time.
Storage on disks also allows for economical disaster recovery planning.
With conventional paper filing, it was
not feasible to make copies of every
document and every file for of -site
storage. Using image processing technology, firms easily can make copies of
their disks for offsite storage in case of
disaster or human error.
One of the major benefits of image
technology is the dramatically increased speed and efficiency of information processing —filing errors are
eliminated, users have rapid access to
documents, and several persons can
access the same document simultaneously. In a paper file environment, it
may take a file clerk three to four
hours to retrieve a file, if it can be located at all. Using optical disks, the file
can be accessed immediately if it is
stored on the direct optical disk drives
or within minutes if it is stored on the
library unit or on off-line optical disks.
'Isle ability of more than one user to
access the same document at the same
time eliminates "information float."
This technology, in contrast to conventional methods, gives firms a tremendous advantage because, with it files
can be routed to more than one person
for simultaneous review. Tile need to
break the file apart or to make several
copies of the information is eliminated.
When a file is broken apart or numerous copies are made, the integrity of
the document is damaged and its costs
increased. In dollar terms, these types
of increased efficiencies allowed an
"insurance company to actualize a 75%
reduction from $7.50 per application to
$2.50 per application."'
The image system installed by Sigma at Empire Blue Cross and Blue
Shield is having a dramatic impact on
claims processing efficiency. "The processing time has been reduced from
seven days to two. The expected net
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

An optical disk
does not decline in
quality.
annual savings are expected to be approximately $10 million in claims processing alone with a 15% to 20% gain in
productivity. "
The increased productivity of information processing results in another
benefit a dramatic improvement in
customer service, which is a pleasant
surprise for users. Maureen Phillips of
John Hancock comments, "The most
important payback from this system
has been its ability to win new accounts as a result of the improvement
of customer service. One large municipality chose John Hancock to service
its pension program specifically because of its use of image systems. Its
attitude was that everyone can make a
benefit payment, but not everyone can
provide this type of service. The number of open cases at John Hancock declined 66% once the imaging system
was installed and the firm has not had

to hire additional staff despite the
growth of its business.""
At Wang Laboratories, the
"throughput time to answer a customer inquiry under paper -based methods
was 13 days; imaging has reduced that
down to two days. A transaction that
took 21.5 minutes to process has been
cut to 1.5 minutes."'
These enhancements in productivity and customer service have allowed
businesses to differentiate themselves
from their competition. One of the best
examples is Washington First Interstate Bank, which used imaging capabilities to restructure its customer
fees. The bank started treating the returned check images as a customer
benefit so it could both reduce costs
and increase revenues. Surveys of the
market have shown that the bank has
differentiated itself successfully from
its competition, and its customers perceive it as a technology leader.'°
CONCERNS
potential user should realize
that despite these numerous advantages, image processing is a
relatively new technology with some

11

11'

Optical disks can store millions of documents In a traction of the space required for
conventional document storage.
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It is unlikely
that industry
standards will
be established
in the
nearfuture.
continuing areas of concern. It is wise
to be aware of the legal concerns, lack
of standards, immature vendors, upper
management reservations, and costs.
Legal Concerns. At the present time,
no legal precedent has been set that directly addresses the admissibility of
imaged documents in the courtroom.
Such legal concerns have caused a
number of companies to continue to
maintain the original documents,
greatly reducing the cost savings that
this technology provides.
Lack of Standards. The lack of industry standards on the part of the various vendors has created additional
concerns about image processing. As
Rhoda Whitney, a systems analyst
with Citicorp of Denver, remarked,
"Two systems from the same manufacturer cannot currently trade images
without difficulty. And swapping image files from one type of machine to
another is a fantasy."" Due to the intense competition between vendors, it
is unlikely that industry standards will
be established in the near future because the lack of standards creates a
barrier that keeps potential competitors from entering the market
Immature Vendors. In this new technology, immature vendors offer some
of the most advanced products. Despite the high quality of their products,
these vendors frequently are forced
out of business because of their limited financial resources, and the purchasers of their products are left with
incomplete systems after paying significant sums of money. For example
Plexus Computers filed for bankruptcy
eight weeks after signing a $10-million
deal with the Prudential Insurance
Company." Not only did Prudential
lose money, but it lost time and competitive advantage.
Management Reservations. Upper
management in many companies have
not completely embraced the full benefits of image processing. They feel
very uneasy destroying original docu26

ments. Such persons are from the old
school where the original documents
were considered sacred and had to be
maintained at all costs. Thus, if there
is even the slightest chance that a document may be needed, it is retained.
Costs. Image processing systems
still are relatively expensive. The scanners, optical disk storage, central processing unit, communications networks, and high- resolution terminals
for a typical installation might cost
more than $300,000. The large price
tags for many image projects are due
to the present immaturity of the technology. Many of the larger systems are
custom built, and custom building requires extensive use of outside consultants and software developers. Also,
processing an image of a document
takes a great deal more mainframe
computing power than processing the
data from the document
THE OPPORTUNITIES
ecause image processing is a relatively new technology, it has an
untapped potential. Companies
currently are looking at optical character recognition (OCR), the capability
of the computer to determine the information content of a document. OCR
would allow the system to recognize
what the image it scanned represents
and allow it to take some steps on its
own. This feature would reduce manual intervention to a minimal level.
USAA, one of the pioneers of this
technology, is investigating the possibility of modifying its system to handle
color photographs and tape- recorded
13
messages. Such capability would improve the claims- analysis process and
incorporate verbal statements from
policy holders into the files.
Security Pacific is making plans to
offer its commercial clients access to
the bank's image database." If companies could transmit documents electronically between banks and corporations, for instance, the effect on cash
management techniques would be dramatic —banks could generate additional fee income, differentiate their product, and increase customer service.
As we have seen, image processing
is a rapidly maturing technology that
lets large - volume transaction processing companies not only reduce their
costs but differentiate their services
and gain an advantage over the competition. This technology has a number
of potential uses that have not yet been
explored.
Bipin C. Shah, vice president of op-

erations and technology for Core States Financial Corporation, explained, "If you enter early you can
gain a significant and sustained competitive advantage over your competition. The lead time may be two to three
years because of the capital intensity
and the people needs.... During this
time you can capture a significant increase in market share that others
who come in later will have a difficult
time achieving because you will have
already gained momentum and will be
achieving lower unit costs as a result
of your volume."'6
Conservative firms that wait until
this technology has matured and costs
have been reduced will be operating at
a significant disadvantage. They will
feel the effects of reduced profit margins and the loss of market share. Despite the significant costs of this technology, firms cannot afford to sit on
the sidelines too long. As Diogo Teixeira, a consultant with McKinsey &
Company, states, "In the long rum the
investment in these systems becomes
a defensive strategy, so it is just a matter of when you choose to go for ■
ward."'s
James Elliston, CMA, is accounting su-

pervisor for Share Health Plan of Nebraska. He was the 1990.91president of
the Omaha Chapter, through which this
article was submitted. He can be
reached at (402) 5712380.
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LESSONSFROMALCOA
Finding the right path to quality has its twists and turns.

BY ANTHONY R. TIERNO
uring the 1990s, companies
began introducing quality
tools and techniques to staff
and service operations. But
launching these concepts can produce
cultural changes that are potentially
disruptive. In 1988, ALCOA began initiating quality techniques in its corporate 490 - person finance department located in Pittsburgh, Pa. The lessons
learned from its experience can be
helpful to other companies considering a similar undertaking.
The organization chart in Figure 1
outlines the structure of the department by major function, showing the
approximate number of employees in
each of those functions. In 1988, few of
the finance department's managers
were familiar with the concepts of Dr.
Juran and Dr. Deming.' The word
"quality" was thought of as something
having to do with manufacturing. It
certainly did not denote a way of life for
a staff department. Finance, as most

other large corporate staff departments, had much to learn about:
• Defining processes,
• Bringing processes into control and
making them capable,
• Gathering customer requirements,
• Communicating with suppliers regarding specifications,
• Working in teams,
• Solving problems rather than fighting fires,
• Focusing on continuous improvement rather than on quantum
changes,
• Making decisions based on data
and statistical analysis.

THEFIRSTTHREE-DAYSEMINAR
n November 1988, the 15 top managers of finance became the first
business group in Alcoa to go
through nine days of training sponsored by the newly formed corporate
quality department and a group of outside consultants. The first three -day

seminar was designed to give our managers an overview of why quality was
important to Alcoa, what quality was,
and how to apply it. For some, it was
a difficult introduction. Major topics included:
• Quality and global competitiveness,
cost of quality, definition of quality.
• Making quality happen — teamwork
and benchmarking.
• Variation and quality— control
charts, histograms, probability distributions,
statistical control, specification limits, exercises in variation.
• Problem solving —types of problems, problem statements, pareto
charts, cause - and -effect diagrams. (A pareto chart is a series of
bars whose heights reflect the frequency or impact of problems.
They are used to prioritize data.)
• Understanding organizational
structures and dealing with organizational change.
IS Case studies in professional

As part of Alcoa's overall quality program, Inspector checks skin quality sheet at Alcoa's Davenport works.
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FIGURE 1 /ALCOA'S FINANCE DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATION CHART
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uring and immediately after the
seminar, we solicited feedback
from the managers. We got
good marks for the way we had organized the three days and for the number of topics we had introduced to the
participants. There were favorable
comments about the discussions of the
case studies and the discussions of the
theories about quality, customer
needs, processes, and how it all tied together. There were a few peripheral
suggestions that the material was
quite theoretical and wasn't applicable
to the day -to-day workings of finance,
but the initial reaction generally was
favorable.
The only session singled out for
criticism was an exercise used to illustrate the concept of variation and how
it impacts a process. To make the
point, a paddle with 50 holes was used
to pick up beads from a medium -sized
box that contained approximately
3,200 red beads and 800 white beads.
The objective was to pick up as many
red beads and as few white beads as
possible— ideally fewer than five white
beads per attempt
Participants soon realized that the
goal could not be achieved. The random variation built into the process
could not be overcome. We wanted
managers to realize that often the
problems that prevent people from
achieving goals are built into the work
processes. Not many made the connection. The variation in the beads
picked up on a paddle seemed too removed from the variation that occurs
when one temporary employee teaches another temporary employee about
an invoice processing procedure that
isn't well defined in the first place.
It was only later, when there was
time to talk to people informally, that
we began to see some flaws in our
seminar sessions.
Case studies:Some of our case studies were strategic in nature and discussed decisions made by the top management of other corporations. Those
that were operational had to do with
manufacturing. Our people understood how the broad application of
quality concepts had helped Xerox reorient after it had lost 50% of its market
in 10 years, yet they couldn't translate

&

FIRST GLANCE

&

publications.
■ Quality planning, policy deployment.
■ A quality awareness training problem assignment.
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these concepts to their own day - today
problems. When teaching quality to
people in a finance department, it's
best to demonstrate how they apply,
for example, to a federal income tax return or to the preparation of a consolidated financial statement.
There also was very little retention
of the points made in the case studies.
As with any learning experience, if you
don't use the concepts presented in
case studies quickly, you lose them.
Method of Presentation: Often the
way a program or theory is presented
is as important as its content, particularly when introducing quality concepts to a staff group that already
prides itself on quality.
It's tempting to try tough tactics.
Some instructors tend to belittle past
performance through comparisons
with other groups' accomplishments
or by examining performance from a
different perspective, such as that of a
newly discovered customer. Another
route is to make people who are unaware of current concepts about quality feel out of touch with what's happening in their field. A third favorite is
the doomsday approach —if you don't
change today, all will be lost tomorrow.
As we learned from some of our approaches, it's seldom a good idea to
make people feel defensive about the
past, ignorant about the present, or apprehensive about the future. Making

people angry causes unnecessary resistance to the quality message. It's far
better to help people understand the
wisdom of the new way rather than the
errors of their old ways.
Abstract Theories: Consultants,
such as those we invited to discuss the
theory and practice of managing organizational change, impressed our
group with the complexity and depth
of their thinking but left most of the
group wondering how this approach
applied to them.
It was only later that we asked ourselves, "What did we expect our managers to do differently once we had given them this theory?" If theoretical
knowledge won't help people in your
audience change some aspect of their
daily behavior, it probably isn't worth
presenting to them. If we were assembling seminar material today, it would
be less abstract and more concrete,
with a greater use of examples that related to daily work life.
QUALITY VISITS
he remaining six days of training
for our top 15 managers included,
among other activities, visits to
and from corporations with a reputation for quality.
Our intention was to show our people that all this theory about quality actually was being applied and working
elsewhere. We had hoped to meet with
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our counterparts and hear about their
great advances in implementing applied quality in their financial operations. Much to our surprise, we were
confronted with, "Well, we've started
identifying our processes, but we're
not sure how all of this is going to work
or how it all fits together."
Our own experience reinforced that
these concepts still are new and difficult.

PROBLEMSOLVING
e knew we just couldn't bring
managers into a room for
three days, give them a lot of
theory about quality, and expect them
to change overnight. Consequently, in
the last session of the initial seminar,
we gave our managers a "Quality
Awareness Training" problem assignment. We thought it would give them
a way to experience the impact of quality concepts. We asked them to:
• list major processes, pick one, and
identify its suppliers, inputs, outputs, customers, and customer
needs.
• Identify quality indicators for the
process, pick one, and identify
sources of variation, problem areas,
or opportunities for improvement.
• Draw a pareto diagram of these
items.

■ Draw a cause - and -effect diagram for
the most significant item on the pareto diagram.
■ Develop potential solutions to the
problem or opportunity.
We were quite sure people would
need help when selecting the first
problem on which to work. We had
been told that without some guidance,
most groups select problems that are
huge, vague, and beyond their control
(world hunger, poor communication,
and better morale) or problems that
are so trivial that solving them doesn't
really make a difference.
In spite of our assistance, none of
our initial problem - solving efforts were
very successful. It took some time for
us to understand that the problems we
had helped managers select were still
too large or, in some measure, beyond
their control. Our treasury department, for example, chose improving
cash forecasting —which is the central
process of that department. Since that
first effort, managers have been able to
narrow this central process to several
specific departmental activities and
have worked on improving them.
The tax department, which picked
forecasting Alcoa's effective income
tax rate as the process to try to improve, realized that forecasting on a
monthly basis was a waste of time and
resources. Now the department does it
Photo by Burk Uzzle.

Lathe operator Sara Franklin inspects a computer memory disk for customer testing at Stolle
Corp., an Alcoa subsidiary.
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quarterly.
The controller's department picked
the imprest fund— employees' expense accounts — something we were
sure was quite small. We knew we had
data for this process. Our goal was to
get people to report expenses quickly
so we would not have a large balance
in the imprest fund at the end of each
month. We figured out months later,
that we had picked a process over
which we had little control. We were
trying to change the behavior of many
employees, something that is difficult
to do. We did experience, firsthand,
the Hawthorne effect—named after
studies conducted at Western Electric
Company in the 1930s. Because everyone knew that his or her expense account balance was being scrutinized
by a high -level team, all began following established procedures much
more religiously. The imprest fund
balance came down for a few months
because of all the scrutiny, but it has
risen again since. Although there has
been some improvement in the balance, we obviously weren't addressing
the root cause. In all these cases, however, what we really learned was the
tough task of problem solving.

TRAININGTHE SECOND60
n May and June of 1989, we began
training the approximately 60 people reporting directly to our top 15
managers. We were better prepared
for this group, having learned from our
first endeavors. Although we used
roughly the same materials, we had
weeded and pruned them. We presented more examples of quality improvement activities related to administrative processes. One of the best
examples was presented by two people
from the accounting department at our
smelter in Texas. Their department
had analyzed all the telephone inquiries from vendors and then improved
the invoicing process. The result was
a dramatic reduction in vendor inquiries. With this and other accountingrelated examples, we were able to illustrate quality concepts better as they
applied to the work processes managed by our audience. We also shortened the duration of the training from
nine to six days, primarily by deleting
several site visits.
By the time we offered this course,
the corporate quality department had
developed the "Alcoa Eight-Step Quality Improvement Process," a problem solving method that was the first of the
several tools or enablers Alcoa devel29

oped to help implement quality. Instructing quality tools or enablers
presents something of a chicken -andegg problem. Which comes first?
Should a company wait until it knows
exactly what it needs before creating a
particular tool? Conversely, should a
company develop programs and enablers before it implements quality so
they can be taken off the shelf when
needed? One needs to examine which
tools are really needed and whether a
company should purchase the tools it
needs or develop its own.
At Alcoa, we've settled on most of
the enablers needed to implement
quality. Our list includes:
• A methodology for problem solving.
• A methodology for identifying critical processes, bringing them into
control, making them capable, and
maintaining them.
• A methodology for benchmarking.
• A methodology for supplier quality
improvement.
• A methodology for rewards and recognition.
• Training in team planning, effective
meetings, team dynamics, conflict
resolution, team leadership and facilitation.
• Training in statistical process control.
Alcoa is accustomed to doing
things for itself. The philosophy that
drove the corporation to build its own
hydroelectric plant in 1906,to mine its
own bauxite in 1916, and to manufacture its own magnesium in the 1930s
drove us in the late 1980s to develop
these quality enablers for ourselves.
Whether you choose to adopt the
quality enablers others have developed or create your own, it is much
easier if they are available when you
need them. Having a formal problem solving process when we taught our
second tier of managers helped immensely. These sessions, just as the
training for our top managers, ended
with the formation of teams. Each
team was told to use the Alcoa eight step process to identify and solve a
problem. We agreed that even though
the first problem - solving experience
had not been extremely successful,
the attempt at problem solving was
one of the few ways the theory and the
tools of quality could be put into practice.
We were afraid that, had we
stopped at the end of the awareness
training, people would say, "that was
30

interesting," but nothing would
change. Managers would go back to
their old jobs and forget about quality
awareness. One difference in this assignment was the emphasis we put on
choosing a small, manageable problem over which team members had
complete control. Many of these "training" problem assignments were successful. A few, such as improving Alcoa's response time to IRS inquiries,
eventually solved real problems.
TRAINING THE 400
he next phase of our initial training was a four -day session of
"Quality Awareness and Basic
Statistics" for our 460 employees. We
asked the 60 managers who had just
been through the six days of training
to go through these four days along
with the rest of our employees. Our
thinking was to expose these managers to the same statistical training that
their staffs were undergoing to reinforce the training they received during
their six days of training. About 55% of
this training time was spent on basic
quality concepts and about 45% on basic statistics.
In retrospect it appears that as our
training moved downward it became
more specific and difficult. The statistical training was included, in part, because the finance department's quality
officer, who at that time was head ofAlcoa's management information services, was an industrial engineer with
a manufacturing background. He
knew that statistics were an integral
part of quality training in the plants
and wanted staff people to understand
the language of manufacturing. He also knew from having applied statistical
concepts to staff situations in the past
just how powerful the concepts could
be. He felt, as we all did, that staff people should understand and be able to
apply the concepts of control and capability to their own situation. Our intent
was to help our people understand
these terms and then challenge them
to go back to their own jobs and begin
measuring something.
What we didn't realize is the crucial
difference between teaching statistics
to people in a smelter and teaching statistics to an administrative staff. In general, the people in the Alcoa plants
knew something about their manufacturing processes and had some data
about them. Once they learned statistics, they could grab the data and begin to manipulate them. When we
taught statistics in finance, there

wasn't much to apply to it. As with
most staff groups, the people in finance hadn't described their processes. They didn't know what to measure
or how to measure it.
With the clarity of 20/20 hindsight,
were we to repeat the initial staff training, we would put more emphasis on
the basic methodologies of quality,
such as problem - solving and identification and description of processes, and
less on the theory of quality and statistics. I don't want to imply that statistics
aren't essential to quality. Quite the
contrary. However, I think we may
have introduced statistical concepts a
bit early. My suggestion is that once
staff groups have identified and described their processes, have determined how and where to measure
their processes, and have begun to collect process data, statistics will have
more meaning. People are most receptive to statistics when they need to
learn how to massage data to get
meaningful information.
WHAT'S NEXT?
e have completed more than
two years of introductory
quality training. Were I touse
Alcoa's pre -quality mindset, I would be
inclined to report that our training has
now ended. The job is done. Unfortunately, that just isn't true. Our 1991
training schedule, which is almost
complete, includes statistics for senior
executives, team planning, effective
meetings, conflict resolution, leadership duties, more problem solving, and
the beginning of our control and capability training modules —for a total of
about 60 days of training this year. We
anticipate that 1992 will have a comparable number of training days. Quality
training is a never - ending process. ■
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UNCOMPENSATEDOVERTM
IE
Pricing and bidding considerations should not override
the cost accounting issues.

The following article stems from a project ofthe Management
Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee ofthe IMA (Institute
ofManagement Accountants, formerly NAA). Recognizing the
recent reemergence ofthe Cost Accounting Standards Board,
the MAP Committee asked its Subcommittee on SMA Promulgation to monitor research related to several currently troublesome cost accounting issues having to do with government contractors vis -a -vis thefederalgovernment. Richard Berk, district
manager, Regulatory and Financial Systems Support, Bell
Communications Research, undertook to work with IMA on
the subject of uncompensated overtime.
While IMA's aim was to develop a position paper on the subject, which has broad application to governmental contracting
and to industry in general, the feeling grew that exposing the
subject and perspectives on accounting treatment to the IMA
membership could be enlightening. The MAP Committee encourages members to make known their reaction to the issues
discussed and opinions expressed in Mr. Berk's article. Please
send any comments to the undersigned at IMA.
The views expressed in this article are thoseofMr. Berk and
are not necessarily the views ofBell Communications Research
or the IMA.
Louis Bisgay
Director, Management Accounting Practices
Institute of Management Accountants

BYRICHARDF.BERK
he Fair Labor Standards Act, passed in 1938, requires employers to pay all nonexempt employees
an hourly rate of one and one -half times their standard hourly rate for work performed in excess of
40 hours per week. Management and professional employees are expressly exempted from this requirement of the
Act. Management employees include those who are responsible for a broad range of activities, who direct the activities
of other employees, and who are concerned with the policies
and overall direction of the enterprise. Professional employees are those whose duties require broad and in -depth
knowledge acquired through education, training, and experience. Such employees include accountants, engineers,
consultants, lawyers, teachers, even doctors.
Thus, "uncompensated overtime" or "professional time"
may be defined as time worked in excess of 40 hours per
week or eight hours per day by employees exempt from the
Fair Labor Standards Act for which no additional monetary
compensation is paid.
Uncompensated overtime has a significant impact on any
firm employing professionals whose salaries are assigned directly to final cost objectives on the basis of the number of
hours worked. This description would apply to consulting,
accounting, law, engineering, and other firms billing profesMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

Bolts and nuts supplied by government contractors are easy to
account for, but what about uncompensated overtime?

sional labor costs at an hourly rate. Concerns having to do
with uncompensated overtime include cost assignment and
allocation, inequities in bidding practices, pricing strategies,
quality of output, hiring, and force retention as well as employee morale. Therefore, it is clearly a management accounting issue that heretofore has been addressed only
within government contracting circles.
The Department of Defense (DoD), the Department of
the Navy, and the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)
have expressed various concerns over the practice of consistent mandatory uncompensated overtime. Aside from the
question of whether the practice itself is acceptable, the underlying controversy arises from the manner in which these
hours are recognized and recorded.
31

THE ISSUES
abor Relations Issue. Although it generally is recog-

nized and accepted that professional and executive
employees customarily and voluntarily spend more
than 40 hours per week in pursuit of their careers, the issue
addressed here is the practice of viewing such uncompensated overtime as mandatory and consistent In recognition
of the importance of the issue, the DoD appointed an Advisory Committee on Uncompensated Overtime composed of
both government and industry representatives.
The Committee's report, issued in December 1989, expressed grave concerns as to the productiveness of the practice. The Committee said it was degrading to the professional employee and resulted in hiring and retention problems
for those companies that engage in the practice. The industry members of the Committee also voiced concern as to the
effect this practice is having on technological quality because of fatigue and poor employee morale. The group was
unanimous in feeling that, from a labor or employee relations standpoint, the practice of uncompensated overtime
should be discouraged.
Competitive Bidding and Pricing Issue. The use of uncompensated overtime has become common when firms are bidding or preparing proposals for work that will be priced and
billed at an hourly rate. This scenario is true particularly in
the highly competitive fields of accounting, consulting, and
engineering services. The competitive advantage for a company using uncompensated overtime derives from the fact
that such a company can propose a $20 -per -hour rate for an
employee earning $1,000 per week for a 50 -hour week, while
a company basing its bid or proposal on a standard 40 -hour
week would have to quote an hourly rate of $25 per hour to
cover its cost
The DoD Advisory Committee addressed this aspect of
the issue as well, recommending to government contracting
officers that quality and price realism be given greater consideration than merely price in the source selection of service contracts. The Committee also recommended that any
hours in excess of 40 hours per week included in contract
proposals be identified.
This recommendation should improve the process in the
government contracting arena, but it will not eliminate "uncompensated overtime," "professional time," "competitive
time," "extended workweeks," or whatever the practice is
called. This fact especially hits the private sector where, to
my knowledge, the problem has been neither addressed formally nor documented.
Cost Accounting Issue. The cost accounting issue surrounding the subject of uncompensated overtime is clear.
Let's discuss two approaches to accounting for direct labor
under these circumstances:
• Forty-hour accounting, which assigns direct labor costs
and associated overheads to final cost objectives (contracts, projects, products) on the basis of a standard eighthour day or 40-hour week, regardless of the number of
hours the exempt employee worked.
• Full -time accounting, which assigns direct labor costs
and associated overheads to these cost objectives based
on the actual number of hours the exempt employee
worked.
The resulting assignment and allocation of costs to final
cost objectives can vary significantly depending on which
method is used.
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Companies that use 40 -hour accounting require their exempt employees to record a maximum of eight hours per
day and 40 hours per week, regardless of the actual time
worked during the pay period. Labor costs are allocated to
cost objectives in one of two ways:
■ Costs are charged or distributed to the cost objectives
worked on in the first eight hours.
■ Exempt employees judgmentally distribute their labor
costs to cost objectives, including cost objectives worked
on during the hours in excess of eight per day or 40 per
week.
Following this 40 -hour approach through to the allocation
of indirect costs, any cost element for which the allocation
base is direct labor hours would be allocated on the basis
of 40 hours. Of course, under this method, only those cost
objectives receiving a direct labor distribution would receive
such an allocation and, then, only in proportion to the labor
distribution. This entire accounting philosophy is based on
the rationale that exempt employees are paid for 40 hours,
so the basis for distribution should be 40 hours.
Companies using full-time accounting require their employees to record all hours worked, including those in excess of eight per day and 40 per week. The direct labor cost
then is distributed to cost objectives based on the actual time
worked. In this manner all cost objectives receive the labor
distribution proportionately. Allocation of indirect costs, using direct labor hours, also would be based on actual total
hours worked.
One of the most complete discussions on accounting for
uncompensated overtime is an article by V. Lehman Woods
and Darrell J. Oyer.' It covers most aspects of the issue with
the emphasis on cost accounting. In the article, Woods and
Oyer discuss three basic methods of distributing exempt labor using full-time accounting:
1. Use a separate average labor rate for each pay period,
based on the salary paid divided by the total hours
worked. The labor costs then would be distributed using
the resulting rate.
2. Assign the total hours on a prorated basis to all cost objectives worked on during the pay period. Develop a percentage of the employee's time spent on each cost objective, and apply the percentages to the total salary paid.
The resulting labor distribution normally would be the
same as in the first method because the philosophy is the
same with the difference being in the mathematics.
3. Allocate costs using an estimated annual rate, and credit
any variance to an indirect account When using this
method, one would have to estimate the total number of
hours an employee will work in a year. This total then
would be divided by the employee's annual salary, and
the result would be the employee's standard hourly rate.
Any allocation over or under would be charged or credited to an indirect account that could be allocated to appropriate cost objectives.
All three of these methods are acceptable from a cost accounting standpoint and in government accounting circles
as well. However, in my view, the preferred method would
be the one that uses an optimal period of time, normally
longer than one pay period. In this way variations in the
number of hours worked from pay period to pay period
would be smoothed out in the averaging process, assuring
a more equitable distribution of labor costs and associated
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overhead among cost objectives. Based on the methods dishours worked, including those over and above the customcussed here, assuming the value of the estimates, the third
ary 40 -hour week. It has been suggested that the term "unmethod probably would achieve that result best in situations
compensated overtime" is a misnomer and that the correct
where the number of hours worked does vary.
terminology is "direct allocation of salary costs."
The following example illustrates the difference in the asI must agree that hours worked is the essential basis for
signment and allocation of labor and indirect cost between
the distribution of direct labor to final cost objectives, which
two cost objectives using 40 -hour versus full -time accountis true of contracts with which the DoD is concerned as well
ing. The following facts are assumed: An engineer earning
as other professional services billed on an hourly basis. For
$1,000 per week, working a consistent 50 -hour week, divides exempt employees, the labor cost essentially is fixed, with
time equally between a "cost-plus" contract and an internal
the principal variable being the number of hours used to disproject. For 40 -hour accounting, the engineer charges protribute that cost.
jects for work done in the first eight hours. Typically, beThe DCAA, along with Woods and Oyer, expresses sericause schedules must be met, the cost-plus contract is
ous concerns over the potential for "gaming" when 40 -hour
worked on in the first eight hours. Indirect costs, which are
accounting is employed. "Gaming" is the tendency to charge
100% of direct labor, are allocated to cost objectives based
the cost up to the first eight hours per day to reimbursement on direct labor hours charged. The fee or profit on the cost type contracts while applying the unrecorded hours in explus contract is 10% of total cost (see Table 1).
cess of eight to fixed -price contracts or internal projects. AlAlthough this example
though
this concern
may be overly simplified, I
essential)Y is Pricing and
- T I M I
believe it clearly illustrates
contractual, the result is a
TABLE 1140 -HOUR VS. FULL
the impact the method of
distortion in the distribuaccounting has on the reACCOUNTING
tion of the direct labor and
sulting costs ultimately asFull -Time
40•Ho ur Accounting
associated indirect costs.
n
signed to cost objectives.
The true accounting
Cost
Internal
Cost
Plus
Project
Plus
principle in question here is
Direct labor
PROS AND CONS
one of benefit received. If a
hours
25
15
25
25
cost objective, whether it be
Direct labor
he basis for the argua contract, a product, or an
625
375
500
500
amount
ment for 40 -hour acinternal project, receives
Indirect costs
625
375
500
500
counting is that exthe benefit of productive laTotal costs
1,250
750
$1.000,
1,000
empt employees are paid
bor, the cost objective
Fee
125
100
for working 40 hours a
should be charged with a
week, so the basis for the
Total
1,375
750
1,100
1,000
proportionate amount of
distribution of their time
the associated labor cost
should be 40 hours. Some
consistent with the benefits
supporters of 40 -hour acreceived. If one follows this
counting seem to contradict this point, arguing that the proprinciple, it becomes clear that direct labor of professional
ductivity or output of a professional employee is not necesemployees must be distributed based on total productive
sarily related to the number of hours worked. In my view,
and measurable time expended.
both arguments fail to recognize that contracts are negotiTo sum up the opinions of others in the field, the prevailated on an hourly billing basis for engineers, accountants,
ing feeling is that the two accounting methods should be alconsultants, and so on, and final cost objectives do receive
lowed to coexist. This position is largely pragmatic as it recbenefits from work done in excess of the standard 40 -hour
ognizes the potential for protest and the cost of conversion
work week.
if one system were dictated over another.
The strongest and most persuasive arguments for 40hour accounting come from outside the realm of accounting,
RELATED ISSUES
addressing for the most part competitive bidding and pricing
concerns. Proponents of 40 -hour accounting argue that comreatment of Nonwork- Related Time.Opponents of full panies basing their bid and hourly billing rates on a 40 -hour
time accounting point out the subjectivity of defining
week are put at a competitive disadvantage due to the lower
employee activities included in uncompensated overhourly rates produced by full-time accounting. They argue
time, inasmuch as many professional employees voluntarily
that such contractors should be required to "normalize"
spend more than eight hours per day at their workplace. Oftheir bid proposals and rates based on a 40 -hour week, thereten these employees choose to spend such time doing proby creating a level playing field.
fessional reading, catching up on mail or miscellaneous corAlthough I see a lot of merit to this reasoning from a pricrespondence, or even following personal pursuits. Many
ing and bidding perspective, again I believe these people are
employees engage in these activities at home rather than
missing the point when they make no distinction between
staying at the office. The point is that the activities and the
pricing and bidding techniques and cost accounting. Cost astime spent are purely voluntary, and, in most cases, sporadsignment has no relationship to price although we must
ic; provide only remote benefit to primary cost objectives;
know historical cost so that future costs may be estimated.
and, in most cases, are not measured or measurable. In my
Prices then may be negotiated to exceed those costs while
view, such time is incidental, not subject to documentation,
realizing a profit.
and, accordingly, not within the definition of uncompensated
Conversely, others, including the DCAA, maintain that an
overtime.
exempt employee's salary is based on providing a product
Two other chief sources of ambiguity are travel time, esor a service regardless of the time required to do so. They
pecially that associated with overnight travel, and work perconclude that exempt employees are compensated for all
formed at home. Overnight travel contains several compli33

cating factors. The most common occurrence is an employee traveling to a work destination on a weekend or in the
evening. Such timing may be at the employee's convenience
or even combined with vacation time. In other cases, such
scheduling may be a legitimate requirement of the task being performed. On this question, I would say that although
in most cases I believe such time to be incidental, voluntary,
and not within the definition of uncompensated overtime, instances must be examined on a case -by -case basis to determine if such time is legitimate time worked. I would propose
the following criteria:
• The treatment of out -of -hours travel is contractually
spelled out
• Cost objectives receive clear and direct benefit from such
out -of -hours travel.
• Such travel is practically necessary to fulfill requirements
of the assignment.
• Time spent traveling can be measured and quantified.

event of a floor check, inconsistencies when comparing time
records with other company records, and the perceived unreliability of labor and indirect cost distributions and allocations.
From a management accounting perspective, an enterprise can put itself in a tenuous position maintaining such
incomplete documentation when uncompensated overtime
is a material and relevant element of the operation. This fact
is true particularly when cost reimbursement contracts are
involved.

SYSTEMS CONCERNS

n most companies the time- recording system is a subsystem or module of the payroll system. Some payroll systems are positive insofar as payments, particularly to
nonexempt employees, are generated independent of a time
record. In such systems time records essentially may be
used for labor distribution. In other systems, time records,
even for exempt employees, may drive the payment calculation. Many payroll systems in use today are vendor packThe most difficult work to measure, document, and
record is time worked at home. Nowadays, many employees ages with inherent limitations. Others, particularly in larger
companies, may be internally developed systems integrated
spend productive time at home at a personal computer, dewith the entire human resources system. Time reporting is
veloping systems, writing and testing software, or working
at the root of many if not all of these systems, and resulting
through a modem that communicates with office -based or
data normally are front - loaded, which affects much of the
client -based computers. In these instances, when such work
clearly is associated with final cost objectives, time worked
subsequent processing.
Many proponents of 40more than eight hours per
hour accounting, therefore,
day or 40 hours per week
would object to changing
should be recorded as part
simply because the cost of
of the total time worked. In
the system modification
this case, management may
would be prohibitive. They
want to require strict docusuggest that this cost would
mentation and possibly perbe absorbed in cost reimform random "sanity"
bursement contracts as an
checks to assure that the
additional overhead, theretime reported is reasonable
by making their pricing
and accurate.
even less competitive than
If time worked at home
that of their counterparts
is spent merely reading prowho use full -time accountfessional literature, proing.
cessing mail, or even preI would suggest that if all
paring a presentation, it
of the criteria for relevance,
seems clear that this time
materiality, and measurabildoes not merit considerity
are met, this cost is a
ation as uncompensated
Is 40 -hour accounting fair to all government suppliers?
one -time incurrence that
overtime. It is possible to
may be capitalizable, deidentify, define, and estabpending on the circumstances.
lish criteria for those activities performed in an unstructured
Relevance. Relevance, as it relates to the question of acenvironment and to distinguish between those that are procounting for uncompensated overtime, has to do with whethductive and relevant and those that may be necessary but
er the use of a variable, in this case total hours worked or
are simply incidental.
Existence of an Audit Trail. One of the primary requirea standard 40 hours, affects the outcome. For example, the
employees of a large company's accounting department
ments for any accounting system is a clear, complete, and
work an average of 48 hours per week over the year, includdocumented audit trail. Without such an audit trail, it is viring up to 60 hours per week in peak book - closing periods.
tually impossible to attach any credibility to the financial reManagement employees of this department receive no adsults of an enterprise or to feel comfortable with the comditional compensation. The accounting department salaries
pany's system of internal controls.
Intuitively, we can see that one of the glaring weaknesses are allocated to final cost objectives based on the total expenses of the departments performing direct work on these
of 40 -hour accounting is the lack of a complete audit trail.
cost objectives.
Simply put, many hours may be worked, some on critical
In this example, whether the accounting department's
cost objectives, that are not documented. Exempt employnonexempt employees report full-time or a standard 40
ees may be recording their time carefully on time sheets,
hours is irrelevant.
time cards, or through a terminal but only up to the maxiMateriality. Materiality is a concept I've alluded to several
mum of eight hours per day and 40 hours per week. This
times. Here the question is one of magnitude rather than relpractice gives rise to a perception of irregularities in the
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evance: "Does the difference matter ?" For example, if an employee works one hour of uncompensated overtime a month,
I would feel reasonably safe in dismissing it as immaterial.
However, if the employee consistently works eight to 16
hours of uncompensated overtime -5% to 10% of the standard workweek —we are getting into the area of materiality.
Not only is 5% to 10% material in this case, but on a cumulative basis over the course of a year, considering the number of employees involved, the absolute number of hours is
significant. Although this concept is basic, it often can be
critical when a company is considering the requirement for
full -time vs. 40 -hour accounting.
Measurability. Measurability is the ability to associate
clearly the activities performed during periods of uncompensated overtime with defined cost objectives. In other words,
it must be possible to measure the effort expended in terms
of time or some other unit.
An example of effort not subject to quantification would
be time spent "thinking" about a project while driving home
from the office. Another example could be time spent traveling from New York to Washington in the evening before
a 10 a.m. meeting. In the second example, although it would
be quite simple to measure the elapsed time, the travel time
is not associated clearly with a defined cost objective. Other
activities that probably would not meet the measurability criteria are professional reading and attendance at meetings.

INDUSTRY POSITIONS
s part of the research for this article, the IMA mailed
a survey questionnaire to approximately 40 companies and received 13 usable responses.
The questionnaire requested the respondents to identify
their company, indicate the industry in which they are operating, and indicate their involvement in government contracting. Respondents were asked to provide information on
their Iabor classifications performing direct functions (exempt /nonexempt), their cost accounting system, their labor
distribution methods, and their overtime policy with regard
to exempt employees.
Although the number of responses received was somewhat disappointing, the quality was gratifying and provided
meaningful input and thoughtful advice. A summary of the
key responses is presented in Table 2. The policy of the respondents with regard to payment for overtime to exempt
employees was consistently vague. Such comments as "no
set policy," "comp time," and "paid selectively" were most
common.
Overall, the results of the survey, although leaning somewhat toward full -time accounting, were inconclusive. This
fact only serves to illustrate the way industry is split on the
issue, with companies supporting the method that best suits
their operation. It also dramatically illustrates the need for
clear and authoritative guidance from the accounting profession on accounting for uncompensated overtime.
WHICH METHOD?
uch issues as artificially deflated hourly rates generated by full-time accounting, inequities in the competitive bidding process, cost of system changes, and ambiguity of activities performed during uncompensated
overtime form the basis of arguments for 40 -hour accounting. It is obvious that not one of these arguments is founded
on sound cost accounting theory. Conversely, each one is
based on business considerations in general.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

In favor of total -time accounting
In favor of 40 -hour accounting
Engaged in government contracting
Government contracting companies using 40 -hour accounting
Companies distributing labor costs based on time reporting

In contrast, the arguments in support of full -time accounting have as their basis sound cost and management accounting principles. To summarize briefly some of the key points:
■ Full -time accounting provides for a clear and complete audit trail.
■ Full -time accounting assures that all cost objectives receiving the benefit of exempt direct labor, including uncompensated overtime, will receive an equitable share of
the associated costs in proportion to the benefits received.
■ Full -time accounting provides the basis for developing
true and accurate historical cost from which future costs
may be estimated and management decisions concerning
the business needs of the company may be made.
From a purely accounting perspective, companies using
uncompensated overtime should, in most cases, account for
it on a full-time basis. I say "in most cases" because I believe
that before a company changes to full-time accounting, it
should consider whether its practices meet these criteria:
• Consistency.Historically, the company has required its exempt employees routinely to work increased schedules
with no change in pay, and expectations are that this practice will continue.
• Materiality. The amount of increased time is meaningful
and has a significant impact on the assignment and /or allocation of costs to final cost objectives.
• Relevance. If total -time accounting were not followed, allocation or assignment of costs to final cost objectives
would be distorted significantly.
• Measurability. The effort expended can be quantified in
terms of time or other discrete unit.
Although I'm sure that the foregoing comments will not
end the controversy over uncompensated overtime and how
we should account for it I hope I've helped provide some
clarity and guidance. In the future, others may follow with
authoritative guidelines that will add consistency and credibility to cost accounting in this area.
■
Richard F. Berk is district manager, Financial Systems Sup-

port, at Bell Communications Research. He is a member of the
Morrs /Essex Chapter, through which this article was submitted. Mr. Berk may be contacted by writing to him at Bell Communications Research, 290 W Mt. Pleasant Ave., Livingston,
NJ 07039, Room LCC 2E1313, or by calling (201) 740.3848.
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MAKING ACCOUNTING

AVALUE-ADDEDACTIVITY
Eliminate unnecessary activities to streamline your procedures.
NCR

banana sales curve. A company that
has such a curve needs to reexamine
its use of accounting to remove this
nonvalue- adding activity.

PRESENCE OF ACCOUNTING
RESERVES

Lab o r p ro duc tivity can inc re ase if c o m panie s g e t the rig ht e q uip m e nt f o r the ir wo rke rs .

BY GERMAIN B. BOER
anufacturing isn't the only
business activity that can
profit from a cost /benefit
analysis. Accounting activities should undergo the same scrutiny experien ced by oth er com pany

functions. Activities that do not add
value should be eliminated. A world class operation without a value- adding
accounting system is like a supersonic
fighter plane without radar —it can perform well, but its pilot (manager) can't
tell where it's going.
In this article, first I'll provide an overview of the many factors that can detract
from the value of an accounting system,
and then I'll review techniques that make
accounting a value -added activity.

THE BANANA SALES CURVE
ompanies that experience an
upswing in sales at the end of
the quarter or month may do so
36

because salespeople want to "make"
budget. This sales behavior values
budget compliance above profit. It
clearly indicates that company executives do not understand how to use
budgets to run an organization. As reported in a recent issue of Fortune,'
"Managers ... do incredibly stupid

things to make budget, especially if incentive pay is at stake. They cut prices
too deeply. They overload distributors
with goods —then take back or shell
out for costly promotions to sell
them ... We once found a guy who
made his sales budget by selling stuff
to a d um my com pany. He put it in his

basement and returned it the next
year."
Managers need to explore the costly impact of such budget induced sales
behavior. Just look at what happens to
production schedules when period reporting instead of customer needs
drives production: quality suffers,
overtime pay skyrockets, and rework
costs blossom from the presence of a

pother indication of profit-inhibiting accounting behavior is
the presence of reserves. Companies that maintain accounting reserves at the departmental, plant, or division levels are using their accounting
system to reduce rather than add to
company value. These reserves exist
to buffer operating managers from the
wrath of top executives when problems occur. To state it another way,
the reserves help operating managers
tell top executives what they want to
hear. Executives who hear what they
want believe that all is well. In such an
environment the accounting system
doesn't contribute to company profitability—it just contributes to executive
peace of mind.

MEETINGS TO DISCUSS
VARIANCES
onsider another activity that
adds little value to the compa-

ny— discussion of budget vari-

ances. Once a cost is incurred, nothing
can be do ne to ch ange it A dollar
spent is a dollar gone. Budget variances represent dollars already spent,
so discussion of them adds little value
to the company. Company managers
should focus on reducing total company costs instead of forcing managers to
justify differences between a budget
number and an actual cost incurred.
Budget numbers in many companies
are a combination of economic factors,
internal political power, and negotiating skills, so the interpretation of a
variance from the budget often has lit-

tle to do with actual operations.
In cases where variances cannot be
abandoned, a simple plot of total variances to profits should indicate whethMANAGEMENT ACCOUNUNG /AUGUST 1991

er the variances relate to company
profitability. As negative variances increase, company profits should decline, and vice versa. To test this proposition, I took data from a manufacturing company and created the following graphs of total variances and return on investment. (See Figure 1.)
The return on investment remains
relatively constant regardless of size
or favorability of the variances. Overhead absorbed also seemed to have no
relation to return on investment. If
your company exhibits similar results,
you should question the relevance of
the variances for sound management.

changed from 1961 to 1986 for the fabricated metal industry. Labor has declined as a fraction of total sales for the
bulk of the period. In fact, it has been
a relatively small part of total manufacturing costs since at least 1961.
Yet many companies still cling to
detailed labor reporting. I analyzed the
total report lines generated each
month for a manufacturing company
that reported labor variances by cost
center. Ninety -seven percent of the total report lines generated each month
by the accounting system were devoted to labor costs, but total labor expense amounted to only seven percent
of total manufacturing costs. Managers from another company with 80 employees estimated that each employee
spent one half hour per day recording
how he or she spent time on the shop
floor. At $10 per hour, this company

LABOR REPORTING
figure 2 graphically depicts how
material and labor costs as a
percentage of sales have

was spending $400 per day just to
record what workers did with their
time. Value- adding accounting systems focus management's attention on
significant costs, such as material, instead of sucking up resources to track
how many minutes a worker spends
on a particular task.

BUDGET NEGOTIATIONS
udgets require a certain amount
of negotiation among managers
as part of the budget process.
The time spent in these negotiations,
however, can become excessive. Executives should ask whether the time
spent by managers on budget activities really benefits the company. Consider the case of the mid -level manager at a large company who spent one
day each month on budget activities.

r FIGURE 1 /SCATTERGRAPH OF RELATIONSHIP OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT T
COST VARIANCES
Plot of ROI and Material Variances
Quarters 01 1976 through 03 1979

Plot of ROI and Labor Variances
Quarters Q1 1976 through 03 1979
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company that institutes an accounting based incentive plan without making
organizational changes to support the
plan actually has added to its costs
without gaining any benefit. Top managers probably will brag about their
new plan, but without changes in the
fundamentals of the organization, the
plan just increases costs.

FIGURE 2 /MATERIAL AND LABOR COST AS
PERCENTAGE OF SALES FOR THE FABRICATED
METAL INDUSTRY
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inally, a clear signal that a company's accounting system adds
little value is the presence of
management reports on purchase
price variances, which may appear
months after the decision to generate
the variance. As a result, decision makers may not even remember why the
variance was generated. Furthermore,
creating favorable purchase price variances is a great way to drive up production costs. For example, one particular
purchasing agent discovered a cheaper fastener, saving the company $5,000
per year. He was given a pat on the
back for his cleverness. However, the
plant was forced to hire five additional
people and to redesign the tools used
to attach the fasteners, and it increased its scrap rate two percent —all
because a purchase agent was rewarded for buying a cheaper fastener.
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She devoted an additional 10 working
days each year to the annual budgeting process —a total of 22 working
days per year, or approximately one
working month per year! Did the budget contribute enough additional profits to compensate for the loss of one
month of the manager's time? Executives need to evaluate the time managers spend on budgeting activities to determine if they produce added value to
compensate for the time devoted to the
process.

COMPLEX ACCOUNTING
BASED INCENTIVE PLANS
omplex incentive plans are another nonvalue- adding activity.
As the complexity of incentive
plans increases, their value -added capability decreases. Do workers on the
shop floor really need an incentive
plan to get them to do their work?
Wouldn't clear work instructions provide a much greater increase in productivity than a gainsharing plan? A
NCR

A VALUE -ADDED
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
ccountants need not give up
hope because their accounting
systems generate no value;
they can salvage the situation by using
some of the approaches described below. Basically, a value -added accounting system is simple, encourages
teamwork and continuous improvement, focuses on important strategic
issues, measures people development,
and compares company costs to outside companies.

SIMPLICITY

Improving checking procedures can help accounting become more value added.
38

key characteristic of a value added accounting system is its
simplicity. Complex accounting systems hide relevant information,
confuse managers, and drive up costs.
Simple systems reveal information
quickly, provide clear information for
managers, and cost little to run.
For simple cost control, managers
can use checkbook accounting systems. Reliance Electric managers
meet with their subordinates to discuss spending levels for a coming peMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

around within an allocation system
does nothing to reduce cost. In fact, it
reduces profits because of the time
wasted in meetings discussing the
proper way to allocate the cost. Elimination of cost allocations, although
necessary, is not enough to promote
cooperation. Accountants should consider developing interrelated performance measures that include the performance of all managers involved in a
related group of activities.
For example, a company can link
marketing and manufacturing by making the performance of each one depend, to some extent, on what the other does. The manufacturing budget
can be based on the quantity sold by
marketing, and it can measure marketing performance as the difference between actual revenue generated from
the units sold and the standard variable costs of the units manufactured.
With this system, increases in finished
goods inventory penalize both the
marketing people and the manufacturing operation. Increments in finished
goods swell the charges to the marketing group by the variable costs of the
added units, and manufacturing receives a budget allowance reduced by
the unit cost added to inventory.

that stands still is doomed to failure.
Because continuous improvement is
essential for survival, the accounting
system should provide information
and reports that support this effort.
Companies that are serious about
continuous improvement have abandoned budgets and standards on the
shop floor because these criteria imply
that a particular level is good enough.
A world -class operation never accepts
any cost level as "good enough ;" it continuously strives to reduce costs.
Worker teams consider no improvement too small as they look for ways
to improve operations. Big cost reductions come from the accumulation of
many small changes.
What can accountants do to support
this drive for continuous improvement? They can report the information
that encourages and documents this
improvement. Figure 3 plots the
monthly revenue minus purchases of
materials and purchased parts per employee hour (all employees who work
in the operation staff and touch labor)
for a manufacturing operation. This
measure tracks several critical aspects
of the operation:
1. Scrap reductions,
2. Labor productivity improvements,
3. Throughput time improvements,
4. Work process improvements,
5. Staff personnel reductions,
6. Raw material and finished goods inventories reductions.

ENCOURAGE CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
orld-class manufacturers did
not get to be world class overnight—they worked long and
hard to develop a quality operation.
However, having attained world -class
status does not mean a company can
relax and wait for the profits to roll in.
In this global economy an enterprise

W

In other words, this measure increases whenever managers or workers do the things that ultimately result
in improved profits. To broaden this
measure to include receivables and

FIGURE TMONTHLY VALUE ADDED PER LABOR
HOUR
19
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riod. Once an amount is agreed upon,
this becomes the balance in the checkbook. Every time the subordinate acquires supplies or tooling covered by
the budget, she or he must reduce the
balance by the cost of the item acquired, computing a new balance. Consequently, staff constantly must project future spending needs against the
checkbook balance. Managers have
few surprises because they are notified
well in advance of expenditures.
Simplification of purchase procedures also can increase the value of the
accounting system. Managers at the
Cookeville, Tenn., plant of Fleetguard,
an oil filter manufacturer, printed a
rectangle on the floor near the stamping machines that use coiled steel.
Workers know that when the number
of coils reaches a certain level, say six,
they call the supplier for delivery of another truckload. On the flipside of the
transaction, the vendor has a similar
rectangle in which it stores steel for
Fleetguard. When the quantity in this
area reaches the equivalent of one
truckload, the vendor produces another batch of three truckloads. One purchase order is issued by Fleetguard
each year, and the vendor sends one
bill per month for the steel delivered
that month. The system eliminates paperwork, reporting systems, and
stockouts. Instead of looking at a computer screen to find out how much
steel is on hand, managers just walk by
the place where the steel is kept.
Because detailed labor accounting
reduces the value of an accounting system, companies need to find a simple
method to control labor costs, too. A
head count at the start of each shift
gives managers all the information
they need to control labor. Managers
compare the number of people who report for work at the start of a shift to
the scheduled number, and the difference tells them whether labor cost will
be too high or too low for the shift. The
method is simple, direct, realistic, and,
when recorded on a chart in the manager's office, immediately available for
use by company managers.
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raditional accounting reporting
systems encourage individual
managers to put the welfare of
their departments above that of the
company. Internal charging systems
often contribute to this fragmentation
because they encourage managers to
do whatever they can to reduce their
cost allocations. Merely moving costs

a
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CONSIDER RELEVANT ISSUES
ccountants need to broaden
their horizons to include relevant information even if it is not
typical of what they use in their accounting reports. For example, earlier
I mentioned that purchase price variances are nonvalue adding. Accountants should develop systems that allow a manager to consider the full cost
implications of purchasing an item at a
particular price by including facts
about the impact of that item on total
company cost. NCR, in one of its Canadian operations, has developed a
system that considers the quality of
the purchased product, the added inspection required for products purchased from that vendor, the on -time
delivery performance, and the added
40

TABLE 1 /USING BASE PERIOD COSTS TO

$

$

2,600
3,000
5,200

Relevant units
Labor hours
Machine hours

2,557
2,957
5,100

2,680
3,200
5,345

$

$

September
23,000
8,000
4,200
990
385
395
275
9,500
14,325
61,070

$

&

1

August
31,000
11,200
4,100
1,080
415
415
300
9,800
16,250
74,560

$

$

Section I. Base Period Costs and Units
July
Expense
25,000
Direct labor
9,000
Indirect labor
Chemicals, coolant oil, etc.
4 000
Abrasive and grinding material
960
360
Dies and jigs
380
Gloves, aprons cloths
Gauges and indicators
280
9,700
Cutting tools
15,680
General supplies
65,360
Totals

$

ENCOURAGE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Total
79,000
28,200
12,300
3,030
1,160
1,190
855
29,000
46,255
200,990
7,837
9,157
15,645

&

&

Section II. Computation of Costs per Unit
Divide total costs for the three months by total units.
Variable Rate Per Unit
Unit
Expense
DLH
10.08
Direct labor (labor hour)
DLH
3.60
Indirect labor (labor hour)
Units
1.34
Chemicals, coolant oil, etc.
Machine Hrs.
0.19
Abrasive grinding material
Machine Hrs.
0.07
Dies and jigs
Units
0.13
Gloves, aprons cloths
Units
0.09
Gauges and indicators
Machine Hrs.
1.85
Cutting tools
Units
5.05
General supplies

$

$

$

Section III. Comparison of Current Month to Base Period
Multiply variable rate per unit by number of units used to compute
base period costs for comparison to current cost,
Base
I
Expense
Difference
Period
Actual
5,722
16,455
22,177
Direct labor
(517)
8,433
Indirect labor (labor hour)
7,916
5,000
776
Chemicals, coolant oil, etc.
5,776
174
785
959
Abrasive grinding material
17
350
367
Dies and jigs
137
559
422
Gloves, aprons Goths
(49)
450
401
Gauges and indicators
851
8,324
9,175
Cutting tools
1,265
20,456
21,721
General supplies
60,675
8,376
69,051
Actual Units Used
Labor hours
Units produced
_JAaWaWeJxours

$

$

$

&

&

payables management, managers
need only substitute cash payments
for purchases and cash receipts for
sales. A trend graph of this measure
greatly increases its value because it
indicates how fast managers can react
to downturns in the measure. Few
plants are capable of improving consistently from month to month. Thus, the
graph indicates how fast a manager
can recover from a downturn in the
performance measure.
Another technique to encourage
continuous improvement is a reporting system that compares current performance to a past base period. First,
managers must select a base year to
create a "pseudo flexible budget" using the actual costs of the base period
instead of the budget. At the end of
each reporting period this "pseudo
budget" becomes the base cost for
comparison to the current costs. Managers can evaluate their performance
for the current period against the base.
Of course, the objective is to arrive at
a level above that of the base period.
The example in Table 1 illustrates
the mechanics of the system. The
costs for the base period and the relevant volume measures for these costs
appear in the first section of the example. They are used to develop a unit
cost for each volume measure. The
third section of the example illustrates
the application of these unit costs to
the current volumes to generate the
base cost used for comparison to the
actual cost incurred in the current period. Such a system encourages continuous improvement and never implies that a level of performance is
adequate. Instead, it encourages managers to improve continuously.

2,200
4,300
4,950

inventory carrying costs to develop a
total cost for the item purchased.
Table 2 provides a simplified illustration of a system like the one used at
NCR
The top section of the example
shows data for two vendors: Vendor A
and Vendor B. Vendor B offers a unit
price of $18 as compared to a unit price
of $20 for Vendor A, but he also sells
a poorer quality product and maintains
a weaker on -time delivery performance. When these factors are incorporated into the formulas for computing total cost of ownership, Vendor B's
cost is higher than Vendor A's. Al-

though this system does not produce
absolutely accurate cost, it does provide managers with a cost frame of reference beyond just the purchase price
in choosing a vendor.

CONSIDER THE IMPACT OF
PEOPLE
he secret to enhanced productivity and low -cost production
is a skilled workforce that continuously improves operations. Skilled
workers are capable of identifying and
analyzing problems, experimenting
with alternative solutions, and eventuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUSr 1991

ally solving problems on
activity by selecting compatheir own initiative. They alnies to use for benchmarkso prepare and periodically
ing. For example, an airline
update their own work stansuch as Delta might use
dards. To do this, workers
Southwest Airlines to
must be trained properly in
benchmark airplane turnwork analysis skills and
around times, and a compapossess the necessary anany interested in customer
lytical tools.
service might study LL
The accounting system
Bean. It's of no value for a
must report the information
company to reduce costs at
that permits managers to
four percent per year if its
determine if they are spendcompetitors are reducing
ing their training dollars eftheir costs at 10% per year.
fectively. For example, the
Know your competitors'
accounting system should
costs, or be doomed to the
report in detail the types of
consequences of your ignotraining expenditures and
rance.
the resulting skill inven- Fleetguard, maker of ollfilters and related products such those
A thorough analysis of
as
above, simplified purchasing procedures.
tory. The system should republic data on the competiport monthly the average
tion can provide significant
number of skills per emclues about competitors'
ployee. The company that spends allow other companies to study their
costs. In fact, a systematic approach to
nothing on training will not survive in
operations. Managers of world -class data collection will allow the accountoday's competitive world. Also, infor- operations know that ideas, not techtant to estimate with some precision
mation on worker skills should be disnology, are the key to continuous sucthe cost structure of top competitors.
played prominently for all to see. One
cess. The do all they can to create a
Such analyses help point out areas in
company posts workers' names on a
learning organization.
which a company should focus cost matrix hanging on the factory wall
Accountants can participate in this cutting efforts and can help keep man(they appear at several locations in the
agement from becoming complacent
plant) that lists employee names down
because of significant cost improvethe side and employee skills across the
ments in operations. If you want to
TABLE 2 /FULL COST OF
top. A colored dot appears at the intercompete with the best, study the best.
OWNERSHIP
section of an employee name and a
Focus on the simple elements that
Vendor
Vendor
skill to indicate that the employee has
make the accounting information useUnit Cost
$20
$18
mastered that skill. The color of the
ful to managers, prune any accounting
Annual Quantity
50,000
50,000
dot represents the skill level. Regardoperations that do not make a positive
Average Quantity
1,000
1,000
less of the method used, the accountprofit contribution, and expand the acOn -Time %
0.95
0.75
ing system must report information on
counting
horizons to include unconLot % Accepted
0.98
0.85
the efforts being made to improve emventional data. Do these things, and
Total PPM
900
2,500
ployee skills.
Inspect Code
1
2
you will have a value -added accounting
Location Code
2,000
2,000
The accounting system also should
system.
■
report labor costs in a manner that emAverage Additional Annual
phasizes the "real" cost of labor. "Real"
Cost per Unit
labor cost measures the relation of a
Germain B. Boer is professor of manageDelivery
$ 0.035 $ 0.175
company's expenditure to what it gets
ment at the Owen Graduate School of
Quality
0.826
5.175
Management at Vanderbilt University,
in return. Because the price /output reInventory
0.120
0.108
lationship is so important, the informa401 21st Ave. South, Nashville, TN
Location
0.100
0.100
tion contained in the value -added chart
Addition to
37203. He is a member of the Nashville
Purchase Price
$ 1.081 $ 5,558
shown earlier also is important. This
Chapter, through which this article was
Purchase Price
20.000
18.000
chart demonstrates what the company
submitted.
gets from its workers by reporting the
Cost of Ownership $ 21.081 $ 23,558
value added per employee for a given
Cost Computation Procedures fo r 4
'Thomas A.Stewart, "Why Budgets are Bad for Busi
period.
OUTSIDE COMPARISONS
f a company drops its budgeting
and standard costs, how will it
know whether its costs are under
control? How can it determine if its operations are as good as they should be?
The answer is: Study your best competitor. World -class companies study
companies that excel at certain activities, such as on -time delivery, and they
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

Average Annual Additional Cost
Delivery
Annual Qty. = Average Qty. X
4
(1 -On Time %) = Annual Qty.
Quality
P P M = 1,000,000 X Inspect Code X
[1 +(1 - Lot % Accepted)]
Inventory
(Avg. Delivery Qty.) = 2 X
(Price X.30) = Annual Qty.
Location
Location Code = Annual Qty.
A

ness," Fortune,June 4, 1990, p. 179.
'See Germain Boer, "Simple Accounting Equals
Good Accounting," Target,Summer 1990, pp. 22-29,
for a detailed example of this system.
'James Marx, "Migrating From labor Measurements to Cost Reports," Accountingfor Manufacturing Productivity, ,Association for Manufacturing Excellence, Wheeling, Ill., 1988, pp.48.55.
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Costing for
Warehousing
and Distribution
Using ABC in a warehouse can affect the bottom line.
BY HAROLD P. ROTH, CMA, AND
LINDA T. SIMS
n recent years, activity-based
costing (ABC) has emerged as a
management accounting technique that overcomes some of
the limitations of traditional practices.
However, most of the literature dealing with ABC focuses on product costing issues and ignores the benefits
ABC can provide in a service environment. One service that is particularly
well suited for applying ABC concepts
is warehousing and distribution.
ABC is based on the principle that
activities cause costs. To provide a basis for understanding how costs are
driven by activities, Robin Cooper has
developed a framework for analyzing
activities.' His framework consists of
four levels of cost - driving activities:
(1) unit level, (2) batch level, (3) product level, and (4) facility level.
Unit -level activities are incurred for
each unit produced. For example, inserting a bolt or performing a welding
operation is a unit-level activity. The
key to identifying a unit-level activity is
that it is repeated for every unit produced. The cost of these activities can
be traced directly to products based on
their use of the activity.
Batch -level activities are performed
once for each batch or group of units.
An example of a batch -level activity is
moving a pallet containing 100 units
from one process to the next. Batch level activities are identifiable when
the activity is repeated for each group
and their cost can be averaged over all
units in the batch.
42

Delivery of goods Is a significant cost. Here a tanker Is being unkmaded.
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Product-level activities are incurred
to support the production of different
products. Examples include maintaining bills of materials and expediting
production. These costs can be traced
to a specific product line but are not
identifiable with a specific unit or
batch.
Facility-level activities are those
that relate to the plant as a whole, such
as security, maintenance, and administration. If all costs are to be assigned
to products, the costs of facility-level
activities need to be allocated to products on some volume -based measure
because the activity is not related directly to a unit, batch, or product.
Other writers have suggested that
process -level activities should be an
additional, separate type.2 Process-level activities are related to a process
within the plant rather than to a unit,
batch, product, or the entire facility.
These activities include repairing and
maintaining equipment and supervising employees. Process -level activities
must be conducted if operations are to
continue, but they are not incurred in
proportion to the number of units,
batches, or products. Thus, the cost of
process -level activities cannot be assigned directly to a product based on
the activity, and some allocation basis
such as machine hours will be needed
if process -level costs are to be assigned to products.
When ABC is used to cost services
and the cost is used as a basis for
charging clients, the activities should
be classified by levels. Clients then can
be charged for unit- level, batch- level,
and product -level activities based on
their use of the activities. The cost of
process and facility (i.e., warehouse)
activities, however, will require some
allocations based on a volume - related
measure if clients are charged directly
for these activities. An alternative to direct charging is to add to the other
costs a markup sufficient to cover the
process and facility costs.
WAREHOUSING ACCOUNTING
AND ACTIVITIES
lthough warehousing and distribution costs may not be considered a part of most activitybased costing systems, managing
warehousing costs is critical to the
profitability of many firms. In a study
conducted prior to the emergence of
ABC, Ernst & Young (then Ernst &
Whinney) identified the planning,
measuring, allocating, and reporting of
warehousing costs as an essential
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

component in effective warehouse
management' The firm also noted the
role of activities in determining costs
as follows:
"There is no substitute for accurate
and practical determination and allocation of warehousing costs. The particular method of cost allocation depends
on the company and its products, but
the proper costing by specific activity
and the allocation to products based
on their unique storage and handling
requirements are critical for effective
warehousing management.
Public warehouse operators have
progressed beyond most manufacturing and merchandising companies in
this area. Many public operators have
instituted excellent systems for cost
determination, allocation, and reporting.
Although different activities are encountered in different types of warehouses, the study identified six general ones: (1) receiving; (2) put -away;
(3) storage; (4) order picking; (5)
packing, marking, and staging; and (6)
shipping.' A brief description of these
activities is presented in Table 1.
If these six activities are classified
by the levels described earlier, most of
them appear to be unit, batch, or product level. For example, receiving, put away, order picking, packing, and shipping could be either unit -, batch- or
product -level activities depending on
whether the shipments and orders
contained more than one unit and /or
product. The storage activity, however, involves costs incurred for the entire warehouse. Thus, if products are
charged or clients are billed directly
for the space used for storage activities, warehouse -level costs need to be
allocated to products or clients to determine the total amount.
, P,

The following illustration demonstrates how ABC can be implemented
for a warehousing operation. The
building serves as a storage and distribution facility for companies that supply yarns, chemicals, and dyes primarily to carpet mills. The services
(activities) provided by this warehouse are shown in the first column of
Table 2. Although some are the same
as the services listed in Table 1, others
vary, and an explanation is given in column two,
The cost of the activities listed in
Table 2 is used as the basis for billing
clients. The billing rate is determined
by adding a markup for profits to the
cost of performing the activity. The
billing process is designed to pick up
all charges for every service rendered
during the month. Table 3 is an example of how a client is charged for use
of activities."
The basis for determining the rates
shown in Table 3 depends on the specific activity and the types of costs that
are driven by the activity. For most activities, the costs include clerical and
administrative costs as well as warehouse labor costs. Because of the
record keeping required in a public
warehouse, much of the administrative and clerical costs can be traced directly to the cost- causing activity. A
brief description of the costs generated by each undertaking and the basis
for determining a client's use of an activity follows.
RECEIPT OF MERCHANDISE
eceiving merchandise involves
unloading incoming shipments
and checking them to verify the
items and quantities noted on the bills
of lading. For this practice, clients are

TABLE 1 /GENERAL WAREHOUSING ACTIVITIES
Activity
Receiving
Put -away
Storage
Order Picking
Packing, Marking, and Staging
Shipping

Description
Unload the vehicle.
Check products are not damaged.
Location for product is identified and inventory
records are updated.
Products are physically stored.
Products are retrieved from storage.
Inventory records are updated.
Products are appropriately packaged, labelled, and
placed on loading docks for shipment.
Load vehicle.
Bill of lading and notification of shipment prepare

SOURCE: Ernst 8 Whinney, Warehouse Accounting and Control: Guidelines for Distribution and
Financial Management, National Council of Physical Distribution Management, Oak Brook, IL
and Institute of Management Accountants (formerly National Association of Accountants),
Montvale, NJ, 1985, p. 29.
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to the inventory records. Office supplies are added to the labor cost of
each shipment, and clients are
charged at a rate per bill of lading.

INVENTORYING
he inventorying activity involves maintaining perpetual inventory records and verifying
the quantities on hand. The charge for
this activity is determined by the number of articles inventoried and the
amount of detailed information required by the client. Costs incurred in
this activity are mainly office labor and
supplies. Time studies are used to determine labor, and office supplies are
composed of special preprinted forms
for each client.
Forklift operator places tank on scale for weighing as part of the handling process.

charged at a rate per 100 pounds received. The rate covers both "in" and
"out" labor costs and differs according
to the product and the weight per container, with smaller containers bearing
a premium rate. The costs prompted
by this activity include the expense of
warehouse and office labor, the time
used by the hyster forklift, and pallets
used. The amount of labor and hyster
time is determined from time studies
of the activity. The cost of the pallets
used is based on actual usage.

STORAGE SPACE
he rent charged for the storage
activity is based on costs incurred for the warehouse.
Thus, the costs are facility-level costs.
They include building rent, deprecia
tion on leasehold improvements, repairs and maintenance, and property
taxes. They are allocated to the various
bays within the warehouse contingent
on space (i.e., a volume measure) to
determine the monthly charge. Clients
are billed on the basis of space used,
which is computed by the number of
drums, number of pallets, and /or
number of cases of inventory.

SHIPMENT OF MERCHANDISE
he shipment of merchandise involves office support for processing orders. Warehouse labor is not included in this activity
because it is charged as a part of the
receiving rate. The merchandise
shipped to a client is determined from
the bills of lading. The cost of the office
personnel required to process this

T
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DELIVERIES

document is based on time studies that
show the period required to record the
order, type the bill of lading, and post

he delivery activity involves
transporting goods to the client's customers using the ware-

TABLE 2 /SPECIFIC WAREHOUSING ACTIVMtS
FOR THE EXAMPLE
Activity
Receipt of Merchandise

Storage
Shipment of Merchandise

Inventorying

Deliveries
Repackaging
Restenciling

Description
Chemicals, yarns, and dyes are received via
common carrier or boxcar and are unloaded by
warehouse personnel.
Chemicals, yarns, and dyes are physically stored
in warehouse bays.
Office personnel account for chemicals, yarns, and
dyes shipped to clients' customers by company
truck, customer's truck, or common carrier.
Inventories are physically counted by warehouse
personnel and compared with the perpetual
inventory records.
The company truck is used for deliveries to the
clients' local customers.
Materials are repacked upon request from the client.
Product labels are changed by removing old labels
and replacing with new.

TABLE 3 /ILLUSTRATION OF CHARGING FOR
WAREHOUSING ACTIVITIES
Activity
Storage -Rent
Receipt of Merchandise
Shipment of Merchandise
Inventorying
Deliveries

Repackaging
Restenciling
Total

Usage
During M onth
25,000 sq. ft.
10,000 lbs.
25 bills of lading
1,000 items
25 bills of lading
800 lbs. average
per bill of lading
2,000 lbs.
100 drums

Charge per
Activity Unit

Total

$0.10 sq. ft.
$1.50 per CWT
$5 per bill of lading
$0.25 per item
$10 per bill of lading

$2,500

$1.60 per CWT
$10 per CWT
$5 per drum

320
200
500
$4,545

150
125
500
250
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house company's trucks. Delivery activities for each client are determined
from the bills of lading. For this activity, an average cost per shipment is calculated by totaling the costs for the
month and dividing by the total number of deliveries. Costs include gasoline, repairs, maintenance, depreciation, and labor.
Although an average cost per shipment is calculated, clients are charged
for deliveries at a fixed rate of $10 per
bill of lading plus a variable charge per
100 pounds. The fined fee is designed
to assure that clients cover the burden
of delivering small quantities. COD deliveries are extra because of the responsibility of collecting and mailing
the check to the client.

RESTENCILING
estencifing charges are ascertained from the inventory
change orders. Time required,
the number of packages restenciled,
and the amount of supplies (such as
paint, stencils, and labels) used make
up the rate. The costs used as the basis
for the rate include labor, office supplies, and warehouse supplies. The
time required for this activity is founded on time studies.
For all of these activities, the labor
cost includes wages, payroll taxes, employee benefits, workman's compensation insurance, and employee insurance expenses.

OTHER COSTS
REPACKAGING
epackaging charges are determined from the inventory
change orders, with the rate
based on the number of pounds repackaged and the packaging material
supplied. The costs of repackaging include labor, warehouse supplies (e.g.,
paint), and office supplies (e.g., inventory change order forms) . A labor time
study is used to determine the time required for repackaging, for posting to
the inventory records, and for preparing the inventory change order.

R

n addition to costs that can be identified with a specific activity, others
are assigned to each activity based
on an arbitrary allocation, including
supervisory and management salaries,
commercial insurance, utilities, I
censes, advertising, and public relations.
The activity cost data from an ABC
system for a warehouse provide managers with valuable information. In a
public warehouse, the data can be
used as the basis for the rates charged
to existing clients and for quoting rates

to potential clients. Thus, to be competitive, warehouse managers need to
know the value of providing various
services, and activity -based costing
provides a method for determining
those costs.
Managers of private warehouses of
manufacturers and merchandisers also need information about the cost of
activities to determine which activities
are being performed excessively. This
disclosure could show if they are being
performed efficiently. Because the activities are the cost drivers, managers
should be able to use activity information in two ways to help reduce
costs — first, to decrease the number of
times an activity is performed and, second, to reduce the cost per unit of activity. Regardless of which method is
chosen, managers need information
about activities and costs if they are to
make the best decisions.
Manufacturers and merchandisers
also can use ABC to determine the total cost of a product line. Although
warehousing costs generally are treated as an expense rather than as a product cost, they should be traced as accurately as possible to product lines to
evaluate the products' profitability.
ABC provides the information needed
to trace these costs to products. ■
Harold P. Roth, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is an

associate professor of accounting at the
University of Tennessee Knoxville. He is
a member of the Knoxville Chapter.
Linda T. Sims is secretary/treasurer of
Sims Warehouse Inc. in Dalton, Ga. She
is past president of the North Georgia
Chapter, through which this article was
submitted.
'Robin Cooper, "Cost Classification in Unit -Based
and Activity-Based Manufacturing Cost Systems,"
Journal of Cost Management for the Maxg4during
Industry, Summer 1990, pp. 5-6.
'George J. Beaujon and Vinod R. Singhal, "Understanding the Activity Costs in an Activity-Based Cost
System," The Journal of Cost Management for the
Manufacturing Industry,Spring 1990, p. 70.
'Ernst & Whinny, Warehouse Accounting and Control: Guidelines for Distribution and Financial Man agement,Oak Brook, IL National Council of Physic
cal Distribution Management, and Montvale, NJ:
National Association of Accountants, 1985, p. 11.
'Ernst & Whinny, p. 11.
'Ernst & Whinny, pp. 27.29.
'The rates shown in Table 3 have been modified to
maintain relative cost relationships while preserving
the confidentiality of the data.

Warehouse worke r affixes label to s tainless s teel porta ble tote tank before it is shipped.
Each recyclable tank holds 3,000 lbs. of liquid dyestuffs.
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Controlling EDI
In an electronic environment safeguards are a must.
ien

BY BENAMIN WRIGHT

manual process without due regard
for controls. Holt Hauling, a warehouse for imported goods, was licensed to store "in- bond" goods,
that is, imports for which applicable
duties had not been paid. Under
U.S. customs regulations, Holt was
to separate in -bond inventory from
other inventory and was not to release it until the duties had been
paid. Holt historically had kept
track of inventory with a manual
bookkeeping system, but it decided
to automate the process, developing its own personal computer based program.
Unfortunately, the program developer knew more about computers than customs regulations, so
the program did not ask the operators whether new inventory was inbond, nor did Holt train operators
to ask. The result was a mixing of
in -bond and other inventory and the
release of some in -bond inventory
without duties being paid.
In an audit, U.S. Customs uncovered the errors and determined that
Holt had insufficient controls over
inventory. As a penalty, Customs
suspended Holt's license for one
year.
Although not an EDI case, it is a
lesson for EDI users. An insensitivity to regulations can spell disaster
when a company is automating a
previously manual process. Automators should investigate why
manual systems were designed in a
certain way so the new systems will
have equivalent controls.

lectronic data interchange
(EDI), the computer-tocomputer exchange of
business information, is an
important movement in industry today. It is implemented worldwide in
some 15,000 firms and agencies
across a wide range of industries.
Some giant corporations in the
automotive, retail, health care, and
other areas have hastened EDI's
adoption by insisting that their suppliers use it
EDI's most celebrated application is between two independent
firms or "trading partners." EDI replaces the physical exchange of
routine paper documents such as
quotations, purchase orders, transportation orders, acknowledgments, invoices, and remittance advices. These transactions carry
legal, accounting, and control significance. EDI is prompting lawyers
and accountants to consider the evidence, record - keeping, and control
implications of paperless commerce.
In a pure sense, EDI is neither
facsimile transmission nor electronic mail. Those two communicate
free text, usually in human- readable
form. In contrast, EDI communicates coded, symbolic information
in a structured format so one computer program can originate an EDI
message and another can receive it,
interpret it and act on it. In other
words, EDI data are machine readable.
EDI can be effected by either a
point -to -point connection between
trading partners' computers or a
transmission through the intermediary computer system ( "network")
of one or more third -party service
providers.

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT AND
CONTROLS

THE PERILS OF IGNORANCE
olt Hauling v. U.S. Customs
Service, 650 F. Supp. 1013
(1986), illustrates the problem of automating a previously
46

With EDI, computers talk to each other, and only
machines can read coded data.

y law, EDI transactions that
pertain to payments or other
dispositions of assets must
be accounted for properly. First,
corporate law in many states requires corporations to keep proper
books of account so shareholders
and government can review corporate activity. Section 16.01 of the Revised Model Business Corporation
Act, for example, provides that
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(b) A corporation shall maintain appropriate accounting
records...
(d) A corporation shall maintain its records in written form
or in another form capable of conversion into written
form within a reasonable time.
Additionally, management owes a general fiduciary duty
to shareholders and creditors under corporate law to institute systems that protect corporate assets from embezzlement and misuse.
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), enacted to
curb corporate bribes to foreign officials, imposes more explicit restrictions on publicly held companies. Among the
FCPA's anti-bribery tools is a requirement that such companies, irrespective of whether they have foreign operations,
keep appropriate books and employ necessary internal accounting controls. The rationale is that if companies keep
accurate and detailed records, supported with sound controls, then slush funds and kickbacks are harder to make
and to hide.
Under the FCPA, a publicly traded company must "make
and keep books, records, and accounts, which, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of assets" of the company.
For a public company using EDI for
transactional purposes such as purchasing, invoicing, or transferring
funds, this rule means that an appropriate system for accounting for
and recording EDI transactions
must be in place. The apparent implication is that the system must be
designed, documented, and implemented so that an outside party can
audit transactions and confirm their
proper reflection on financial statements.
The FCPA also requires a public company to "devise and
maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient
to provide reasonable assurances that

This same type of control might be carried into an EDI
environment; the same manager could review electronic invoices on a screen. Alternatively, a computer program might
review all prices on invoices for conformity with predetermined boundaries and report any exceptions to the manager, which might be more effective than the prior manual control. The risk, however, is that system developers could
overlook the importance of control and thus impair or eliminate the manager's review.
The precise legal requirements for bookkeeping and internal control in any given instance are subject to interpretation. Under the FCPA, determination of the appropriate
level of controls must balance the costs of controls against
the benefits.
Among the types of control available for EDI systems are
■ A general environment that is alert and responsive to the
threats of fraud, mistakes, and inadequate accounting;
■ Professional, trained, and supervised employees;
■ The systematic and consistent development, maintenance, and changing of systems with the objective of ensuring accountability and control;
■ Appropriate design of third -party network services;
■ Technical system documentation;
■ Security over computer resources to physically and logical ly control the level of access
granted a user to hardware, sonOf
ware, and data;
■ Organizational controls such as
?
the segregation of duties among
employees having access to EDI
systems;
■ Techniques such as internal,
electronic authorization codes for designated managers
to approve transactions before execution;
• Data editing, validation, and tracking techniques to ensure the accuracy and completeness of data;
• Logs to track the receipt, status, and disposition of messages;
• Record retention policies designed to store data for appropriate time periods and to protect them from loss or
corruption; and
• Regular internal and external audits of users and third party networks to ensure adequacy of and compliance
with EDI policies and procedures.

What are the
accounting and legal
ramifications
paperless comme rce

■ transactions are executed in accordance with management's general or specific authorization;
■ transactions are recorded as necessary (1) to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or any other criteria
applicable to such statements, and (II) to maintain accountability for assets;
■ access to assets is permitted only in accordance with
management's general or specific authorization..."
Hence, a company accepting electronic invoices, for instance, must have safeguards to prevent an employee from
sending false invoices from her home computer that cause
payments to be dispatched to her Panamanian bank account.
EDI implementation in compliance with corporate law
and the FCPA requires analysis, ingenuity, and good judgment. Mechanisms must prevent employees or outsiders
from abusing EDI systems by hiding, falsifying, or misrepresenting transactions, but the mechanisms must not be so
cumbersome that the systems are impractical.
Developers must be careful that manual controls previously in place have counterparts in automated systems. In
the paper environment, some controls relied on the visual
review of documents. A manager in charge of approving the
payment of paper invoices, for instance, would inspect prices
manually for reasonableness.
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Many of these controls are routine in well - managed automated data processing (ADP) environments.
FEDERAL INCOME TAX RECORD KEEPING
he federal income tax laws place substantial record keeping requirements on businesses. Treasury Regulation 1.6001 -1(a) mandates that taxpayers "keep
such permanent books of account or record ... as are sufficient to establish the amount of gross income [or] deductions" of the taxpayer.
As a general rule, the records a taxpayer keeps need not
be in any particular form. For accounting records in an ADP
environment, however, the IRS has issued guidelines to alleviate taxpayer confusion and facilitate IRS audit. First, Revenue Ruling 71 -20, 1971 -1 C.B. 392 holds that "Punched
cards, magnetic tapes, disks, and other machine - sensible data media used for recording, consolidating, and summariz47

ing accounting transactions and records within a taxpayer's
automatic data processing system ... are required to be retained so long as the contents may become material in the
administration of any internal revenue law."
Second, Revenue Procedure 86-19, 1986-1 C.B. 558,
which applies to taxpayers with assets of $10 million or
more, places substantial requirements on the design, documentation, and use of ADP accounting systems, including:

■

■

"All machine - sensible records must be retained by the
taxpayer. The retained records must be in a retrievable
format that provides the information necessary to determine the correct tax liability."
"Documentation that provides a complete description of
the ADP portion of the accounting system and those files
that feed into the accounting system must be retained. The
statements and illustrations as to the scope of operations
should be sufficiently detailed to indicate: (a) the
application being performed, (b) the procedures employed in each
application, and (c) the
controls used to ensure
accurate and reliable
processing. The following specific documentation for all files also must
be retained:

is being replaced by a system in which the records would
not be compatible, the taxpayer must convert them to a
compatible system."
■ "The use of Database Management Systems necessitates
the implementation by the taxpayer of appropriate procedures to ensure that required records and other needed
documentation are retained to comply with this revenue
procedure. A taxpayer is in compliance if it creates, for
[IRS] use, a sequential file (s) that contains all detail transactions necessary to create an audit trail to trace back to
the underlying source documents... Thisprocess should be
reviewed by the [IRS] prior to creation." (emphasis added)
Compliance with these rules can be burdensome. Fortunately, the IRS is flexible. Upon taxpayer request, the local
IRS district director will assign an ADP specialist —who may
travel to the taxpayer's
site —to analyze the taxpayer's system and determine
which records must be retained in machine - sensible
format. The result is a letter
agreement between the taxpayer and the IRS specifyng whch records the taxpayer must keep in
AFI /Jos. Palmieri
machine - readable format
and how. This procedure
can streamline record keeping and speed any subsequent IRS audit.

An insensitivityy to regulations
can spell disaster when a
company is au to m a ti ng a
man ual process.

(1) record formats (including the meaning of all 'codes'
used to represent information);
(2) flowcharts (system
and program);
(3) label descriptions;
(4) source program listings of programs
that created the files
retained; and
(5) detailed charts of accounts (for specific
periods)."
■ "Audit trails should be
designed to ensure that
details underlying the
summary accounting data, such as invoices and
vouchers, may be easily
identified and made
available to the [IRS] upon request."
■ "All retained records
must be clearly labeled
and stored in a secure
environment."
■ `"Ibe taxpayer must have
the capability to access
the retained records at
the time of [an IRS] examination. When the data processing system
that created the records
48

APPLYING THE RULES

Electronic transmission through a network of suppliers is one way
to have an EDI exchange.

any types of EDI
transactions, including purchase
orders, invoices, and remittance advices, could be considered relevant to establishing "the amount of
gross income [or] deductions" of a taxpayer. It is not
clear, however, how to interpret the application of
IRS automated data processing regulations to EDI.
First, the current rules
require retention of machine- readable media on
which tax - relevant data are
stored, but they leave to taxpayer discretion whether,
and if so at which point in
the process, data are written to a recording medium.
Thus it is not clear whether
relevant EDI data must be
preserved in a data log, kept
in the format received, or
be stripped of communications- related control information, reformatted, and
stored as an entry in a database. It also is not certain
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Teri

what type of audit trail beThe IRS is now working
tween the EDI sender and
on guidelines for EDI
receiver the taxpayer must
record retention. In drafting
retain.
these guidelines, the IRS
Second, although the
must balance:
rules call for audit trails so
transactions can be traced
■ the need for clear, conback to details "such as insistent direction to taxvoices and vouchers," they
payers;
seem to assume the exis■ the diversity of electrontence, integrity, and reGabilic transaction systems;
i_
ity of the detail information.
■ the differing capabilities
They do not say how to
of small, medium - sized,
record that detail (e.g., an
and large companies;
EDI invoice). Rev. Proc. 86■ the differing needs of
19 does say that it does not
low-, moderate -, and
reduce the obligation to rehigh - volume transaction
tain hard copy records,
operations;
which presumably means
■ the costs to taxpayers;
the paper documents EDI
■ the advantages of an
replaces. Does this mean
automated IRS audit;
EDI transactions may not
and
be recorded on machine■ the limits of IRS computreadable media? Probably
er audit resources.
not but it does show IRS
policy has not yet taken EDI
Legal, record - keeping,
into account.
and control considerations
Additionally, the current
are not roadblocks to the
rules leave open what third migration from paper to
party network records of
electronic
transactions.
EDI must be kept. Section
They do not dictate use of
5.01 of Rev. Proc. 86.19
'
specific types of record states: "The utilization of a
keeping and control sysservice bureau or time -shartems. They do not mandate
A company using EDI must have safe guards to preve nt an employ ing services does not remanual systems. What they
e e from sending fa lse invoic es from his home compute r tha t c ause
lieve the taxpayer of its redo require is that automatpayme nts to be dis patched to his foreign ba nk ac count.
sponsibilities as described
ed systems create complete
in this revenue procedure."
books and records supportCould this mean recording media temporarily storing copies ed by adequate controls.
0
of relevant transaction sets in a third -party network must be
retained? It is not clear.
Rev. Proc. 86.19 calls for extensive documentation of an
Note: This article was excerpted from EDI and American
accounting system and those files that feed into it. The reveLaw. A Practical Guide, copyrighted 1989 by the Electronic
nue procedure does not state how far up the electronic chain
Data Interchange Association, Alexandria, Va. Reprinted
of files the requirement extends. Arguably it goes into the
with permission.
EDI files. Logically, it even extends into the third -party network.
The revenue procedure directs that electronic records be
Benjamin Wright, a Dallas -based attorney, is the author of Me
in a "retrievable format" that provides the relevant tax inforLaw of Electronic Commerce: EDI, Fax and E -mail, a new
mation. It is uncertain what this means for EDI, but IRS aubook published by Little, Brown and Company, Boston. Mr.
ditors may expect the taxpayer to be able to print a graphic,
Wright's address is 3420 Granada, Suite 400, Dallas, TX
easily readable document. A printout of coded EDI data may 75205, (214)526 -5254.
not be acceptable because it would be too difficult to decipher.
Is this article of interest to you? If so, circle
Yes
No
Given this confusion, what is the taxpayer to do? How
appropriate number on Reader service Card.
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should a taxpayer accumulate a credible record of the relevant data? I suggest that for tax purposes users keep a secure, reliable data log of all incoming and outgoing mesMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@ welcomes
sages relevant to tax calculation. A data log, if subject to
manuscripts submissions. All articles must be origappropriate controls, can be a reliable source of evidence.
The taxpayer should maintain the log in a fashion that will
inal work that has not been previously published.
convince an outside party after some years that the data are
MA must be given exclusive publication rights.
genuine. The taxpayer should ensure the system can readily
Manuscripts should not be a poem, outline, abproduce an easily understandable representation, which
stract, thesis, school term /research paper, or unedusually means a printout, of any particular EDI document.
The local IRS district director may be able to help.
ited speech.
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MANAGINGFORPROFIT
Borg - Warner plan tied unit profitability to salaries.

BY JAMES F.MOSBERG, CMA

TARGET COMPANYBACKGROUND

he 1980s heralded a new competitiveness for American business which has carried over into the 1990s. We learned by
painful trial and error that quite often
we were, in fact, our own enemy.
A menagerie of methodologies and
programs has been developed to help
businesses not only survive, but succeed. While some techniques pass as
the latest fad, others have proven to be
invaluable.
Whether a company's program
turns to buzzword or bonus depends
largely on how well its members internalize its organizational goals. Compensation reward systems may not be
perceived as the best motivational
tools, but individual financial incentives can be very compatible with the
organizational goal of financial success.
The Profit Center Management
program developed at Borg -Warner
Chemicals offers a way to tie entity financial performance to individual financial incentives through secondary
compensation. Avariation of the residual income concept, highly touted in
textbooks but seldom used, was used
to develop control and motivation.

he Plastic Service Centers was a
nationwide plastics distribution
network established as an entrepreneurial venture by Borg -Warner
Chemicals, the leading producer of
ABS thermoplastics. From its beginning in 1981, the Plastic Service Centers grew to 10 sites located strategically throughout the country. In 1984,
the business unit was established as a
separate subsidiary to distribute not
only Borg -Warner products but also
plastics from other suppliers.
The group's management recognized from the outset that secondary
compensation incentives needed to be
tied to the financial performance of the
individual centers. The reasons have
their origins in the low margins inherent in a business where a large portion
of every dollar goes into the cost of the
product. Low margins necessitated
keeping overhead low, which led to
placing much control at the local level.
The centers were staffed by a manager, one or more salespeople, and
one or more inside marketing assistants. The managers came in with a
sales background and had to change
hats to become business managers.
Their development took place in sales

organizations where incentive was
based on the one thing they controlled— sales. In their new roles, they
controlled not only sales but also the
profitability of those sales, the overhead of the center, and the investment
in inventory and receivables. For the
business as a whole to be profitable,
the incentives had to promote a positive impact on each of these components of the individual center profitability.
The first critical task was to obtain
top management commitment by implementing a Profit Center Management program where secondary compensation would be tied to unit
profitability. This step was accomplished when the program was identified as a critical success factor in the
annual planning process. This designation meant that the Profit Center Management program was key if the business was to achieve its basic goals.
At the same time, we began collective training in areas of financial management for our field -based personnel.
The transition from sales professional
to business manager was recognized
as challenging —thus training began at
the basic level. Monthly newsletters
were published, and seminars were
conducted at national and regional

Distributors in the plastics industry make a profit via discounts provided off truckload list prices.
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FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEMS
ith the necessary information
systems in place, the company next had to develop a financial reporting system to support the
Profit Center Management program.
Profit and loss statements and balance
sheets were required by each center,
with backup detail to support individual center analysis.
The financial reporting system had
to serve another function besides supporting Profit Center Management
The data also would be used in making
decisions about individual centers as
economic units. The underlying foundation was to focus on controllable and
directly assignable costs and to minimize the effects of allocations.
The basic format for the P & L statement is shown in Table 1. It is constructed around five different levels of
profitability. The first, trading profit, is
the difference between purchase cost
of the item and its selling price. This
level of profitability is used to monitor
product lines and to measure individual customers. Trading margin goals
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

TABLE 1 /PROFIT AND
LOSS STATEMENT
Revenue
X,XXX
Cost of Sales
XXX
Trading Profit
XX
Direct Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
Selling Administrative
XX
Center Profit
Other Costs
XX
Center Contribution
Allocated Costs
XX
Operating Income

XXX
XXX

&

meetings. Topics covered broad areas
of financial management.
Management also quickly determined that the accounting information
systems of Borg -Warner Chemicals
were not appropriate to support the
Profit Center Management program.
Production of plastic resins from petrochemical raw materials is a manufacturing process to which the standard
process cost accounting methods apply. While this setup served the manufacturing end well, it did not supply
the distribution arm with the capability
to capture the necessary information.
In manufacturing, production costs
offset each other over the accounting
period, thus producing an average cost
per unit. Distribution is made up of
transactions, each of which is based on
how efficiently one buys and sells the
product. Therefore, it is necessary to
have exact product cost of sales data
for each transaction rather than an average.
In 1984, the center bought, modified, and installed a software package
that provided the necessary transactional cost of sales data. Encompassing
an on -line interactive order entry, inventory control, and sales management system, the package allowed
transactions as well as investment
components of inventory and accounts
receivable to be assigned and reported
by center.

XXX
XXX
XXX

were established by product class,
which represented targets for the centers. This was the first step in making
the field personnel aware of the profitability of individual transactions.
There are two basic ways for a distributor to make money in the plastics
industry, both of which revolve around
buying low and selling high. The first
is through a discount the producer
provides for the distributor. Typically,
it is some percentage off the truckload
list price. The second and more vital
source of profit is through breaking
bulk. A look at any plastic producer's
price schedule illustrates that the lowest price is for the largest quantity
shipped in a single order and that the
highest price is for the lowest quantity
available. While the slope will differ between both products and producers,
the upward direction of this price line
is predominant in the industry. These
pricing brackets usually are developed
from product run size and freight rate
differentials. The distributor's obvious
goal is to buy all product in the lowest
price bracket and sell it all in the highest The ability to accomplish this goal
sets aside the truly profitable plastics
distributors.
Gross profit is what remains after
direct costs are taken out of trading
profit. The distribution business faces
two major direct costs of sales items
besides material costs: freight and
warehousing. Both items are evaluated on a cents - per -pound basis because
the cost is the same for a given quantity of material, regardless of its base
value.
Freight rates will, by nature, be
higher for a distributor than for a producer, although the larger volume producer will pay more absolute dollars,
because the carrier must cover all of
its costs, even when the load does not
fill the truck. Understanding freight
rates can be difficult for individuals

who do not work with them.
There are two components to warehousing costs: handling and storage.
The handling charge is a double hit in
that the warehouse charges for the
material on the way in and on the way
out Storage fees quickly can add unwanted cost to material that turns over
slowly, and these costs must be expensed.
The appearance of these direct
costs on the center profit and loss
statements —and the associated training on how to monitor them— proved
invaluable. Left unchecked, the charges could devastate a distributor's margins. By placing their control with the
centers, we focused the responsibility
for the costs at the very level where the
business relationship was established
with the carriers and warehouses. Given the appropriate tools, the centers
immediately were able to evaluate and
negotiate with these service providers.
The center's overhead of selling
and administrative costs is deducted
from the gross profit to leave center
profit. This level of profitability includes all direct controllable costs of
the center. All selling, administrative,
and advertising costs were under the
direct control of the center and were
reported monthly on cost statements
that compared actual costs to budgeted amounts for each detail item. Prior
to the Profit Center Management program, managers had little incentive
even to look at these costs, let alone
control them. It was no surprise, then,
that when the managers were evaluated on their center's total financial performance, they seemed to take a much
greater interest.
Other expenses identified were assignable to individual centers, but they
weren't necessarily controllable.
These expenses are deducted from
center profit to leave center contribution. This profit level represents what
the company would loser perhaps
gain —if it closed the doors of an existing center, hence the name center contribution. It represents each center's
contribution toward covering the general overhead of the business and providing a profit to the parent company.
The evaluation of financial performance would focus at this level.
The final level of profitability is op•
erating income, which includes all
costs, direct and allocated. This was
the level of profitability at which BorgWarner Chemicals evaluated the business. It was necessary that the sum of
the parts, the individual centers, added
up to the whole as reported to the par51

ent company.
CHOOSINGANINVESTMENT BASE
standard balance sheet format
was used, as shown in Table 2.
The only significant investment
in each center was working capital. In
choosing an investment base upon
which to focus evaluation, we decided
to concentrate on investment rather
than net investment. Because the centers had no control over payment
terms and other such parameters of
current liabilities, including the liabilities would not be congruent with our
direction of focusing on controllable
items.
Instead we focused on inventory
and accounts receivable, which made
up the bulk of the investment in the
centers and which were under the control of the centers. Total assets, as reported on the balance sheet, becomes
the investment base. Again, the sum of
the individual balance sheets had to
equal the whole as reported to the parent company.
At this point, let's discuss terminology. One may question the use of the
term "profit centers" when we really
may be dealing with "investment centers." By the textbook definition, our
centers were investment centers because managers were responsible for
both revenues and expenses and the
investment used in generating them.
In this situation, however, there was
no significant fixed capital investment
and therefore no fixed capital investment decision because the intent was
to keep the business liquid and flexible. The centers were responsible for
the return on the working capital they
used, but they had to focus on the profit dollars they contributed and manage
the working capital efficiently. Thus, it
seemed that the profit center terminology was more appropriate.

oped in management control theory.
The residual income concept allowed
us to focus on the pool of profit that remained after the cost of capital had
been covered. If we take the basic formula for return-on- investment,

TABLE 2 /13ALANCE
SHEET
ASSETS
Current Assets
X,XXX
Net Receivables
X,XXX
Inventory
Total Current Assets
Deterred Assets
Net Fixed Assets
Total Assets

X.

ROI = INCOME /INVESTMENT,

X,

and do some simple algebraic manipulation:

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
XXX
Inter - Company
Payables
XXX
X,XXX
Total Current Liabilities
Due to Borg -Warner Chemicals
Capital Surplus
X,
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If we say that ROI is the minimum satisfactory return, then INCOME becomes the INCOME HURDLE:
MINIMUM ROI x INVESTMENT =
INCOME HURDLE.
Now we substitute appropriate terms:

age all parameters of their business,
not just the selling ones.
Our initial conceptual approach to
basing secondary compensation on
center financial performance was
formed from a traditional return- on -investment (ROD analysis. We would
pay center personnel a fair market salary to provide a satisfactory return on
the investment they employed. All
profits above that satisfactory return
level would be distributed among
them and the parent company in some
proportion.
As we placed this concept into practice, we quickly ran into snags, most of
which relate to the use of percentages.
This setup was confusing to the center
manager who knew he was above the
satisfactory ROI level but who was not
really sure what it meant to him. Because the emphasis was on maximizing a percentage, we faced many of the
problems related to ROI evaluations
such as ensuring long -term growth.
What we were grasping to put into
practical terms already was well devel-

A MOTIVATIONAL APPROACH
he Plastics Service Centers had
another investment that never appeared on its balance sheet: the
people. Much control was placed in
the hands of the center staff, so they
carried the destiny of the business. It
was imperative that the right people be
selected to staff the centers and that
they be motivated properly. We set out
to base secondary compensation on
center financial performance in such a
way that each participant internalized
the financial goals of the business. Individuals had to be motivated to man-

ROI x INVESTMENT = INCOME.

TABLE 3 /PROFIT
CENTER MANAGEME
MODEL
Center Contribution
Capital Charge
Residual Contribution
Management Fee
Residual Income
Business Performance
Compensation @ 25%
Operating Income

A
XXX

B
(XXX)
XXX

(XXX)
XXX
(XXX)
XXX

CAPITAL RATE x INVESTMENT =
CAPITAL CHARGE
where:
CENTER CONTRIBUTION
- CAPITAL CHARGE
RESIDUAL CONTRIBUTION.
None of these concepts was revolutionary. For many years small businesses had been paying their banker
first and their own salaries second. Application of these ideas allowed us to
promote the philosophy of having each
center a unique business with a team
staff whose reward is tied to the financial success of that business.
The model we constructed to calculate the secondary compensation is depicted in Table 3. The capital charge
was calculated by applying the capital
rate to the average investment base.
This was the average of the base with
which the center began the reporting
period and all of the month-end balances. The center contribution, as reported on the P & L, minus the capital
charge left the residual contribution.
The management fee consisted of
all costs between center contribution
and operating income and basically
was the overhead from the headquarters group. It was allocated to the centers using the residual contribution as
the allocation base. In this fashion, all
costs would be absorbed before any
secondary compensation was paid.
Deducting the management fee
from residual contribution leaves residual income. Twenty -five percent of
the residual income would be distribMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

uted to the center as secondary compensation, which we called business
performance compensation. The other
75% of the residual income would be
returned to the business. Column A reflects numbers that actually would appear on the total business profitability
statement. The numbers in Column B
were `off line" and were used in support of the calculation of the business
performance compensation.

CONSIDERATIONSAND
RAMIFICATIONS
he capital rate is important, and
its choice deserves much thought
because it represents a minimum
incremental return on investment that
all transactions must clear. The astute
manager, when confronted with possible transactions below this level, either
will pass up the business or work
through several avenues to make the
transaction acceptable. For the Plastic
Service Centers, a capital rate was chosen that equated to the minimum after tax return on capital that Borg -Warner
Chemicals set for itself.
Although increasing center contribution was the quickest way in which
a center could increase its business
performance compensation, it was not
the only way. By using smaller quantities of capital, the center could increase its business performance compensation without affecting center
contribution. This procedure would
leave a negative impact on operating
income because no additional profit
would be generated, but more secondary compensation would be paid. However, the return-0n - investment the
company would realize would increase. One of the chief selling points
to management was that additional
compensation was not paid unless the
company benefited in either increased
income or higher return.
A center also could benefit without
improving its own financial performance. If other centers improve their
performance at the residual contribution level, they absorb more of the
management fee. While the improving
center's business performance compensation obviously would increase,
the status quo centers also would see
an increase, albeit to a lesser degree,
which would help carry a team concept
to the national level within the organization and eliminate any unhealthy
competition between centers. Each
center would benefit from the success
of the others.
The plan would run for six-monthix monthMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

long reporting periods. A loss carryforward of one reporting period was set
Some loss had to be carried forward to
provide the center with the incentive
to make the most out of a bad period
that was due to a poor economy or other conditions. By the same token, we
did not want to place a heavy long -term
burden on a center for fear of dampening the motivational aspects of the
plan. The one -period -loss carryforward
seemed the best compromise to meet
both objectives.
The residual income concept fit easily into all of our analyses and decision making processes. For instance, it
gave field -based personnel an easy
way to calculate whether a proposed
sales transaction was worthwhile.
They could determine the incremental
gross profit for a proposed transaction
using data from the financial information reporting system. From this system, they also could draw sufficient information to estimate the incremental
effect of the proposed transaction on
investment. By applying the known
capital rate, they could calculate the incremental residual contribution.
If the incremental residual contribution were positive, then the proposed transaction was worth pursuing.
If it were zero, then it was a breakeven
situation. If it were negative, then
something had to change to make it
satisfactory. The center also could use
this analysis to decide, given two profitable transactions, which deserved
the greatest priority—the one that increased the size of the pot the most.

IMPLEMENTATIONANDRESULTS
he Profit Center Management
program was instituted at the end
of 1986. The benefits of the program were immediate and stunning.
Revenues for the business unit jumped
20% in the year following implementation. All profit objectives and expectations were exceeded. Other areas of
the company viewed the plan with
some skepticism, but the performance
of the unit could not be discounted.
Field personnel greeted the plan
with much enthusiasm. Managers
were elated with the opportunity to run
their own small businesses. Outside
sales and inside marketing people
were excited about a plan that rewarded performance objectively and allowed an unlimited upside potential.
The interest and focus on selling
prices, margins, freight costs, entertainment, rent, and all other forgotten
factors surged. With the proper train-

ing and analytical tools, we achieved
the right balance in allocating the limited resource of the people's time. Upper management now had complete
confidence that the "best for the business" decision would be made at the
center level.
It was readily apparent from the
outset that the best way for a center to
improve its lot was to increase profitable volume. Thus long -term growth
was just about guaranteed. Upper
management could concentrate on
strategic planning to direct that longterm growth and leave the operational
issues to be resolved at the level that
could deal with them best
The success of the Profit Center
Management program could be measured only by levels of profitability and
job satisfaction. Both measures
showed the great value of the program.
POSTSCRIPT
n 1987, Borg -Warner Corporation
was taken private in a leveraged
buyout The chemical division was
put up for sale to help pay the debt In
1988, General Electric purchased the
unit to combine with its own GE Plastics. It was no secret that GE Plastics
wanted to acquire a distribution network. The highly successful Plastic
Service Centers operating under the
Profit Center Management program
was the "jewel in the crown" in GE's acquisition of Borg -Warner Chemicals.
After one short year, GE decided to
discard the Profit Center Management
program. Perhaps it was not acceptable to have an open -ended compensation plan in GE's system. Some people
said management never really understood the concepts. For whatever reason, the conglomerate was not ready
to progress to such a level. Nevertheless, it is a level that American businesses must strive for to compete in
the global economy of the 1990s. ■
James F. Mosberg, CMA, is marketing

manager of Epsilon Products Company.
He can be contacted by writing to Epsilon, Post Road and Blueball Avenue,
Marcus Hook, PA 19061, (215)4978850. He is a member of the Delaware
Chapter, through which this article was
submitted.
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Western Accounting
Principles Head East
As partofU.N. program, IMA member teaches Russians western
economics and accounting.
s Soviet citizens and military
personnel marched before
Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow's Red Square during the
1990 Russian May Day demonstration,
American CPA Ramon de Reyna, a
member of the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and general
partner for Deloitte & Touche in New
York, marched right alongside them.
As possibly the first American CPA to
participate in the annual demonstration, de Reyna's presence in the event,

which has come to represent Soviet
communism, points up the dramatic
changes sweeping through the
U.S.S.R. as Russia abandons a centrally planned economy in favor of a market economy.
During a three -week period in April
1990, de Reyna visited and taught in
the Soviet Union as part of a plan set
up by the United Nations Center for
Transnational Corporations ( UNCTC),
a branch of the United Nations that is
providing assistance in preparing Sovi-

et students for participation in
East/West joint ventures.
By Soviet decree, the first steps of
Russia's 504 -day plan to cultivate a
market economy included opening the
country to foreign investors. In an effort to attract capital and new investors, the Soviet Union is permitting
100% private ownership in Soviet enterprises. For this reason, the Soviet Union has taken measures to develop a
strong core of young professionals,
trained in western accounting methods, who will be able to provide investors with needed financial data from
existing Soviet businesses.

TEACHING IN RUSSIA
cow,

hortly after his arrival in Mosde Reyna was interviewed
on the Soviet television program
"Windows of the World; during which
the interviewer likened de Reyna to
the missionaries of the Middle Ages.
Indeed, it is the hope of many of the
Soviet people that knowledge of the
western business practices de Reyna
was asked to teach will spread through
Russia in the 1990s as quickly as Christianity spread through Europe in the
early seventh century.
The Soviet Union recognizes that to
participate in the global economic
community it must be able to communicate financially with the rest of the
world. For this reason, the Soviet Ministry of Finance appealed for help in
training Russian accountants in international accounting methods.
The UNCTC responded by developing and sponsoring a program to provide accounting education in East/West joint ventures in centrally planned
economies. The curriculum for the
program, created by Dr. Adolph Enthoven, director of the Center for International Development at the University of Texas at Dallas, consisted of basic
steps to train students, professors, and
practicing accountants. The UNCTC
54
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then organized a series of lectures to
test Enthoven's agenda in six institutions of higher learning in the Soviet
Union. The instructors were loaned by
the Big Six accounting firms.
De Reyna, the only American instructor, taught a two-week crash
course at Moscow State University,
the most prestigious of the higher
learning institutions in Russia and
sometimes referred to as the "Harvard
of Russia." De Reyna, who has had
some brief teaching and lecturing experience, was chosen to teach by Enthoven for Moscow State on the basis
of his work in international business at
Deloitte & Touche. "Enthoven believed it is more important for the initial teachers to be practical business
people who work on the edge of current business problems on a full-time
basis," said de Reyna.
Deloitte & Touche paid de Reyna's
airfare, and the Soviet Union provided
for all the living expenses. De Reyna
was given an apartment near the university and compensated with 800 rubles, the equivalent of two to three
months' salary for the average worker.
The course de Reyna taught was
conducted over a two-week period—six days a week for five hours a
day —and dealt specifically with financial and management accounting. De
Reyna described his course as "an extremely intensive and rigorous program that was similar to one that
might be given in one of the continuing education programs for executive
development in the United States."
The 40 students attending the class
had completed their studies at the university and were either working or had
been selected to work as joint venture
accountants. De Reyna said that joint
venture accountants in the Soviet Union earn four times the wages of other
workers, which contributed to the motivation and enthusiasm of the students.
Three tests were given during the
two-week span, which all the students
passed. At the conclusion of the
course, the pupils were issued Certificates of Completion by the United Nations. Three class members have since
come to the United States. One is currently working on a Ph.D. degree at
the School of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Pennsylvania. A second
is at the University of Illinois pursuing
an MBA degree. The third came to the
United States for practical work experience and is in Washington, D.C., collaborating with consultants on business activity within the Soviet Union.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

Classes in western accounting now can be found at Moscow state University.

LANGUAGE BARRIER
amon de Reyna commented that
although all but two of his students were well versed in English, there was still a communication
barrier caused by language —the language of business. Terms such as profit and private property, basic concepts
in the capitalistic system, often produced little more than quizzical looks
from Soviet students.
"I had to explain to the students
why profit is not a bad term," de Reyna
remarked. For this reason, much of his
time was devoted to teaching the basic
concepts, procedures, and practices of
international accounting.
`"They don't comprehend fundamental concepts like we do," de Reyna
added. 'Mey don't understand what a
check is, how funds get moved, how
banks work, or the matching of costs
and revenues."
In a country where few people recall private business enterprise, the
development of the entrepreneurial
mentality becomes extremely laborious and has been one of the most difficult aspects of the transition process
for the Soviet people. "You can't just
turn the clock back 74 years," said de
Reyna, who believes that a complete
transition to a market economy could
take two generations because changing society's mindset is so time consuming.
The present Soviet accounting system does contain elements similar to
those of the West, such as double en-

try bookkeeping and a chart of accounts, but de Reyna stressed, without understanding basic accounting
principles Soviet accountants will be
unable to evaluate business performance properly. Consequently, the
idea of participating in a joint venture
with the Soviet Union will be less enticing to foreign investors.
The existing Soviet accounting system obstructs any kind of accurate financial disclosure. Until recently, all
audits were conducted by one government agency, INAUDIT. No distinction exists between recurring costs of
production and general administrative
expenses. All new assets, because they
are provided free by the government,
are not reflected in the balance sheet.
There is no matching of revenues to
expenses. As a result, the Soviets cannot accurately determine how much it
costs to manufacture a product or if
the product is profitable. "They (Soviets) know they can't get along with the
prescribed governmental practices if
they want to achieve a market economy. They realize they will not be able
to communicate with the rest of the
world financially and economically,"
noted de Reyna.

CONTINUING PROGRAMS
uring the middle of last summer, the UNCTC and Russia
completed the first stage of
their program to train Soviet accountants. Some 200 Soviet students graduated from the UNCTC's 60 -hour pro-

D
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gram ready to contribute to East/West
joint ventures.
Since then, steps to broaden the
scope of the program to include training teachers and working accountants
have been undertaken. Also, other programs have emerged to school the Soviets in areas of business. Dr. Herbert
S. Levine, professor of economics at
the Wharton School of Business and
co-director of the Luader Institute of
International Business, helped organize a program that began in June to
send Wharton graduate students to
the Soviet Union to teach classes in basic economics.
Unlike the program set up by the
UNCTC, the cost of enrollment is very
expensive. Along with Soviet students
were some lower -level management
workers taking the course. "Most of
the people were rather young," said
Levine. "I sense it is this group who are
really seriously thinking about starting
their own private businesses."
Whether or not the existing educational programs will be sufficient to
provide the Soviets with the necessary
managerial skills for privatization of
state -owned land and factories remains to be seen. "I think the Russians
believe things can happen very quickly. They expect us to be able to build
them into the 20th century," said de
Reyna. "We would all like to see the
transformation to a market economy
go quickly, but it's not going to happen. You can't release assets to people

McDonald's celebrated Its first anniversary
of the opening of a restaurant In Moscow
last February.
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Soviets trained to work in Joint ventures will earn four times more than the average workers.

who don't have managerial skills. It
would be like turning General Motors
over to someone who never ran a grocery store."

MAKING IT WORK
here already are examples of
fruitful U.S.-Soviet joint ventures. McDonald's, which
opened a restaurant in Moscow's
Pushkin Square in 1990, now has long
lines of people waiting outside and
plans to open many new restaurants.
Pepsico has continued to invest money
in Soviet bottling plants and intends to
open two Pizza Hut restaurants.
But the keys to virtually all successful joint ventures has been patience
and an already healthy bottom line. It
took McDonald's nearly 14 years of negotiations with a decentralized Russian chain of command to hammer out
a complex deal with the Soviet Union,
which included countertrading of commodities, basic textiles, and contracts
for oil.
"Joint ventures with the Soviet Union are definitely not for someone just
looking to make a quick buck," de Reyna remarked. One of the problems
facing investors is getting profits out of
the Soviet Union because the ruble is
not convertible. Corporations such as
McDonald's and Pepsico have surmounted this hurdle by reinvesting
profits in the Soviet Union and accepting trades instead of hard currency.
But many smaller companies do not
have enough existing capital to carry
out these types of long -term complicated agreements.
For now, the biggest threat facing
foreign investors has to do with the
disintegrating Russian economy, feud-

ing republics, and signs of Soviet hesitation toward the move to a market
economy.
"Now is the time to look closely at
things in the Soviet Union, but it is a
silly time to write a check," Levine contends. "Investors have to be sure of political stability and a slowing of the
huge budget deficit being created. I
think we will see the underside of capitalism before we see the upper side."
Levine added that while the Soviet
Union is making mistakes in the transformation of its economy, such as
drafting poorly written new laws and
lack of aid to soften the blows of the
economic conversion, there are positive signs of a market -type economy
emerging as many Soviets are attempting to find their niche in a capitalistic
society. The media have concentrated
on the view from above — large - scale,
historic plans for a market economy—rather than focusing on what is
happening at the ground level —the
steady erosion of central control.
"Many analysts that talk about the
collapse of the Soviet are missing
something. Shades of crisis is collapse,
and crisis is unavoidable. When you remove the glue of an old system, you
have to expect some chaos before the
glue of the new system is in place." Levine concluded on the present economic conditions in the Soviet Union
that "Mere are some flowers growing
from beneath the rubble."
■
Kenneth Aurichio
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The 13th Annual
Controllers Conference:
New Perspectives on
Productivity and Quality
A modern controller must be the source of useful information within a
company. The controller's responsibilities include, among other things,
insuring that the accounting system properly portrays the internal information needed for decision making in production and inventory control; needed for planning in the sales and marketing areas; and
needed for control in the quality assurance department. Balancing
all of these responsibilities is a challenge of the first magnitude!

Date: October 23=25,1991
Place: San Diego, CA
u all: forS00
X38
442?
#3
registration and information.
Have your credit card handy when registering by phone.
A c op y of t h e p rog ram is availab le u p on req u es t .

OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY

an introductory level training tool, the
ABC Primer Pack and, for power users, the EasyABC Plus. The ABC Primer Pack offers an educational version
of EasyABC software, plus a new tutorial manual, four training videos, and a
new book on activity-based costing
(ABC). EasyABC Plus offers all of the
features that the standard version of
the software offers, plus bill of materials, model merge, and file security capabilities. The original EasyABC is
now available for the Macintosh as
well as for PCs.
Circle No. 40

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Cougar Mountain Software has begun shipping version 8.1 of the ACT
Accounting Series accounting software. This version offers several new
features such as new government payroll and tax reporting formats, including two levels of FICA and the ability
to print additional benefits on W 2s.
The cursor arrow keys now function in
the look -up windows, and users can
add vendors and inventory "on the fly"
in the purchase order application. The
customize option of the setup program
allows the user to modify the function
keys, alternate printers, and change
screen colors. The package includes
general ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, payroll, check reconciliation, inventory, purchase order,
and invoicing. Version 8.1 comes in
single -user DOS, LAN, and Xenix /Unix packages. Cougar Mountain
is also offering StoreWareT"", an entry
level point of sale package that can be
fully integrated with the ACT Series
accounting package.
Circle No. 36
Solomon Sofiware@ has introduced
Solomon III® version 7.0, a major update of all the modules. New reporting
capabilities have been added, and new
tools allow users to move in and out of
the system and between modules
more quickly and easily. Cash -basis accounting support for general ledger,
accounts payable, and accounts receivable modules has been implemented
in this version. The general ledger
module now allows information to be
retained for up to 99 periods and includes many new financial report definition options. Integration between the
accounts payable and purchasing modules has been greatly increased, and
the package now has many new his-

torical information reporting capabilities. More than 75 new features in all
have been added.
Circle No. 37
Cogent Technologies, Inc. has released Workpapers Plus version 2.0. It
automates the preparation of the trial
balance, financial statements, and supporting workpapers and assists in the
preparation of tax returns. Version 2.0
features new detail account analysis
workpapers such as bank reconciliations, accounts receivable agings, and
property and equipment analyses; calculation of financial ratios including
the Altman Z score; improved financial
statement capabilities; and redesigned
screens and pull-down menus.The
system requires an IBM PC orcompatible computer with 640K RAM and a
hard disk.
Circle No. 38
LPA Software has released its DRP
System for Unix work stations and
PCs. The DRP System is an inventory
management application for product
and parts inventory planning. It includes an integrated forecasting and
ordering system with a graphics system for visual representation of demands, forecasts, orders, and stocking
levels. It can track multiple mathematical forecasting methods. The DRP
System consists of four modules:
Time- Phased Planning, Order Review,
Multisite Warehouse Distribution, and
Management Reporting. The focal
point is the Planner's Worksheet,
which is an on -line, graphical view into
the stock versus demand status over a
five -year span. The system is driven by
user - defined parameters applied either
by part or by class.
Circle No. 39

ACCPAC Simply Accounting for Windows.

Computer Associates International, Inc. has released ACCPAC Simply
Accounting for Windows, an entry-level graphical accounting package for
small businesses. It uses Microsoft
Windows 3.0, and the screen displays
resemble the documents used in a
manual accounting system. The package includes fully integrated accounting ledgers for general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
inventory control, payroll, and job costing. Functions are organized logically
using common terms familiar to business people. The software requires an
IBM PC or compatible computer with
Microsoft Windows 3.0 or higher, a
minimum of 1MB RAM, a diskette
drive, and a hard disk.
Circle No. 41
Jobscope Corporation has developed JOBSCOPE, a manufacturing
management software system designed to help make -to -order manufacturers and service companies solve
problems in estimating, job tracking,
materials management, cost control,
and managing delivery schedules.
Like a traditional material requirements planning (MRP) system, JOB SCOPE uses "time phasing" of materials and activities; however,
JOBSCOPE allows the user to enter

ABC Technologies Inc.has launched
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each customer order as a separate information system. Within each customer order, the software automatically segments and posts detailed
information by individual order. In the
Job Cost segment of Job A, for example, the software will automatically
post all of Job A's costs for material issues, labor transactions, and special
charges as they are entered. JOB SCOPE provides information about
the status of each order in progress
and about the collective impact of all
orders on the general ledger, payroll,
inventories, scheduling, plant loading,
purchasing, shipping, and accounts receivable. JOBSCOPE runs on the Hewlett- Packard HP3000 and the IBM
AS /400.
Circle No. 42
Marasys, Inc. has developed Colorcube version 2.0, a database and
spreadsheet accessory that aids quick
and easy analysis. Users can color
code numerical data so that specified
ranges are highlighted in different colors. The lowest 10% can be in red, for
example, and borderline figures in yellow. The software accepts information
in ASCII form or directly from Lotus
1 -2 -3, dBase, Clipper, dBXL, Fox BASE, and Quicksilver. It operates on
all PCs or compatibles with 512K RAM
and a color monitor.
Circle No. 43

64% to 124%. Both copiers have a 250 sheet paper cassette, standard single
sheet bypass, auto exposure control,
and the capability to copy in five colors. The manual bypass can accommodate special stock or odd -sized paper.
Other features include a photo mode
for exceptional quality copies of photos and half -tone originals.
Circle No. 45
Hewlett- Packard Company has introduced the compact HP LaserJet HIP
printer, a low -cost 300 dots per inch laser printer with Resolution Enhancement technology for sharper edges.
The printer can scale, rotate, and manage type and graphics. It provides a
wide variety of different font sizes, different typefaces, and graphics abilities. The HP Laserlet IIIP printer
comes with a 70 -sheet multipurpose
paper tray that handles four standard
paper sizes, a variety of odd paper sizes, four envelope sizes, transparencies, and labels. The printer measures
14 "x16 "x8" and is compatible with all
popular software packages.
Circle No. 46

PUBLICATIONS
Slawson Communications, Inc. has

publishedThe Database Dictionary, by
Ellen Thro. The definitions are intended specifically for database users, and
examples from widely used databases
and operating environments are included when possible. The first part of
the book is a general dictionary of
more than 1,300 terms describing databases and related subjects. The second part is a series of appendixes covering foreign language equivalents of
common terms, British usages, sources of information, standards, common
symbols, and major database developments. The book is available in bookstores or from the publisher, 165 Vallecitos de Oro, San Marcos CA 92069;
(800) SLAWSON.
Circle No. 47
Chipsoft has published its TurboTax
Product Catalog,which gives specifications and descriptions of the complete
ProSeries line as of May 1. It contains
both federal and state programs and also productivity enhancement software
for tax professionals.
Circle No. 48
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Greg Lewis Productions Inc. has introduced PC- AUDIT, a software utility
that makes it possible to check and
verify software inventories on the PCs
of large groups of users. The manager
creates run -time diskettes containing
queries that will produce exactly the
reports needed. The diskettes then are
distributed to users, who type one
command to generate a hardcopy audit report and a cover letter. Managers
can choose from three different audit
types.
Circle No. 44

EQUIPMENT
Sharp Electronics Corporation has
introduced two compact copiers, the
SF-7320 and SF -7370. The former produces 13 copies per minute, and the
latter, 14 copies. Features include a
stationary platen, which prevents image distortion when books are being
copied, and a front-loading paper cassette, which reduces the space needed
for efficient installation. The SF-7370 is
equipped with wide zoom range, from
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The compact HP LaserJet HIP printer allows small businesses and individuals in small work
groups of large companies to create professional quality documents with most popular PC
software packages.
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IN THE LIBRARY

Lawrence W. Tull er, Business One
Irwin, 1818 Ridge
Road, Homewood,
IL 60430, 1991,

ELAINE GOLDMAN,EDITOR

BANKRUPTCY & INSOLVENCY
TAXATION
Grant W. Newton and Gilbert D.
Bloom, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605
7hirdAve., New York, NY 10158,1990,

576 pp.The timing of this book is terrific. The number of bankruptcies
seems to expand geometrically, as one
can see based on perusal of the current
business news. The tax aspects of
bankruptcy primarily will interest
those persons working in a bankrupt
or potentially insolvent firm. Creditors
and suppliers will be less interested in
the tax consequences. The initial chapter of the book, which discusses the
nature of bankruptcy and insolvency
proceedings, offers an excellent background on the subject. The key points
cover the tax consequences of discharge of indebtedness, corporate reorganizations, and the use of net operating losses. This subject is complex
and technical, but the authors attempt
to bring it into perspective. They succeed admirably, but I hope most readers will not have to refer to the book.
Alfred M. King

THEENCYCLOPEDIAOF
INVESTMENT TAXATIONAND
YEAR-ROUNDPLANNING
GUIDE
Kennethf Soderman, Harper Business,
10 East 53rd Street, New York, NY
10022, 1990, 364 pp.—This book is

designed for knowledgeable investors
and tax practitioners, so most readers
of this magazine will have no trouble
following the author's analysis of the
types of issues. Key chapters include
"Maximizing Deductions for Interest
Paid," "Tax Planning for Retirement,"
"Tax Use of Life Insurance," "AMT,"
"Passive Loss Rules," and "The Kiddie
Tax and Transfers to Children." Mr.
Soderman, a highly respected tax professional who has written extensively
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GOINGGLOBAL:NEW
OPPORTUNITIESFOR
GROWINGCOMPANIES
TOCOMPETEIN
WORLDMARKETS

on these topics, brings complex tax issues to a point where readers can understand and, even more important,
act on the recommendations.
AMK

BUSINESSPROCESS
IMPROVEMENT: THE
BREAKTHROUGHSTRATEGY
FORTOTALQUALITY,
PRODUCTIVITYAND
COMPETITIVENESS
H. James Harrington, McGraw -Hill,
Inc., 1221 Ave. of
the Americas, New
York, NY 10020,

1991, 274 pp. —If
this book accomplished
everything it set out to
do, it would be the
only guide necessary for financial
and operating executives! If any firm
ever achieved total quality, productivity, and competitiveness and met customer needs, what would be left? Getting back to reality, the author says
that the significant management
breakthrough in the 1980s was a realization that "business and manufacturing processes, not people, are the key to
error free performance." He develops
a methodology for process improvement that includes measurement and
feedback action, and he provides a
good introduction to benchmarking.
The book is quite detailed and is not
designed necessarily to be read as a
general management book. Rather, it
will help financial executives whose organizations already have decided to
put a major push on process improvement. In that case, the book provides
a very useful set of steps to be followed.

398 pp. —The author's thesis is
that smaller companies can, and indeed must, compete abroad. One
does not have to
be a General Electric or a Mitsubishi
or a Siemens to enter the world's competitive market. Too many companies,
however, have been scared off by the
complexities of international trade and
sometimes even have been unwilling
to export.
This very useful how - to-do-it book
covers financing and marketing in the
global economy. The author provides
a guide on sources of information, developing specific country information,
and advice on foreign acquisitions.
One particularly valuable chapter is titled, simply, "Getting Paid." Here the
author deals with fundamentals such
as letters of credit and documentary
drafts. Sources of credit information
are discussed as is insurance coverage. This how - to-do-it volume will be
worth its purchase price many times
over for small organizations seriously
considering expanding their importing
and exporting or investing abroad.
AMK

REVIEWERSWANTED
If you would like to write a book review
for this column, please send a fax to
Elaine Goldman at (201) 573-0639, or
call (201) 573 -6235. Please state your
job title /responsibilities and areas of
interest. Reviews can be a maximum of
four typewritten, double- spaced pages.
The book must be returned to the library, however reviewers will receive
five extra copies of the issue in which
the review appears.
■

Members may borrow books listed in this
section by telephoning Elaine Goldman,
manager of library services, at
(201)573 -6235.

AMK
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3RDANNUALWESTCOAST

CORPORATEFINANCIALMANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE
— The NewExposure Draft on Accounting forIncomeTaxes—
— Quality, PerformanceMeasurement and Productivity —
— Productivity Increases in the Financial Group - The Corporate Tax and Legislative Environment —
— The BusinessOutlook ■ MD &A Workshop —
— HarvestingtheBenefitsof Technology —
— SECYear-end FilingIssues■SECUpdate—
— Financial Instrumentsand Off- balance Sheet Financings—
— Maximizing Electronic Data Interchange Opportunities—
— FASB Update ■ Managing Change ■ Financing Alternatives —
— Responsive Tax Planning ■ Other Postemployment Benefits - Managing Short-term and Long -term Performance Trade-offs- Financing Alternatives ■ Activity Based Costing; A Case Analysis —
For more information or to register, call (800) 638 -4427, #3.

September 26- 27,1991
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RESEARCH
PATRICK L. ROMANO, CMA,
EDITOR

STATUSREPORTONRESEARCH
hat did the Committee on Research do for our IMA member constituency during fiscal
year 1990 -91? Twenty-two dedicated
volunteer members, directed by Chairman Fred Newton, were involved in
developing IMA's research response
this past year. I believe their efforts,
under the aegis of IMNs Bold Step
program, have resulted in the publication of research reports with findings
that are relevant and useful to the IMA
member.
Productivity, as measured by research publication output, and member demand for research reports were
at high levels this fiscal year. Seven reports were published, two of which
were in the Bold Step series. (See Research Reports Published.) One of
these reports, Retiree Health Benefits:
How to Cope with the Accounting, Actuarial, and Management Issues, was

IMNs second major undertaking in
support of the work of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board. Researched by Coopers & Lybrand, this
report will help financial managers
comply with the complex FAS 106. Another report, Private Sector Financial
Performance Measures and TheirApplicability to Government Operations, was

funded by IMA and the Association of
Government Accountants in support of
the objective of the President of the
United States for the establishment of
a government-wide program to improve the quality, timeliness, and efficiency of services provided by the federal government. As a public service,
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTNG /AUGUST 1991

World -Class Accounting for World -Class
Manufacturing have been shipped

since its publication in late December
1990. Also, revenues were higher for
the Research Publication Service, an
annual member subscription service
encompassing every new research report, as well as for outside publishers'
books sold. In summary, revenues
from research and research - related
publications exceeded those of the
or year by some 20%.
Committee actions during the year
resulted in the development of a new
research topic guide, a Statement of
Purpose and Operation, and a status
report on the Bold Step initiative.
The research topic guide identifies
subjects for which the Committee
sought research proposals. This guide
to subjects judged likely to be of substantial interest and value to IMA
members was published in MANAGE MENTACCO UNTING® and given wide
distribution. This guide was credited
with directing a number of sound proposals to 1MA.
The Statement of Purpose and Operation, to be published in brochure
form, describes the research activity of
IMA and explains the nature and purpose of various types of research publications, their scope, and the process
by which they are developed. It will be
used to inform potential researchers
and interested IMA members about
the Committee on Research activity.
The Bold Step status report indicates what was accomplished under
this initiative over the funding period
expiring June 30, 1991. Since the in-

REPORTSPUBLISHED
1. Management Accountants: Responding to Change. An Exploratory

Study — Donald L Madden and
James R. Holmes. Published August 1990.

2. Reporting, Control, and Analysis
of
Property, Plant, and Equipment— Michael J. Sandretto, Pub-

EXAMINATION
REVIEW
by
Irvin N. Gleim 8 Dale L. Ftesher

• Current, Fourth Edition
• Covers the ICMA's
New 4
Format
-Part

IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

ception of the initiative, 11 of the 32 research reports approved for publication earned the classification "Bold
Step," with three projects in process
appearing likely to earn the "Bold
Step" classification. Concluding its review, the Committee on Research believes that the Bold Step initiative has
had a successful impact on the IMA research program and that significant
applications- oriented advancement of
the state of the art of management accounting has been achieved. The Committee believes that the success warrants having the "Bold Step" initiative
sanctioned as a continuing IMA commitment toward management accounting research. IMA's Executive Committee approved this action in June.

pri-

TRENDS

five complimentary copies of this research report were sent to the Secretaries of all the departments of the federal government.
In addition, two drafts are in the
publication process, and 12 projects
are in various stages of completion.
(See Research Reports — Publications
in Process and Research Projects in
Process.) A major new project, Implementation of Activity -Based Costing by
KPMG Peat Marwick and Professors
Robert Kaplan and Robin Cooper of
Harvard University, was approved by
IMA's Executive Committee in February. When completed by this prestigious team, the research project will
provide IMA members with a most
sought after, comprehensive report on
the state of the art of activity-based
costing (ABC).
As noted previously, member demand for individual research reports
has increased over the prior year. For
example, 1,500 units of the monograph

I — Outlines 8 Study Guides
II — Problems & Solutions

$23.95
$23.95

Gleim Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 12848 -M • University Station
Gainesville, FL 32604

(800) 87 -G LE I M
CPAs: EARN CPE CREDIT WHILE
PREPARING FOR THE CMA EXAM

• 31 SEPARATE COURSES
• 94 CPE HOURS
• $125 (includes Volumes I b II
of CMA Examination Review)
SUPPORTING ALL YOUR CMA NEEDS
8am -7pm M -F, 9am•2gm SaL Eastem Time

Circle No. 14
&I

lished August 1990.
3. World -Class Accounting for World Class Manufacturing, Edited by Lamont Steedle. (Monograph). Published December 1990.
4. Retiree Health Benefits: How to Cope
with the Accounting, Actuarial, and
Management Issues—Coopers &

Lybrand. Published January 1991.
A Bold Step publication.
5. CIM justification in the Process Industry: A Case Study — Coopers &

Lybrand. Published April 1991.
6. Current Trends in Cost of Quality-- Linking the Cost of Quality and
Continuous Improvement —KPMG
Peat Marwick and W. Winchell.
Published May 1991. A Bold Step
publication.
7. Private Sector Financial Performance Measures and 71eirApplicability to Government Operations—James T. Godfrey, David J.

7. Marketing Costs —Their Nature
and Use in Decision Making and
Performance Evaluation— Michael
and Jonathan Schiff.
8. Implementation of Activity -Based
Costing —KPMG Peat Marwick
and Professors Robert Kaplan and
Robin Cooper.
9. Information for Strategic Planning— Grover L. Porter, Michael D.
Akers.
10. Cost Management Systems: A Digest of the Relevant Literature—Charles Mecimore, William
Sullivan.
11. Cost Accounting for Service Type
Businesses -0. Martinson.
12. Improving the Effectiveness of Audit Committees —RD. Nair, L.E.
Rittenberg.
Patrick L. Romano, CMA, is director of
IMA research.

Harr. Published May 1991.

RESEARCHREPORTS—
PUBLICATIONSINPROCESS
1. Case Studies of Computer- Integrated Systems —Earl D. Bennett, Sarah A. Reed.
2. Relevance Rediscovered—Anthology of 25 Significant Articles —Richard Vangermeersch. Vol. II -19291939. Vol. III-1939.1949.

RESEARCHPROJECTS
INPROCESS
1. The Effects of Personal Values and
Codes of Corporate Conduct on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting—Paul R. Brown, Arthur Brief,
and Janet Dukerich.
2. A Study of the Effectiveness of Analytical Procedures for Detecting
Management
Fraud — Edward
Blocher.
3. A Decision Support Systems Approach for Providing Integrated
Guidance to Assist in Developing
and Assessing Internal Controls —Paul R. Watkins, Thomas W.
Lin, Daniel E. O'Leary.
4. Performance Measurement and
Performance Measurement Systems— Robert E. Bennett, Steven J.
Neises.
5. Management Accounting for Joint
Venture Operations in the Soviet
Union —Adolf Enthoven.
6. Integrating Management Accounting Systems Design and Just-InTime Manufacturing Processes: A
Case Study of Ditch Witch—Michael Thomas.
64

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
LOUIS BISGAY, CPA,EDITOR

MAPMEETSWITHFASB
June 6, IMNs Management
Accounting Practices Committee participated in its annual
joint meeting with the Financial Accounting Standards Board. MAP Committee members joined FASB and
GASB (Governmental Accounting
Standards Board) members and key
staff during the public portion of the
meeting to discuss current financial reporting issues. Also participating were
IMA President Donald W. Baker,
Chairman Stanley R. Pylipow, and Executive Director Gary M. Scopes.
After FASB Chairman Dennis Beresford and GASB Vice Chairman
Martin Ives presented overviews of
their groups' activities, FASB Project
Managers Raymond Simpson and Halsey Bullen led discussions about accounting for income taxes and financial instruments.
During the "action" portion of the
meeting, the MAP Committee agreed
on comments to be submitted to FASB
on present -value methods, to GASB on
financial reporting models for governmental colleges and universities, and
to the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) on an integrated framework
for internal control. Committee members also approved the next Statement

0

on Management Accounting, "Cost
Management for Logistics." Further
information as to its availability is
forthcoming.

NEWMEMBERS
s of July 1, seven new members
took their places on the MAP
Committee. They are Patricia
Douglas (Western Montana), University of Montana; Thomas Kelly (Member-at- Large), Schering- Plough Corporation;
Alfred
M.
King
(Bergen Rockland), Valuation Research Corporation; Fred Newton
(Northern Virginia), Defense Contract
Audit Agency; Joseph Smith (Westchester), IBM Corporation (ret.); Robert
Woolheater (Los Angeles), the Craig
Corporation; and Patrick Worsham
(Atlanta), the Coca Cola Company.
Returning to their MAP duties for
another year are Martin Abrahams
(Member- at-Large), Coopers & Lybrand; Philip Ameen (Member -atLarge), General Electric Company;
Robert Anthony (New Hampshire),
Harvard Business School; Diane Butterfield (Member-at-Large), Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company; William Ililanfeldt (Member -at- Large),
Shell Oil Company; Kenneth Johnson
(Member-at-Large), Motorola, Inc.;
John Lordan (Baltimore), Johns Hopkins University.
Also, John Macaulay (Dallas),
Dresser Industries; Frank Minter (Birmingham- Vulcan), Samford University; John Perrell (New York), American
Express Company; Hal Rogero (Michigan Upper Peninsula),Mead Corporation; John Stewart (Chicago), Arthur
Andersen & Co.; Norman Strauss
(New York), Ernst & Young; and Edward Trott (Tampa Bay), KPMG Peat
Marwick.
As reported last month, Stanley
Ratzlaff, vice president and controller
of Pacific Enterprises, returns to the
MAP Committee as its chairman.

'SON OF 96'
ASB issued an Exposure Draft of
a Statement that would supersede
Statement 96 on accounting for income taxes. The Board believes that
the proposed new Statement is responsive to the chief criticisms of SFAS 96:
its complexity and concern about its
criteria for recognizing and measuring
deferred tax assets.
If adopted, the Statement would be
effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1992, with earlier apMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

plication encouraged. Comments on
the Exposure Draft are requested by
September 6, 1991.

ganization.

INTERNALCONTROL

n its comments to GASB regarding
"Governmental College and University Accounting and Financial
Reporting Models," the MAP Committee pointed out that this Exposure
Draft would exacerbate the confusion
that already exists because of FASB's
jurisdiction over private schools and
GASB's role vis -a -vis public schools.

ne of the most significant issues
on the MAP Committee's June 6
agenda was the Exposure Draft,
"Internal Control - Integrated Framework," issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations. An outgrowth of the 1987 recommendations
made by the National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting
(Treadway Commission), the Exposure Draft, which was developed by
Coopers & Lybrand for COSD, is the
result of an attempt to promote widespread recognition and use of authoritative guidance on internal control. It
seems especially relevant at this time
in light of the cases involving fraud
that although few in number, have received much attention from the media,
regulators, and Congress.
The MAP Committee's letter affirms IMA's support for a document of
this sort. Internal control is a broad
subject, and the Exposure Draft makes
clear that a company cannot achieve
good internal control simply by following a list of procedures.
The MAP Committee suggests that
the final COSO Statement recommend
that management reports on internal
control be issued whenever publicly
held companies issue financial statements to external parties. Management should be allowed flexibility in
the format of the management report
and should decide whether it elects auditor involvement The Committee was
critical about the Exposure Draft's
showing only one illustrative report,
which easily could become something
of a standard "boilerplate."
The Committee recommends that
the section on evaluation techniques
be split off into a separate document
that would help streamline the basic
document Also, the evaluation techniques document should contain a se
ries of case studies focusing on field
tests of the evaluation tools therein.
In general terms, the Exposure
Draft is seen as being overly voluminous, at least partly because of redundancies. It fails to provide guidance in
differentiating between material vs. insignificant weaknesses; the cost /benefit idea is not discernible. What also
seems to be missing is recognition that
achieving good internal control in a
small organization may involve fewer
steps than would be true of a large or-

0
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ACCOUNTINGBYCOLLEGES
ANDUNIVERSITIES

Adoption of this Exposure Draft would
give public institutions two models for
financial reporting —the governmental
model or the AICPA college guide
model.
Copies of MAP Committee comment letters are available at no charge
by writing to Lorraine Lupinski at
IMA's office in Montvale.
■
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, management accounting practices.

Member Interest Groups'

Roundtables
1991
The Roundtables are one -day technical seminars that offer an opportunity for
open discussion. They're a place where financial executives can get together,
share experiences, and leave with new ideas, new perspectives.
At convenient airport locations. A valuable experience.
Controllers' Roundtable
September 4, Chicago, Sofitel Hotel at O'Hare Airport
November 12, Atlanta, Ramada Renaissance at Hartsfield Airport
•❑Managing❑in❑a❑contracting❑economy
• Effective reporting to top management
• New❑financial❑reporting❑issues❑—❑income❑taxes❑and❑OPEB
• Forecasting and controlling cash flows, and more

...

Cost Management Roundtable
September 5, Chicago, Sofitel Hotel at O'Hare Airport
■❑Selling❑cost❑management❑to❑top❑management
■ Performance measurement innovations
■ ABC applications outside the factory
■ Transfer pricing, and more

...

Let us know what you'd like to discuss at the Roundtable:
S.
2.
Name
Company
Address

Title
Phone

Controllers' Roundtable
❑ ❑Sept. 4, Chicago
❑ ❑Nov.❑12,❑Atlanta

Cost Management Roundtable
❑ ❑Sept. 5, Chicago

Registration tees are ($25 off total fee for attending both Chicago Roundtables):
$200 Controllers Council and Cost Management Group members
$275 IMAmembers
$395 Non -IMA membors
For early registration, please fax this ad to Jonathan Schiff, (201) 573 -8185
For more information call(800) 638 -4427 or (201) 573 -6216.
Eight credit hours are awarded toward Continuing Professional Education for
participating in the Controllers' and Cost Management Roundtables.

TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH.HERMANSON, EDITORS

LET'S STOP
PRETENDING
ALL ACCOUNTANTS
ARE ALIKE
BY C. DOUGLAS POE AND
J.GREGORY BUSHONG
wring the past few years several
groups have called for an overhaul of undergraduate accounting education. Two receiving widespread attention within the profession
are the `Bedford Committee Report"
from the American Accounting Association and the "Big Eight White Paper"
from the (then) eight largest public accounting firms in the United States.
Most groups agree that our current accounting students are not receiving a
satisfactory education to prepare them
for a career in accounting. The Accounting Education Change Commission (AECC) is attempting to forge a
consensus on how this criticism can be
met and how our educational process
can meet the future needs of the profession.
We believe that the "Objectives of
Education for Accountants: Position
Statement Number One," recently issued by the AECC, contains a suggested curriculum for accounting courses
which, from a practical standpoint, is
outdated and unworkable. The statement recognizes the broad diversity of
knowledge within the profession but
paradoxically calls for one curriculum
to meet the needs of all areas.
A representative of the AECC,
speaking to the IMA Academic Relations Committee, commented that
much of our difficulty in providing adequate training is caused by one specific problem: We are not attracting
poor students to accounting, but sometimes we are attracting the wrong
good students. Accounting depart
66

ments often have some of the highest
entrance requirements within their institutions, so accounting majors have
made good grades in prerequisite
courses. Also, because so many accounting courses at the baccalaureate
level require the solution of structured
problems in structured environments,
we attract students who are skilled at
solving those kinds of problems. Accounting practice, however, calls for
the solution of unstructured problems
in unstructured environments.
The fault lies with the basic nature
of our undergraduate accounting curriculum. By attempting to force all accounting majors through virtually the
same courses, we can expose them to
the vast array of information only by
using structured problems. The curriculum model suggested by the AECC
perpetuates this situation. (Many accounting educators who have struggled with this concept for years would
take issue with the latter part of this
statement.)
Most institutions recognize that all
business majors need exposure to
both financial and managerial accounting. Thus, the first year often is a twosemester sequence of financial and
managerial courses, requiring structured solutions to structured problems. This broad but shallow exposure
may be the best alternative for the non accounting major but not for the accounting major. The accounting major
would benefit in the initial courses by
a narrower and deeper exposure to financial accounting in an unstructured
setting that explains more of the
"whys" of accounting rather than just
the "hows." Institutions such as the
University of Southern California have
begun to develop such courses.

TAKINGTIME
Teaching students to deal with unstructured situations requires much
more time from both student and
teacher. In the current (and suggested) curriculum, this time would have
to be taken from exposure to other material because business college accreditation groups limit the total time that
can be allotted to accounting courses.
The only realistic solution if all students are to have uniform preparation
as dictated by the public accounting
model and also be exposed to the diverse needs of all other areas of accounting is to provide broad but shallow exposure in highly structured
formats.
The logical extension of this model,

then, by both the AICPA 150 -hour requirement and the AECC position
statement, is to obtain the needed
depth and specialization by lengthening the educational process. Thus,
post - baccalaureate training becomes
necessary. Post - baccalaureate education can be supported in the public accounting arena through state certification laws and higher entry-level
salaries. In managerial accounting and
government or nonprofit accounting, it
cannot. The number of accountants
practicing in managerial accounting
far exceeds the number of accountants
in all other disciplines, yet the needs of
public accounting continue to dictate
curriculum design. We believe it is
time to change the basic baccalaureate
curriculum by differentiating accounting degrees.
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS FOR
DIFFERENT ACCOUNTANTS
Part of the problem is our continued
pretense that all accountants are alike.
In reality, we know this is not true. We
recognize that proficiency in various
accounting positions requires different
skills that are measured by certification exams such as CPA, CMA, CIA,
and so on. In education, a professor
may teach in more than one discipline,
but perusal of academic position announcements reveals that most specify
the area in which the individual is expected to teach.
Even in public accounting, which
long emphasized the equality of partners within the firm, attitudes have
changed. Firm members recognize
that while all partners are equal, they
possess different skills. Some firm
members specialize in tax, others in
auditing. If a firm or office is large
enough, some members may specialize in specific industries. Many firms
must hire nonaccountants in areas
such as consulting and computer systems, in part because the structure of
the accounting education curriculum
discourages students from acquiring
the specialized nonaccounting skills
required in these areas.
We suggest that it is time for the
profession to develop specializations
in a baccalaureate degree, which is
similar to the changes only a generation ago in the business curriculum.
For years, students who wanted to obtain a baccalaureate degree in any
business discipline were forced to take
courses related to general business operations such as typewriting or office
machines. Limited exposure was obMANAGEMENTACCOUN"rlNG /AUGUST" 1991

tained in specific areas of business,
such as accounting, because so many
general courses were required. As curricula evolved, schools recognized that
specialization removed the need for all
business majors to be able to do all
business functions. We believe the accounting discipline has evolved to the
same position. Sufficient diversity exists within the profession to allow differentiation of the curriculum into different specializations. While all
accounting majors would receive an
accounting degree, their transcripts
would indicate their areas of specialization, just as a generation ago most
accountants received business degrees, yet their transcripts differentiated them as accounting majors.
Some institutions may not be large
enough to differentiate their accounting majors, and others may choose not
to. However, most programs large
enough to accommodate the AICPA
150 -hour requirement also should be
large enough to allow differentiation of
accounting degrees. Some institutions
already have begun this process —but
often in a fragmented fashion because
the demands of public accounting still
dictate our curriculum. Schools such
as Louisiana State University go so far
as to offer baccalaureate degree programs in internal auditing, a highly
specialized program. Most institutions, however, continue to offer a
highly structured, broad but shallow
program geared to the demands of the
Uniform CPA Examination.
THE PROGRAM
Curriculum development can occur in
at least five areas: public accounting,
management accounting, government
and nonprofit accounting, tax accounting, and internal auditing. Contingent
upon an institution's size, programs
could vary from those that continue to
offer one overall curriculum to those
offering all five. In between, institutions could offer programs combining
one or more of these disciplines in basic courses and with limited differentiation.
A suggested beginning for further
discussion —based on a semester system with 120 hours required for graduation— follows:
Basic curriculum for accounting majors

Two semesters, principles of
financial accounting
6 hours
Two semesters,
intermediate accounting 6 hours
MA M UL M E N I A A _ UU U N7 1 N U / AU U U SL 19 9 1

One semester,
managerial accounting
One semester, auditing/
accounting systems

3 hours
3 hours

Such a basic curriculum would occupy only 18 of the 30 hours allowed
under AACSB accreditation rules. Every accounting student then would
have 12 credit hours to be devoted to
specific training, which could involve
more unstructured problem solving
and development of communication
skills. This curriculum would require a
separate introductory sequence for
nonaccounting business majors, as we
suggested earlier.
Should at least one tax course be included? Many schools would choose
to require one generic tax course within the basic curriculum, but large programs could accommodate more specialized tax training. Tax accounting
has changed so drastically in the past
decade that most accountants require
training geared to their discipline and
would be served better by specific
elective tax courses rather than a generic course. Some areas may not require any tax training.
Each specialized area of accounting
now would have the latitude to offer a
series of courses geared to the needs
of students choosing the different accounting careers. Students choosing
public practice could continue to be
trained in the diverse skills needed to
pass the CPA exam by selecting a
specified mix of courses from all areas
of accounting, including tax, government and professional regulation, theory, and auditing. Because they would
have an additional 30 hours of required coursework to meet AICPA requirements, they also could choose additional courses in the area in which
they expected to specialize.
It is impossible at this point to devise an exhaustive list, but majors in
management accounting might be required to take additional courses in
managerial accounting, analytical analysis, managerial skills, or other skill
areas of the discipline. Majors in tax
would take courses in tax, perhaps in
law, and in government regulation.
Government and nonprofit accountants could choose courses dealing
with regulation, fund accounting, and
auditing. Internal auditors could
choose courses in regulation, auditing,
tax, cost accounting, and managerial
skills. Input from the different professional organizations regarding specific
skill needs could be accommodated
more easily with the reduced core cur-

riculum of courses.
One argument against this diversified approach is that the current curriculum allows students the flexibility
to enter any specialty within the profession and that specialization at the
baccalaureate level would preclude
them from doing so. We believe the
opposite is true. If the elective accounting courses are structured properly,
students will learn problem - solving
skills that will facilitate rather than hinder their transfer of knowledge within
the profession.
WHERE DOWE GOFROMHERE?
Obviously, these suggestions do not
represent the only course of action
available. Any changes would require
drastic restructuring of textbooks and
courses. Institutions which already
have begun the process of differentiating accounting degrees should provide information on their programs
and how changes were accomplished.
During this time of potential momentous change in the structure of accounting education, it is imperative
that accountants in areas other than
public practice enter the discussion
more vigorously. CPAs are a minority
of all practicing accountants, and a
smaller minority yet of persons receiving baccalaureate accounting degrees,
but the needs of this small segment
continue to dominate the arguments
regarding the education of all accountants.
Such a strong emphasis on public
accounting often causes students who
do not enter public practice to feel that
they have failed or are second -rate. Also, it limits exposure to and training in
the skills needed to be successful in areas of accounting other than public
practice. We must stop pretending all
accountants are alike and start seeking
ways to provide the knowledge needed
by all accountants, not just a few. ■
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is the
ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal ofAc-

counting Education Professor at James
Madison University.
C Douglas Poe is associate professor at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Ky.
J. Gregory Bushong is assistant professor
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington,

Ky.
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PROMOTIONS&
NEWPOSITIONS

Pa u l Ye a ge r, Columbus,

was promoted to executive
vice president at The O.M.
Scott & Sons Company in
Marysville, Ohio ... Edmund J . Reinhard has
been named senior manager of Crowe Chizek in Columbus, Ohio.

WERE You
PROMOTED?

Milner Electrical Company,
Lexington, Ky., as vice president of finance.
Nancy Worden , Boulder
Valley, has been promoted
to audit manager at Guaranty National Insurance.

■ l Y Y r w n ■

■� ws� arr

PRESIDENT
Paul Soupart Jr., Wheeling, has been named president of People's Banking
Company in Martins Ferry,
Va. Mr. Soupart was formerly vice president of personal
banking at Fidelity Savings
and Loan.

Dennison R. Hewer, Jr.,
Buffalo, was named divisional controller for the Injected Rubber Products Division of Cadillac Rubber &
Plastics Inc. in Lockport,
N.Y.
K Rizwan Kadi , Chicago,
has been named assistant
vice president—accounting
for the Chicago Corporation.

Michael J . Thomas, Baltimore, has been promoted to
budget manager for the McCormick /Schilling Division
of McCormick & Company,
Inc., in Hunt Valley, Md.
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Paul Yeager

Randall Tuttle, Dallas, has
been promoted to audit
manager of Philip Vogel &
Co. PC, a Dallas CPA firm.
Andrew Meyerson, Long
Island, has been named accounting manager at Tyree
Environmental Technologies in Farmingdale, N.Y.

Have you or has someone you
know been promoted? Drop
us a line! Include the member's full name and IMA account number, the chapter
name, the company name,
and the employee's new title.
If possible, also include a
black -and -white head shot
photograph of the person.
When space permits, we like
to use photos. Send that information to: Kenneth Aurichio, IMA, 10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ 07645-1760. If
the promotion involves a
change of address, please
send that information to
Member Services at the same
address. Please submit news
about salaried positions
only.

Jeffrey G. Blumengold,
New York, has been named
director, health care services, for M.R Weiser &
Co. in Iselin, N.J.
Richard E. Newsted , Pittsburgh, has been appointed
vice president —finance and
treasurer of National Steel
Corporation in Pittsburgh,
Pa ...Harold F. Gardner
has been promoted to assistant treasurer of Cyclops Industries, Inc., in Pittsburgh.

Gary L. Fasick , Akron, has
been promoted to vice president-U.S. operations, and
corporate controller at Morgan Adhesives Company in
Stow, Ohio.

John B. Wehrle HI, CMA,
Blue Grass Area, has joined

James B. O'Shea, San Fernando Valley, has been
named chief financial officer of A.D. Clark Inc., in Los
Angeles.
Jerrell W. Habegger, Susquehanna Valley, has been
appointed chairman of the
accounting department at
Susquehanna University in
Selinsgrove, Pa.

KENNETH AURICHIO,EDITOR

Mark P . Sparano, Bridgeport, has been promoted to
audit manager of KPMG
Peat Marwick in the Stamford, Conn., office.

Hyland Division of Baxter
Healthcare Corp. in Glendale, Calif.

Ann Marie (Wolansld)
King, Sacramento, has
been promoted to manager
of financial reporting for the

Gary L Fasick

Richard E. Newsted
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TWOASSOCIATIONSCOMPETE
TODOMINATEGROWTHSECTOR:

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
The following article appeared in THE

WALL STREETJOURNAL, issue of
July 9, 1991.

BYLEEBERTON
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL

NEW YORK —Two leading accounting organizations are battling for dominance in the growing field of management accounting.
While public accountants act as outside auditors and advisers, management accountants work for companies.
The ranks of management accountants are growing rapidly, while the
number of independent accountants is
stagnating.
For years the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants and the
National Association of Accountants
have coexisted fraternally, with nary a
spat. But now budgets are tight, membership growth is essential —and competition between the two is escalating
sharply. The 305,000 - member AICPA,
the leading group for public accountants, plans a new membership unit
solely for management accountants.
But management accounting is the
main turf of the 94,000 - member National Association of Accountants,
which believes it better prepares accountants for jobs in industry. To fight
back, the National Association has
changed its name to the Institute [ofl Management Accountants and plans more
joint conferences with industry to attract members. The
management institute is also
stepping up its challenge to
the longtime supremacy of
AICPA's national CPA exam
with its own exam for a certified management accountant.
"The two organizations are
headed for a collision
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1991

course," asserts Ettore Barbatelli, Sr.,
a former president of the management
institute and chairman of a Milwaukee
asset - appraisal firm. "There's no question that the AICPA plans to invade the
(management institute's) membership
ranks, where 25% of the members are
CPAs."
Eric Schindler, chairman of the
AICPA's industry committee, says that
the AICPA will probably start the new
unit for management accountants
within a year. But Mr. Schindler, a
CPA and vice president, finance and
administration, at Columbia Paint Co.,
Spokane, Wash., insists that the
AICPA isn't trying to put the management institute out of business. "We're
simply trying to serve a significant segment of the AICPA's membership," he
says. More than 40% of AICPA members work for industry and comprise
the AICPA's fastest growing membership group.
Mr. Schindler says that the new
management accounting division
would focus on such technical areas as
cost accounting and activity -based accounting, which are used by industry
accountants.
The AICPA has long held the upper
hand in attracting accountants because of the influence it carries with
state boards of accountancy. These
boards recognize only certified public
accountants for auditing corporate financial statements. Consequently, the

national CPA exam has long been the
key to obtaining jobs at accounting
firms and in industry.
But in recent years, the exam for
management accounting, initiated in
1972, has been gaining ground on the
CPA exam as an important step to getting a job in the financial departments
of big companies. About 1,900 accountants took the management-accounting exam for the first time in June, up
43% from a year earlier, the IMA says.
In comparison, there were about
25,000 first -time CPA exam takers in
May, or about the same as a year before, according to the AICPA.
"We don't see public accounting
growing as dramatically as management accounting in years to come, and
it's conceivable that we could be bigger than the AICPA by the next century," says Gary Scopes, the management institute's executive director.
'Me AICPA's plan to have its own
management accounting unit certainly
got our attention," he adds. "It made us
move a lot more quickly on our name
change."
Some companies are finding the
management - accounting exam more
useful in training their staffs than the
CPA exam. "Over the long term, the
[management exam] is a better measure of a person's capability to manage
personnel in industry," says Clark
Johnson, vice president, finance, of
Johnson & Johnson Inc., New Brunswick, N.J. The CPA exam
tests auditing, accounting,
practice and legal knowledge,
while the management exam
test includes questions on
economics, management motivation and corporate decision- making.
■
Reprinted by permission of
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, 01991 DowJones & Co.,
Inc. All rights reserved.
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ASSOCIATION
NEWS
PR award recipients, L.-r: Robert Daniel, Chattanooga; Norma J.
Ayres, Nashville; Jettie M. Jacobs. Richmond; Janice Chasse,
Merrimack Valley; Clair Raubenstine, vice president for member
service; John N. Slipkowsky, Massachusetts North Shore.

KENNETH AURICHIO,EDITOR

LYBRAND AWARD
WINNERS
James S. Elliston, president
of the Omaha Chapter, won
the 1990-91 Lybrand Gold
Medal for writing the most
outstanding article in the
competition year. Titled
"Image Processing: Bright
Picture for the Future," the
article appears in this
month's issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING&

The Lybrand Silver Medwon by John W. Hill,
Bloomington Indiana, for
his article "The Future of
Management Accounting
Education: A Partnership
Between Industry and Academia," which was published in February 1991.
The Bronze Medal was
awarded to two manuscripts
which tied in the competition. Michael A. Robinson,
Central Texas,won a Bronze
Medal for his article, "Strategic Enhancement of MIS
Through Decentralization
and Outsourcing: The Case

of the Dial Corporation,"
which will be published in
September. Harper A.
Roehm, Joseph F. Castellano, Dayton,and Donald J.
Klein, Grand Rapids,also
received Bronze Medals for
their article "Creating Trust
and Fostering Commitment: The Keys to Building
a World -Class Manufacturing Organization," which
was published in March
1991.
The awards are spon-

sored by the partners of
Coopers & Lybrand to honor William M. Lybrand, the
firm's founding partner and
second IMA president.
Authors of 22 other outstanding manuscripts were
awarded Certificates of
Merit. They are: Thomas I..
Barton and Frederick M.
Cole, Jacksonville,"Meet
Sally and Her Animated
Management Control System'; Carol E. Brown, Salem Area, Mary Ellen Phillips, and Norma L. Neilson
(nonmembers), "Using Expert Systems to Provide Financial Planning Benefits to
Employers "; Jack M. Ca-

they, Charlotte,"Electronic
Data Interchange: What a
Controller Should Know";
Ralph E. Drtina, Mid -Florida, and Robert L. Porter
(nonmember), "Controlling
R &D Spending in the Era of
Advanced Planning Technology"; Michael T. Dugan,
West Alabama,and Wade
Hughes (nonmember),
"Why Not Disclosure for
Supply Commitments "; Jim
Hamilton, Des Moines,
"How Do You Calculate the
Benefit Obligations"; Robert W. Koehler, Central
Pennsylvania,- fbe Ironic
Compatibility of Activity
Based Costing, The Contri-

al was

Lybrand Award winners after they were presented medals by Clair Raubenstine, partner of Coopers
& Lybrand: I: r., James S. Elliston, CMA; John W. Hill; Raubenstine; Joseph F. Castellano: Michael
A. Robinson; and Harper A. Roehm.

Certificate of Merit winners as they were presented their awards at the Annual Conference.
70
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bution Approach, and Direct Approach "; and Ronald
J. Lewis, Saginaw Valley,
"Activity-Based Costing for
Marketing Functions."
Also: Joseph L. Pasquinelli, CMA, Pittsburgh, "FAS
105 — Financial Instruments—An Industry Perspective"; R Brian Pederson, Mt. Rainier,
"Controlling Costs in the
Payroll Department "; 011ie
S. Powers, CMA, Birmingham- Vulcan, and Steven
Brown (nonmember),
"COBRA: A Snake in the
Employee Benefits Garden"; Robert F. Reilly,
CMA, Chicago,"Valuation
Aspects of Buy /Sell Agreements"; Richard L. Rogers,
Indianapolis, and Douglas
L. Heerema (nonmember),
"Your Cost Accounting System Cannot Serve Two Masters"; Harold P. Roth, CMA,
and A. Faye Borthick, CMA,
Knoxville,"Are Your Distorting Costs by Violating
ABC Assumptions "; Helen
M. Savage, CMA, Greater
Youngstown Area, "The
Need for Adequate Documentation of Spreadsheet
Files: Complete Instructions Included'; Michael R.
Sellenheim, Waukesha. Area, "Performance Measurements in a World -Class
Manufacturing Operation ";
Douglas Sharp and Linda F.
Christensen, Wichita, "For
Managerial Decision Making: A Suggested Refinement in Activity Based Costing"; David E. Stout,
Trenton, Thomas F. Monahan, and Matthew J. Liberatore (nonmembers), "Decision Support for Capital
Budgeting'; Robert B.
Sweeney, Jacksonville, and
James L. Lukawitz, Memphis,"Bartering —The Revival of an Ancient Concept
to Solve Current Problems'
Anthony R Tierno, Pittsburgh,"Teaching Quality:
Lessons From ALCOA ";
Royallen Wiley, CMA, Charlotte,"Fruehauf Corporation: A Casualty of the Debt Crazed '80s"; Robert M.
Young, CMA, Greenwood
Area, "Accounting for Re-

Shreveport,
Patricia M. Spackman,
New York.
Leroy A. Sundby,
Fort Worth.
Henry J. Vandermause,
Waukesha Area.
Robert J . Wentz,
Detroit.
Dora M. Wetherbee,
San Diego.
Fred W. Wolke,
Danbury Area.
Sam Yellen,
Los Angeles.
Newsletter award winners, standing I. -r: Gene Ludwig, chairman of
the Chapter Operations Committee; Jim Brown, national VP accepting for Gaston - Carolinas; Ron King, accepting for Western Montana;
Jerry Griffith, North Central Ohio; Jim Feeney, Boston. Seated: John
Mericsko, Washington, and Dee Paskonis, Cleveland.

mote Locations."
Medals and certificates
were presented to the authors on Tuesday, June 25,
at the Annual Conference in
Chicago.

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)
Walter C. Anderson,
Boston.
Lavon O. Aten,
Des Moines.
Charles H. Bauer,
Princeton.
Frank T. Berry, Jr.,
Asheville.
Margrette S. Brumfield,
Jackson.
Richard A. Bruno,
Mass Route 128.
Richard A. Buehler,
Columbus.
Don R. Chick,
Omaha.
Robert E. Childers,
Tulsa.
Alfred F. Crommett,
Worcester Area.
Ted E. Davis,
Salt Lake Area.
Russell E. Delaney,
Fox River Valley.
M.L. Depriest,
Nashville.
Harry J . Ebert,
Lake Erie Central.
Carter R. Farnsworth,
Olean- Bradford Area.
Donald E. Haraga,
Oakland County.
William C. Hauss,
Charlotte.
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David C. Howard,
Mass Route 128.
Richard E. Kavicky,
Cleveland East.
Gilbert A. Krom,
Mid - Hudson.
Ervin S. Lineberry,
Greensboro.
Richard M. Ludwig,
Seattle.
Gerald T. Mescall,
New York.
Clayford Moore,
Detroit.
Frank M. Mukai,
St. Paul.
William IL Muler,
Minneapolis Viking.
Richard Newell,
Florida Gulf Coast.
William Newman,
South Bay.
Lawrence J. Oberg,
Massachusetts North Shore.
Donald G. Perry,
San Francisco,
Hampton R. Poole,
Piedmont Greensboro.
Lawrence W. Presler,
Albany.
Harold I. Purcell,
Bakersfield Area.
Robert Radeski,
Los Angeles.
Joseph R. Rohlinger,
South Bay.
Donald E. Sanders,
Dubuque Tri-State.
Bobby W. Smith,
Minneapolis Viking.
William H. Snow,

IN MEMORIAM
Raymond D. Bacek, 53,
MorrisEssex, 1970.
Joseph T. Bracken, 48,
Richmond, 1990.
Frank H. Burkhart, 62,
Memphis, 1961.
Michelle G. Casebolt,
Sacramento, 1989.
Arvin W. Frederick,
Memphis, 1960.
Robert L. Greene, 64,
Muskegon, 1957.
William F. Jensen,
Princeton, 1973.
Arthur W. Last, 60,
MorrisEssex, 1982.
Joseph F. Long, 71,
North Central Indiana,
1961.
Hurley M. Mennear, Jr.,
62, Long Island, 1968.
Emile P. Meyer,
New Orleans, 1963.
D.N. Milberger, 52,
Wichita, 1969.
James F. Mitchell, 54,
Southwest Florida, 1986.
Aime R. Paradis, 54,
New Hampshire, 1961.
James B. Reynolds, 68,
Worcester Area, 1966.
Joseph B. Sanchez, 74,
Mohawk Valley, 1968,
King W. Smith, 82,
Tulsa, 1973.
W.M. Valentine, 72,
Chattanooga, 1964.
Robert A. Wagner, 54,
Greater San Gabriel Valley,
1973.
Payson E. Woolsey, 59,
Eugene-Springfield, 1967.
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"DOWNUNDER"

1913 FORM 104 0. Accurate
reproduction, complete including instructions, four 8 1/2 x 11
parchment pages, $10. Deluxe
version: arranged on 22 x 28 single parchment sheet, $49.95. Offseason sale on exclusive greeting
cards for tax return preparers.
MC/VISA/AMEX
(501 -7825942) Executive Marketplace,
P.O. Box 3988, Dept. MA, Fort
Smith, AR 72913.
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LOOIGNG TO EXPAND TO
Australia? Research & Reporting
offers market studies, industry/product reports, strategy
planning, commercial negotiations, other business intelligence
PLUS an informative monthly
newsletter. Full particulars via
airmail from Australian Downunder, 10 Angorra Road, Terrey
Hills, Sydney, NSW, 2084 Australia.
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COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Let Padsett Business
Services build
another successful
accounting practice
with you.
• 4 wk, initial training
• Client marketing systems
• Income tax school
• Streamlimed accounting
syystems
• On-going field support
• Ownermanuals drmuchmore
PADGMBUSINESSSERVICES$
1- 800 -323 -7292
An International
Accounting Franchise
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ord minimum. Abbreviations,
Pcodes, and phone numbers
Lint as one word each. All
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DEPRECIATION /FIXED ASSET MANAGEMENT. IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2 and compatibles. Three books, all normal
methods,
custom
reports.
$175.00. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. VISA/MC. SOFTLINK,
P.O. Box 2433, Stuart, FL 34995
Phone 407 -692 -3123.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.
Grants /loans to $500,000. Free
recorded message: (707) 4480330. (OR7)
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTING AND TAX FRANCHISES
FOR SALE: 24,500 to 160,000
Gross Revenue. Florida Panhandle, Alabama (Mobile & Dothan)
and Asheville, North Carolina.
Call Padgett Business Services -1- 800.323 -7292.
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IF YOU'VE sold property and
taken back a Mortgage, III buy
that Mortgage for CASH! (503)
981 -4421.

CMAREVIEW
NEW ENGLAND CMA REVIEW will present classes in the
Boston area starting on September 4, 1991. For information, call
Professor John Slipkowsky,
CMA, CPA (508)685 -6681.

READYFOR
YOUROWN
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICE?
COMPREHENSIVES
can make it happen! Prime territories available to qualified accountants with a minimum net
worth of $100,000 /540,000 liquid.
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Proven system. Training, equipment and marketing support provided. Call today 1- 800.3239000- Comprehensive Business
Services, Inc., Attn: MA, 1925
Palomar Oaks Way, Suite 105,
Carlsbad, CA 92008.
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IMA, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760.
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Cost Container

Keep the Lid on
with Employee Benefits Management
from CCH
It's a bou t m one y!
Non -salary benefits now make up about
401/6 of the typical employee's total compensation. And the cost of these benefits, especially
health care, is simply rocketing out of sight.
The pressure's on to get the maximum bang
out of your benefits buck. Employee Benefits
Management from CCH can help you do it.
This five- volume Reporter thoroughly
explains both the tax and non -tax aspects of
literally every type of employee benefit in a
uniform, consistent format that makes it easy
to comparison shop various features. A big,
36 -page Cost Containment section keeps you
thinking lean and mean. And a unique,
alphabetically - arranged Benefits by Topic
volume makes your research as efficient as
your planning. Plus, CCH :style monthly
Reporting and Directions, the dynamic,

semimonthly, benefits newsletter (no extra
charge), keep you clearly ahead of the ever changing benefits game.

- - - - - -

So, whether you're a benefits specialist or
a CEO, dealing with a specific benefit or an
entire plan, Emplo)w Benefits Management
has the kind of comprehensive coverage you
need to make quick, cost- effective choices.

INSURANCE— From Catastropbic Coverage
to Prescription Drugs (SD -134)• (To salve
time, call to ll-f ree 1- 800 - 248-3248 for
your nea re s t CC H Sa le s Offic e. )
❑ ❑Please❑send❑full❑details❑on❑CCH's Employee
Benefits Management and my free book.

Call or write today for full information and
your free copy of the important new CCH
book, EMPLOYER PROVIDED HEALTH
INSURANCE — From Calastropbic Coverage
to Prescription Drugs (SD -134).
Em p l o y e e Be n e f i t s Ma n a g e m e n t —

Yo u can't sp end m oney smarter!

- - - -a .

Comme rc e Cle a ring Hous e , Inc .
4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, IL 60646
❑ ❑Please❑have ❑my❑local❑CCH❑Sales❑Represenrative contact me. Also send me my free
copy of EMPLOYER PROVIDED HEALTH
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TEMPORARY SERVICE?
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A temporary service that's all thin gs to all people is a case of
that old adage:Jack o all trades, master o none. At Accountemps, we
specialize —in accounting, ""keeping, finance and in o r m a t io n
systems. Because we're financial professionals ourselves, we understand

f

f

f

your needs. We only do what we do best. Our expert temporaries are
available for a day, a weep, a month or longer. One specialist or an entire
tea m .
Bu t d o n ' t j u s t take our wor or it. In a national survey of
personnel executives, Accountemps was ra n ke d as the first choice bya five
i n d out how much more accountable a temporary
to one margin. F
service can be. Call Accountemps.
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